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Preface
The following timeline (Figure 1) illustrates the context relevant to this dissertation,
including important landmarks and transitions in the history of obscenity law and censorship, the
political economy, and in sexually oriented films and literature.
The first wave of nudist camp films began in the early 1930s with Elysia, and The
Unashamed. Postwar films in the second wave included Garden of Eden (the first to be filmed in
color), Naked Venus, and Daughter of the Sun. Concurrently, nudists produced still-images of
nudity in the pamphlets, books, and other literature of their movement, alongside the more
explicit content produced by softcore pornographers including magazines like Playboy and
Modern Man.
Both nudist camp films, and the nudie-cuties into which they evolved were short lived but
represented important moments in the history of the incorporation of consumer sexual desire
into the legal marketplace leading ultimately to the advent of hardcore film in the 1970s. The
context of this transformation also includes the wider political, economic, and cultural milieu of
corporate consumer capitalism and the maturity discourse. As I argue below, as the contours of
the marketplace were reshaped in response to the shift in the political economy from one which
suppressed and excluded explicit sexual desire to one which cultivated and included it as a form
of consumerism, nudist representations likewise shifted from naturalized depictions of a rarefied
nudist pornotopia in early still-imagery and nudist camp films to the culturally-stripped,
technologically-realized nude of the nudie cutie in the late 1950s.
I also place the development of nudie cuties in the context of the parsimonious
sanctioning of pleasures available to heterosexual men in the 1950s. Linking their right to
pleasure to a normative orientation to the institutions of the family, market, and nation, the
maturity discourse excluded many men who were unable or unwilling to abide by these norms.
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Below, I argue that the films of Russ Meyer offered a compelling counterdiscourse of perverse
enjoyment for the single working-class voyeurs who filled grindhouse theaters, and I trace this
counterdiscourse from its expression of the pleasures of getting away with it, to the jouissance
of being caught.
Although this dissertation is not focused on obscenity law or the self-imposed censorship
of Hollywood film, these restrictions provide the primary context for the framing requirements
and transformations detailed below. Beginning with the importation of the Hicklin standard, and
through what is known today as the secondary effects doctrine, obscenity law has restricted
from the marketplace imagery thought to “deprave and corrupt” or to otherwise exert its negative
influence on susceptible groups within a given population. The framing strategies developed by
bona fide nudists, softcore pornographers, and other content producers was therefore designed
to rekey nude still-imagery and film in various ways: as the documentation and literature of the
nudist movement; as the evidence of dispassionate and scientific inquiry, or as efforts at moral
education.
Two Supreme Court decisions in particular are important context for these framing
strategies. In Parmalee v. the United States (1940), the Court ruled that nudity was not
“obscene per se and under all circumstances,” and narrowed the scope and applicability of
obscenity law to what it described as insincere, pruriently-oriented, or disreputable
representations. Similarly, the 1959 Roth decision established the minimum baseline for legal
imagery, which it ruled could be not be “without redeeming social importance.” These
prerequisites for access to the marketplace forced producers to represent the narrative form and
aesthetics of nude still-imagery and film using square-ups designed to obscure their sexual
nature. This dissertation traces the square-up from a contrived and disingenuous legal necessity
to its status as a central plot-device associated with the sexual tease of nudie cuties.
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Introduction
Let’s Go Naked: The Literature and Imagery of Nudism in the U.S.
One afternoon in 1932, a group of teenage boys crowded around the display window of
a bookseller on Wall St.1 On display among various manuals, bibles, and pulp novels were
copies of Let’s Go Naked, an illustrated nudist guidebook. Each copy was opened to reveal
images of nude men and women exercising, eating, working outdoors, or engaged in other
communal outdoor activities. Groups of friends, and families with small children posed in the
nude with wide smiles for the camera. In the images, most nudists appeared healthy and strong,
with lean, tanned bodies as if to say “see what nudism can do for you?” 2
The streets around the boys teemed with men and women enjoying an evening of
entertainment in the city’s hotels, nickelodeons, and burlesque theaters where novel innovations
promised spectacle, shock, and titillation for the price of a nickel, dime, or quarter. While the
short films on view and the lectures and performances in theaters and parlor halls ranged
widely, a predominant theme of these new forms of urban entertainment was sex and sexuality.
New Yorker’s with a depression to forget about flocked to burlesque shows and strip-tease acts,
and lent their support to a growing market of increasingly explicit magazines and books. 3
That same afternoon, an officer who worked for the vice, indecency, and immorality
squad of the NYPD made his way through the throng of boys surrounding the Wall St.
bookseller’s window and purchased a copy of Let’s Go Naked to show to John Sumner, the
head of the New York Society for the Suppression of Vice. Sumner, Officer McLoughlin, and an
employee of the NYSSV, Charles Bamberger, would visit the store twice more, taking careful
1

Freedman v. New York Soc. for Suppression of Vice
Ibid.
3
Long, Kat. The Forbidden Apple: A Century of Sex & Sin in New York City. Brooklyn, N.Y.: Ig
Pub., 2009.
2

1

notes on the crowds, onlookers, and the material on sale. After finding that black strips of paper
had been placed over the genital areas of the images, the officers arrested the bookseller on
charges of violating New York’s Penal Code 1141 prohibiting the display of indecent pictures in
public places or those which “tend to demoralize the morals of youth.” The black strips Nathan
Freedman had placed on the images did not help his case. Instead, the court ruled that they
“tended to accentuate rather than to diminish the lewd and lascivious character of the
publication.”4
Despite the efforts of organizations like the New York Society for the Suppression of
Vice, by the 1930s an unprecedented amount of printed erotica was available in the United
States, owing to improvements in printing technology, an increased pace of social change
associated with sexual reform, and the liberalization of obscenity law.5 As still imagery, men
could find suggestive but softcore pin-ups, often-imported and illegally-traded explicit black and
white photographs, purportedly nonsexual naturist magazines, or palm-sized crudely-drawn
comic books known as Tijuana Bibles. Sexually-oriented materials could also be found in the
form of high-priced quarterly literary magazines, various “manuals” on sex and sexuality, or
inexpensive pulp novels that mixed relatively mild sexual content with lurid stories of crime,
science fiction, or thrill-seeking.
Magazines claiming an affiliation with the Nudist movement were popular forms of stillimage nudity available to American consumers in the first decades of the 20 th-century. Nudists
extolled the benefits of exercising and socializing in mixed gender groups, and the virtues of
sun, light, and air on the naked body. Rather than pruriently or avariciously motivated, they
claimed their activities, lifestyle, and educational materials were meant only to dissociate nudity

4

Freedman.
Gertzman, Jay A. Bookleggers and Smuthounds the Trade in Erotica, 1920-1940.
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, Inc, 2011.
5
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from sex and sexuality, and the nude body with sin and immorality. These claims, however were
sometimes difficult to square with the broader character of the movement’s literature.
Beginning in the 1920s, Nudists began to organize events in urban and rural settings
across the United States, and to produce widely-available imagery documenting the Nudist
lifestyle. The American Nudist movement drew inspiration as well as participants from the longstanding German practice of Nacktkultur, but its American roots as an organized practice can be
traced to Kurt Barthel, the German-American founder of the American League for Physical
Culture.6 In 1932 under Barthel’s direction, The ALPC purchased land in Millington, New Jersey
and opened Sky Farm, the nation’s first permanent Nudist camp. As Eric Schaefer argues, the
movement owed much of its early growth in popularity and visibility to two figures: Daniel
Boone, the controversial founder of the International Nudist Conference (later the American
Sunbathing Association), as well as the Nudist magazines The Nudist (later Sunshine & Health),
and Bryan Foy, the exploitation film producer whose films placed Nudism “firmly on the
American cultural map.”7 By the mid-century, nudists were a significant and organized presence
in the U.S., with established nudist groups and clubs in multiple states including California,
Indiana, Florida, and New York, and widely-read books, and nationally-distributed periodicals.
Maurice Parmelee was a prominent Nudist and Sociologist whose Nudism in Modern
Life: The New Gymnosophy was among the first scholarly treatments of Nudism and one of the
most widely-read and influential books on the subject. Parmelee was a member of a circle of
Bohemian sex reformers centered in New York’s Lower East Side, and his work on Nudism was
part of his larger critique of modernity, capitalism, and sexual repression.8 Parmelee’s vision of
Nudism embraced progressive views on race and sexuality, but like many reformers at the time,

As Mark Storey notes, advocates and practitioners of he calls “mixed-sex social nudity” can be
traced to the late 1800s. Storey, Mark. Cinema Au Naturel: A History of Nudist Film. Oshkosh,
Wis.: Naturists Society N Editions, 2003.
7
Schaefer 293.
8
Hoffman.
6
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his interest in eugenics, racial science, and his readings of colonialist Anthropology led to
ambiguous support for racial integration, and non-heteronormative desires, identities, and
relationships.
Racial integration presented a controversy for Parmelee and others. Although nudists
sometimes idealized the indigenous and brown(ed) body as the most natural, and healthy, in
practice, most nudist camps had tacit, if not explicit policies of racial segregation they justified in
terms of the movement’s reputation, various stereotypes and irrational fears of Black members,
and a generally unwillingness to challenge wider social prejudice. Sunshine & Health sponsored
debates and published letters on race relations throughout its history. While many letters argued
that the camps should be integrated, The American Sunbathing Association responded by
establishing a policy of segregation, and proposed developing independent “groups of nudists of
the colored race,” thus answering its own question: “is there a color line in nudism?” strongly in
the affirmative.9
While Parmelee drew on the intellectual tradition of Progressive Era, and liberal feminist
reform in his rejection of overt expressions of racial and sexual hierarchy, and advocated a
certain degree of aesthetic relativism, he relied on prevailing notions of racial and sexual
science based on “fundamental” racial and sexual types, and exhibited anxiety over race and
sex mixing while tacitly endorsing racial segregation.
As Ruth Barkan has shown, the frequency of detailed discussions of the effects of
sunlight on skin tone by Parmelee and other nudists demonstrated a masked concern with race
despite their relative paucity of overt racial claims (BARKAN). Parmelee praised the
attractiveness of even shading and the uniformity of skin tone associated with nude sunbathing,
for example, and decried what he described as the “sharply defined areas of white and of
brown” characteristic of partially clad bodies on which “the outline of the suit is sketched in the

9

Hoffman.
4

most ludicrous fashion.” While this might symbolically express an interest in integration,
Parmelee also argued that although nudists should make an earnest effort to liberalize aesthetic
views, the “incompatible ideals” of different racial types ultimately rendered integrative efforts
futile.
Parmelee viewed race as a natural and somatic difference linked to distinct cultural
traits, and read the non-white body in relation to deviance from a white ideal, invoking the racial
science canard of the superior beauty represented by the statues of ancient Greece. The
symmetry, proportion, and lines associated therewith, he suggested, should be extrapolated as
general principles of human perfection due “the ease with which these parts may be
apprehended by our sense organs, in particular the visual sense.” Standards of human beauty,
he continued
are determined largely by the fundamental human type, by the racial type to
which we belong, and for each sex by the sex type. With respect to the beauty
of these types there can be no argument, for they are the types to which we
are accustomed, and which are natural and normal for us.
Influenced by a number of major intellectual trends in the 1920s and 30s, including
psychoanalysis and sexology, Parmelee offered a strong defense of nudism as a philosophy
and practice that would liberate the individual, family, and ultimately, civilization, from the
negative consequences of sexual repression. For Parmelee, nudity was only contingently and
forcibly associated with sex: for children raised under the philosophy of gymnosophy (from the
Greek, “naked philosophy”) “nudity per se can never be erotic”, and such children could not
“regard the human body as shamefully mysterious to be contemplated only by stealth.” The
ambivalent feelings generated by the overstimulated curiosity of clothed sociality, along with its
repression, however, was the cause of the “neurotic and hectic character of our civilization.” The
solution, he concluded, was a kind of mixed-gender nudist resocialization, whereby habituation
to ubiquitous nudity would normalize the “sex stimulus.”

5

But these views were also shaped by Parmelee’s interest in eugenics, and he argued
that mixed-gender nudist socializing was also a corrective to the dysgenic influence on mating
and marriage associated with clothing. In contrast, he wrote, a nudist society is “much more
likely to secure a beautiful and healthy race.”
A number of other scholars, journalists, and essayists contributed to the broad expanse
of nudist literature as well, including social worker Henry Huntingdon, whose In Defense of
Nudism challenged the “dragon of shame and secrecy” associated with sexual repression
against which “the nudist movement declares war” (150). Huntingdon offered nudism as a
solution to the problem of juvenile delinquency, asking why “young people invade schools and
scatter ink on walls and smash windows, slash tires, tear up plants in public parks….engage in
needless violence, destroying for mere destruction’s sake[?]”, and concluding that shame and
embarrassment concerning matters of sex, anatomy, and reproduction, beset the teenage mind
with disquiet, suppressed disappointment, anger, curiosity, and resentment. Forced into
rebellion, juvenile delinquents had only their parents’ and society’s unhealthy attitudes to blame.
In contrast to the violence of repressed teenage rebellion, Huntington offered nudist
camps as havens of peace, cleanliness, gentleness, consideration, and health, where a “spirit of
true courtesy” prevailed, and where teenagers’ minds would be put at ease. Nudism, he
claimed, even turned one reckless teenager into a safe driver “while under the spell of the
camp”, and “satisfied any curiosity” of another. Owing to its role in making the nude human body
“an ordinary part of ordinary life”, nudism would even eliminate any interest in pornography. “In
a nudist civilization,” he concludes, “pornography would simply wither away.”
Like Parmelee, Huntingdon’s sexual reformism was ambivalent, and while he claimed
that nudism repairs or strengthens sexual feelings, he argued that it did so in such a way that
they are somehow redirected solely toward marital relationships. In his “nudist catechism”,
Huntingdon writes that nudism, rather than encouraging extramarital relations or leading to
sexual improprieties, “cultivates a high standards of morals”, and that “on the basis of past
6

records…a far higher degree of legally acceptable sexual behavior prevails in the nudist camp
than in most summer resorts or recreation clubs.” Huntingdon also argued that various mental
“aberrations” including transvestitism, exhibitionism, voyeurism, and fetishism, would be
replaced by “normalism”, given a nudist lifestyle.
Because nudist books and magazines sold at newsstands and bookstores almost
always contained photographs and other illustration of nude men and women, they tended to
appeal to audiences far broader than those interested in Nudist philosophy and practice, and as
nudity gained First Amendment protection from the courts and social mores liberalized,
publishers found themselves pressured to include increasingly explicit images that would
interest this broader, more pruriently-oriented set of buyers.10 As Hoffman shows, in its first ten
year, Sunshine and Health included very few images of genitalia, but in its next seven included
370, and over the same time period included the pubic hair of models (rather than airbrushing it
out), increasing close images, and a growing proportion of single women on its covers. Indeed,
as one court claimed in 1947, “without the nude pictures the publication would have little if any
sales appeal.”11 Nudists thus found themselves in a difficult position: to be commercially viable
their magazines had to appeal to a much broader constituency than sincere, and non-sexually
motivated nudists, and the best way to do so, and one increasingly available given the
liberalization of obscenity law, was to imitate other commercially successful erotica.
In the 1930s, nudist representations also began to appear on the theatrical screen in the
form of Nudist camp films. These films were nominally didactic and nonsexual, and were most
often set at a nudist camp or beach where characters presented as nudists guided would-be
nudists – and the film’s curious viewers – as they discovered the benefits of nudism.12 However,

10

As a personal anecdote, while conducting research for this dissertation, I found it somewhat
difficult to find physical copies of Nudist literature in CUNY’s libraries with extant photographic
bookplates, suggesting that some library patrons might share these interests as well.
Alternately, they may have sided with Nudism’s censors.
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Hoffman, Brian. Naked: A Cultural History of American Nudism. NYU Press, 2015.
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Storey 53.
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nudist camp films tended to resemble the softcore imagery of sexploitation more than the
desexualized philosophy of nudism, and for some viewers served as alternatives to the
censored productions of the Hollywood film industry.
From the 1930s through the 1960s, a small number of powerful Hollywood studios
controlled nearly every aspect of mainstream film production, distribution, and exhibition, and
exerted strong editorial control over the content of films under the auspices of the Motion Picture
Production Code. To prevent what the film industry saw as the danger of state censorship as
well as to provide insurance that films would be profitable, major film studios in cooperation with
theaters (many of which, until the Paramount decision breaking up the film industry monopoly in
1948, were owned by Hollywood studios) developed voluntary restrictions that limited films
screened in their theaters to a narrow set of storylines, character types, and situations.
These restrictions on Hollywood films included a number of “Don’ts and Be Carefuls”
which effectively eliminated not only nudity and explicit sexual conduct, but some more
innocuous representations like “passionate” kissing and the depiction of men and women in bed
together. Shut out of the mainstream market by their refusal to abide by the Code, independent
filmmakers and studios began offering increasingly risqué films, referred to broadly as
exploitation films, which traded on audiences’ interests in the representations of sex, violence,
drugs, and other taboo subjects that were absent from Hollywood films. What exploitation films
lacked in production value and institutional support, however, they made up for with the titillation
of sexual spectacle, forbidden circumstances, and exegeses of social problems available only to
films outside the constraints of the Production Code.
Exploitation films often screened in independent, smaller-scale theaters called
grindhouse theaters, and flourished in a fringe market defined by an “adherence/transgression
dichotomy” in which “genre and promotional conventions allowed [filmmakers] to partially
adhere to and partially transgress the Code’s sexual norms, as well as official legal
requirements enforced by censorship boards, the police, and the courts” (Pennington 18-19).
8

Such films employed a “variety of delaying ruses” in which layers of obfuscation such as
clothing were slowly removed until “only a final layer separated the viewer from the titillation
promised in the trailers or on the posters,” at which point “there would be a cut to the next
scene, and the narrative would again begin raising viewer expectations” (19).
Exploitation’s reliance on illicit spectacle was often justified by the square up: a rather
obviously disingenuous apology usually offered in voice-over or intertitle at the beginning of a
film, for its subject matter in which it was claimed that the film had been made only to expose
and eliminate whatever evil or vice its spectacle in fact traded upon. Mom & Dad, a classic
sexploitation film which presented viewers with a sensationalized and graphic narrative of
premarital sex and childbirth, for example, began with a square-up announcing the virtuous
intent of the film: “if our story points the way to a commonsense solution and saves one girl from
unwed motherhood or one boy from the ravages of social disease, it will have been told!” 13
Eric Schaefer has argued that exploitation films were a manifestation of a recent
expansion of the field of economically legitimate productive enterprises: the postwar economic
boom, accompanied by a transition to a Keynesianism, he argues, legitimated sexuality as a
driving force of consumer desire. As Schaefer writes, sexploitation films provided an “escape
from the rigors of the 9-5 grind” and the “headlong plunge into the consumption that was the
end-result” (Schaefer 1999, p. 338).
As a new consumer economy took hold, producing consumer desires became
increasingly central to its operation, and sex was brought into the public world of commerce,
becoming a source of pleasure attached to and expressed as consumerism. Much less explicit
than other exploitation films, Nudist camp films maintained only a precarious hold in this sexual
marketplace by trading explicitness for the lower risk of censorship afforded by their claimed

The notion of a square-up can also refer to the general frame established by a film’s
production, distribution, and reception history rather than simply its representational content. In
the case of Mom and Dad, the square-up included actors playing obstetric doctors who peddled
semi-pornographic “birthing manuals” to the film’s audience.
13
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association with the Nudist movement. Nevertheless, as David Andrews suggests, in such films,
nudism served primarily as a justification for the commercial exchange of nude imagery, similar
to the function of the generic strippers, artist models, and “birth-of-a-baby” scenarios associated
with other subgenres of exploitation films.

The Pleasures and Perversions of Filmgoing
I.
From its origin as a “cinema of attractions” to its current status as the premiere form of
mass entertainment, film has played a signal role in the development of American consumer
culture.14 As Linda Williams and many others have pointed, new technologies of vision tend to
be put to immediate use in the production of mediated representations of sexuality. From
Edison’s The Kiss, to the films of Méliès, for example, early films often focused on the attractive
spectacle of women’s bodies, and enticed would-be consumers with promises of new and evermore revealing images. As The Kiss – a single-shot close-up of a stage kiss between May Irwin
and John Rice filmed as a publicity stunt for a stage play – advertised: “For the first time in the
history of the world it is possible to see what a kiss looks like…with startling distinctness.” For
Williams, this close-up, oversized, and gratuitous stage kiss inaugurated a “new kind of sexual
voyeurism” by transforming and commodifying the kiss through fragmentation, repetition, and
magnification. “Screening sex,” Williams concludes, and “learning how to do it through repeated
and magnified anatomization, would henceforth became a major function of movies.” 15
Cinematic spectatorship relies in part on the pleasures of voyeurism to explain the allure
of the screen. In response, film theorists have developed an extensive analogy between screen

Gunning, Tom. “Cinema of Attractions: Early Film, Its Spectator and the Avant-Garde.” In
Early Cinema: Space-Frame-Narrative, edited by Tom Gunning, Thomas Elsaesser, and Adam
Barker, 56–63. London: BFI Publishing, 1990.
15
Williams, Linda. Screening Sex. Durham, NC: Duke Univ. Press, 2008.
14
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and mirror which drew upon the psychoanalytic understanding of the ego as the subject’s
(mis)identification with an image of an Other as reflected in a mirror or on a screen. In this
theory, the coincidence of the spectator’s point of view with that of the camera is said to provide
the illusion of mastery and control over the visual field. In her landmark text on the
psychoanalytic and political aspects of gendered spectatorship, for example, Laura Mulvey
argued that the gaze of classical Hollywood cinema is split between the active/male and
passive/female positions.16 According to Mulvey, the alignment of the subjective point of view of
the male spectator and the look of the camera enables an active, sexual, and controlling gaze
which transforms female film characters into passive spectacles for the pleasure of male
viewers. This interpretation draws from the psychoanalytic theory of the mirror stage whereby
the infant takes on as an image of itself the illusory plenitude and ideality of its reflection. Here,
the screen-as-mirror affords the spectator the pleasures of identification with an archaic image
of omnipotence and plenitude.
However, this recognition is also a misrecognition: at this stage, the dependent and inept
infant lacks a coherent bodily ego, and its uptake of the mirror’s idealized image as its own
leads to a permanent alienation: the “I”, as Lacan writes, “is an Other.” As such, the mirror stage
initiates not only the jubilant pleasures of identification, but an inward-directed aggressiveness
against the self as this false image. The alienated subject thus finds in the process of
identification an unresolvable ambivalence of love and aggression. As Vicky Lebeau concludes,
because cinema rehearses this process of imaginary identification, it can be understood as a
“visual record of the forces of idealization and aggression aimed at the human body – forces
worked through a relation to the image which may be a source of pleasure, compensation, or
attack.”17

Although Mulvey uses the word gaze, as in the phrase “male gaze”, Mulvey’s gaze is distinct
from Lacan’s and in the latter’s terms is more akin to the look of the camera.
17
Lebeau, Vicky. Psychoanalysis and Cinema: The Play of Shadows. Wallflower Press, 2001.
Interestingly, for film theorist Steven Shaviro, insofar as film theory remains within the paranoid
16
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These ideas are central to Jean-Louis Baudry’s interpretation of cinema as a “simulation
apparatus:” a technology capable of creating a hallucinatory reproduction of the real in the mind
of a spectator entranced by a screen image.18 According to apparatus theory, the darkness of
the theater and the relative passivity and immobility of the spectator induces a kind of artificial
regression which reproduces characteristics of the dream, transforming perception into “quasihallucination endowed with a reality effect.” Cinema, Baudry concludes
reproduces an impression of reality, it unlocks, releases a cinema effect which
is comparable to the impression of reality caused by dream. The
cinematographic apparatus is activated in order to provoke this simulation; it is
indeed a simulation of a condition of the subject, a position of the subject, a
subject and not reality (Baudry & Williams, 1974).
One of the most significant aspects of the cinematic experience is this “more-than-realness:” that is, its ability to engross a spectator in a highly-contrived fantasy world that closely
mimics the world as perceived otherwise. Cinema thus enables the viewer to mentally inhabit
the world of the film, taking up one or more subject positions as they are made available by
formal elements of the film such as subjective point-of-view, and shot-reverse-shots, as well as
the structural features of the cinematic apparatus such as the viewer’s relative passivity.
Critical for psychoanalytic and structuralist film theorist Christian Metz is the fact that the
spectator’s body does not appear in the reflective ‘mirror’ of cinema.19 The identification that

orbit of Plato, it exhibits these tensions itself. On the one hand, he writes, “in film viewing, there
is pleasure…and utter absorption in the image.” On the other, however, theorization requires a
distancing from its object of study: to praise, condemn, or analyze, assumes the possibility of
subject-object duality. The subjectivity of the theorist, and the implicated-ness and complicity of
his or her [sic] own pleasure in both watching and theorizing, he concludes, invokes “sadistic
fantasies of revenge…rituals of disavowal, and compensatory fantasies of plenitude and
possession.” Shaviro, Steven. The Cinematic Body. Minneapolis, Minn: Univ. of Minnesota
Press, 2011.
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Rosen, Philip. Narrative, Apparatus, Ideology: A Film Theory Reader. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1986.
19
Although a further discussion is outside the scope of this dissertation, it is worth noting that
this is not true of the self-reflexive genre of gonzo porn (a subgenre of “point of view porn”)
which involves the purposeful inclusion of the camera crew within the pro-filmic: typically, the
camera operator is involved in the sex being filmed, and crew members openly engage with the
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takes place is therefore an identification with the act of perceiving as such. For Metz, this
“passion for perceiving” associated with film-going is motivated by the scopic drive, one of the
Lacanian drives distinguished by its dependence on distance and lack which characterize both
its definition and its functioning. That is, in contrast to the partial fusion of the source and aim of
the oral drive, for example, which requires contact between the mouth and the mouthed, an
absent or distance object is a necessary precondition for the scopic drive’s pursuit of
satisfaction which cannot be sustained in proximity or contact.
It is the real absence of its represented objects which Metz suggests makes cinema so
different from other spectacles such as those provided by stage acting, cabaret, or strip-tease:
in these forms, the object’s presence and assumed complicity means that voyeurism is linked to
exhibitionism in a reciprocal exchange of fantasy and identification. What Metz names the
scopic regime of cinema, however, establishes a kind of “unauthorized scopophilia” which
renders going to the cinema “slightly more crazy, slightly less approved than what one does the
rest of the time.” As such, cinema has a long history of inciting panic manifest in the varied
attacks of moral entrepreneurs (including some feminists), state censors, and religious
devotees.
Film’s illicitness has been linked to its perceived effect on the viewer who is said not only
to experience the film’s content cognitively, but to be moved to action by it. Especially in the
case of sexualized voyeurism, this concern has centered around masturbation, perversion, and
sexual violence, and has been expressed in obscenity law, and in the “secondary effects
doctrine” which holds that some sexual forms of expressive conduct can be subject to contentbased regulations on the theory that they lead to negative consequences including urban blight
and prostitution. Similarly, from a feminist standpoint Catherine MacKinnon has challenged

actors in interviews, requests, and audible feedback. Metz, Christian. The Imaginary Signifier:
Psychoanalysis and the Cinema. Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana Univ. Press, 2000.
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viewers to “try arguing with an orgasm,” suggesting that pornography is “addressed directly to
the penis, delivered through an erection, and taken out on women in the real word.”20
Leaving this hyperbole aside, as Metz argues, voyeurism is a volatile balance of push
and pull as the subject brings the fantasied object close enough for contact, disabling the scopic
drive, and then backs away again to restore its visual pleasures. In this way, voyeurism always
threatens to collapse into masturbation as the subject “puts an end to the scopic arrangement”
via “the pleasure of his own body.” As the history of film reception suggests, there is good
evidence that what Linda Williams has aptly named the “body genres”, including comedy,
drama, horror, and pornography, do function affectively to move the spectator’s body in
laughter, tears, fright, or sexual excitement.
Importantly in reference to the previous theoretical discussion, Jean Copjec has
challenged the common reading of Lacan which understands the screen as a mirror, arguing to
the contrary that the mirror is a screen: that is, not that “the representations produced by the
institution of cinema…are accepted by the subject as its own reflection” as film theory would
have it (i.e. the screen as mirror), but that the subject is instituted in the visible field by “the
effect of the impossibility of seeing what is lacking in the representation” (i.e. the mirror as a
screen). In the latter case, the opacity of representation is “the very cause of the subject’s being,
its desire.”21
Copjec’s corrective reminds us to consider the subject’s position within the Symbolic
register (its division by and subordination within language), as well as its relation to the Real
(the unaccounted for, excluded, and unthought excluded by the Symbolic). While the Imaginary
forms of identification associated with the mirror stage and its recapitulation in the cinematic
experience are significant, they are not totalizing: for Lacan, the mirror of representation screens
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as much as it reveals, and it is this absence which sets in motion the subject’s desire. What
cannot be seen is the way desire distorts the visual field. Whereas the look is the subjective act
of seeing, the Lacanian gaze is the imperceptible object cause of desire within the field of vision:
the absence which motivates the subject’s desirous looking, promising access to the unseen.22
Despite the voyeur’s aspiration to a transcendental condition in which the world is
subordinated to his look however, the gaze remains outside the voyeuristic transaction and is
more likely to subordinate the voyeur than to be instrumentalized for his own purposes. As
Lacan argues (drawing from Sartre), in the function of the voyeur – with his eye to the keyhole –
the subject is likely to be caught looking by the gaze; ultimately disturbed, overwhelmed, and
reduced to shame. This experience describes the more enigmatic, discomfiting jouissance of
spectatorship: not the pleasure as the film world unfolds as the subject’s own, but its traumatic
enjoyment of subordination to the gaze.
When the cinema-going subject privileges the tease of censorship over the unbarred
images of hardcore pornography, for example, its satisfaction is derived not from the attainment
of what it desires, but from the enjoyment of unfulfilled desire itself: that is, from its compulsion
to look for the object as absence, or the imperceptible point in the visual field Lacan describes
as the gaze. In the case of sexual spectatorship, this is important because it suggests that the
viewer is not always in a position of dominance over its visual world, but may also derive
satisfaction in the experience of frustration, anxiety, and shame in relation to the film’s content.

II.
While obscenity doctrine has its origins in blasphemous and seditious libel precedents
established in English courts and imported to the colonies as common law, American states
began to establish obscenity as a statutory offense only in the 1820s, with the first Federal
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obscenity law established in 1842. Until the large-scale circulation made possible by a domestic
press, prosecutions were relatively infrequent and usually focused on defamation against an
individual or religious deity (6-10). In this early period, the perceived need to protect a “fragile
body-politic easily upset by moral transgression” given the transformations wrought by
urbanization and the market revolution, as historian Whit Strub writes, contributed to the slow
transformation of obscenity from general common law to specific legal statute (10-11). As Strub
notes, the lack of significant federal mechanisms to police obscenity shaped early trade in
erotica by moving it from the newsstand to mail order, with merchants taking advantage of the
legal gaps in federalism to distribute large amounts of erotica through the mail (12).
Between the Civil War and WWI, The Hicklin test was used sporadically to define
obscenity in American law. Inherited from an 1868 British precedent, Hicklin defined as obscene
materials with the “tendency” to “deprave and corrupt those whose minds are open to such
immoral influences, and into whose hands a publication of this sort may fall.”
The U.S. entered a vastly strengthened regime of obscenity law after the civil war led by
the moral entrepreneur Anthony Comstock, a dry goods clerk in Brooklyn whose moral crusade
led to the 1872 Comstock Act banning any “obscene, lewd, lascivious, or filthy book, pamphlet,
picture, paper, letter, writing, print, or other publication of an indecent character,” “any article or
thing designed or intended for the prevention of conception or the procuring of an abortion” and
“any article or thing intended or adapted for any indecent or immoral use” (15-16). As the
secretary and chief agent of New York’s Society for the Suppression of Vice (which began as a
reform committee of the YMCA), and as special agent to the Post Office, Comstock deployed
his namesake law to aggressively prosecute birth control providers, smut dealers, feminist
sexual reformers, and others perceived as enemies of his virulent moralism. As Strub
summarizes, historians have largely understood Comstockery – as it has come to be
pejoratively titled – through the lenses of social control of the ‘lower classes’, the selfdisciplining efforts of the bourgeoisie, and the policing of gender norms (17).
16

While Comstock claimed a number of victories and victims, the rise of sexual liberalism,
the incorporation of the First Amendment (that is, its application as a restriction on states as well
the Federal government), and the growing recognition of its protection of free speech as a
crucial underpinning of a democratic society in the late 19 th and early 20th-century worked to
undermine obscenity’s legal standing. With Comstock’s death in 1915, vice arrests plummeted,
and despite a national rightward swing in the 1920s, the power and moral authority of vice
societies waned, with most of NYSSV’s cases ultimately failing to win convictions (STRUB 4344).
An important marker of the liberalization of obscenity law was the trial of James Joyce’s
Ulysses, which was successfully defended against exclusion from the U.S. by customs officials
in 1933. Demonstrating what Strub called a “casual dismissiveness” toward the Hicklin
standard, the presiding judge approached the book in its entirety, reoriented obscenity law
toward consideration of a “person with average sex instincts” rather than an imagined audience
of the allegedly most-susceptible (as Hicklin required), and introduced the crucial notion of intent
into obscenity law.
Like other purveyors of nude and sexual imagery, nudists were restrained by obscenity
law and fought in courts against attempts to censor their publications. Their first major victory
was the 1940 Parmalee decision, which permitted the importation of Nudism in Modern Life
after copies were seized by customs agents in Washington, DC. Citing changing social and
cultural mores, and with the conviction that the Hicklin standard had given way to consideration
of a book “as a whole, in its effect, not upon any particular class, but upon all those whom it is
likely to reach,” a US Court of Appeals ruled that “it cannot be assumed that nudity is obscene
per se and under all circumstances.” The court drew extensively from social science research
which it defended as a bulwark of democracy, cited the long tradition of depictions of nudity in
medicine and art, and argued that the book in question was “an honest, sincere, scientific and
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educational study and exposition of a sociological phenomenon.” Parmalee considered the
opinion so significant it was republished as a supplement in all later editions of the book. 23
Meanwhile the Post Office continued to seize copies of Sunshine and Health. In 1953,
agents seized copies of the magazine directly from its source in Mays Landing, New Jersey, but
a challenge headed by Daniel Boone resulted in the granting of a permanent injunction against
the magazine’s seizure. After the ruling was ignored and the magazine was seized again,
Boone filed a civil suit with the help of the ACLU. A 1955 trial presided over by Judge Kirkland,
concluded that the issue in question was unmailable, but this decision was later reversed by the
Supreme Court after the landmark 1957 Roth decision.
Samuel Roth was a notorious bookseller who sold erotic and artistic magazines and
books which increasingly challenged the boundaries of First Amendment protection, leading to a
series of legal challenges ending with the Supreme Court’s landmark ruling that “all ideas
having even the slightest redeeming social importance – unorthodox ideas, controversial ideas,
even ideas hateful to the prevailing climate of opinion…have the full protection” of the First
Amendment. Writing for the majority, Justice Brennan stopped short of advocating free speech
absolutism, however, maintaining that obscenity – that which is “utterly without redeeming social
importance” – should remain constitutionally unprotected speech.
Despite its limitations, Boone celebrated Roth as the “morning’s sunshine” welcoming “a
new era in the America Nudist Movement” (HARTMAN 220-1), while his daughter, Margaret
Boone raved in the pages of Sunshine and Health that “since Anthony Comstock temporarily
robbed us of [First Amendment] freedom seventy-five years ago, it has been a long and uphill
struggle to regain it. At last it may lie within our grasp.” (HUNTINGTON 189)
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Framing Nudity
In the late Winter of 1934, dozens of nude men and women gathered in the basement of
the Riverside Theater Building at 96th and Broadway. Some lay on their backs, repeatedly
opening and closing their legs. Others, equally naked, bent forward to touch their toes. Some
sat on the floor, crossed their legs, and rolled back on to their shoulders. Displaying an unusual
lack of modesty, the nude men and women mingled together, and encouraged newcomers to
shed their clothing. Many moved their hips and legs in a fashion observers reported was
common to taxi dance halls and burlesque houses. 24
Unbeknownst to the participants, the group had been infiltrated by two policemen.
Claiming modesty, but apparently arousing no suspicion, the two undercover officers were
invited in and granted permission to remain clothed as observers. The police observed the nude
men and women for more than twenty minutes before arresting the owner of the gym, Fred
Topel, an organizer of the event, Vincent Burke, and a leading participant, Frank Maniscalco.
In the subsequent trial Topel, Burke, and Maniscalo were all found guilty of violating New
York’s Penal Code 1140, which stated that “a person who willfully and lewdly exposes his
person or the private parts thereof in any public place, is guilty of a misdemeanor.” For the
prosecution, it was clear what was going on: the naked men and women had been “contriving
and wickedly intending” to “debauch and corrupt the morals of persons and to create in their
mind inordinate and lustful desires” for their own “lucre and gain.” 25 The participants defended
themselves against these charges, however by attempting to convince the court that they were
engaged in nonsexual Nudist exercising and socializing, rather than pruriently-motivated sexual
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activity, and the court was tasked with determining which of these competing interpretations
would predominate.
These circumstances illustrate what Erving Goffman refers to as framing disputes,
whereby different social groups offer contradictory interpretations of social activity or
representations. In Frame Analysis, Goffman argues that when observers attempt to determine
“what is…really going on” they rely on frames to imbue a “raw batch of occurrences” with
meaning and motivation that can be understood, and communicated. Nudity framed in the
context of a medical exam, for example, signifies differently than nudity in a public gymnasium,
although both circumstances share the “raw” element of nakedness.
While institutionalization provides ready-made frames for understanding social action,
facilitating the efficient generation and communication of meaning, these frames – which
Goffman refers to as primary frames owing to their durable organization – are restrictive in the
sense of limiting the possibility of reframing given actions. The primary frame associated with
marketized representations of nudity, for example, is most often one of immorality, while the
assumed motives communicated by this frame are prurience and pandering.
While legal restrictions on the representation of nakedness generally required that
images did not appear to appeal to prurient, lewd, or other sexual interests (all contested,
inconsistently applied, and ill-defined terms themselves), these same interests were among the
principle motivations that supported the growing market for such imagery. To evade censorship
then, nude image producers, and the filmmakers who followed in their footsteps, developed
framing strategies to bring nudity to the page and screen which facilitated their success as
commodities in the sexual marketplace while downplaying or obscuring their sexual content and
the sexualized viewing practices they engendered. Here, I use the term framing strategies to
refer broadly to conscious efforts to construct a frame amicable to one’s own interest in the
context of disputes over interpretive dominance.
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These representational strategies were efforts to rekey nudity and the spectatorial
practices it engendered. For Goffman, keying (or rekeying) refers to a “set of conventions by
which a given activity, one already meaningful in terms of some primary framework, is
transformed into something patterned on this activity but seen by the participants to be
something quite else (43-4).” For example, while physical combat might indicate a “fight” in one
frame, and become meaningful and consequential as such, the same activities might be
rekeyed by participants or others as the sound and fury of simple “roughhousing,” signifying
nothing more.
Goffman offers five main categories of keying including make-believe, contests,
ceremonials, technical redoings, and regroundings. In the case of regrounding, a keying
Goffman refers to as the most “troublesome” of the lot and which is most relevant to this
dissertation, an activity is performed “more or less openly for reasons or motives felt to be
radically different from those that govern ordinary actors (74).” As Goffman suggests,
regrounding is particularly difficult where strong frame limits apply which sustain the ability of a
primary frame to “carry over from one perspective…to a radically different one.” Especially in the
case of sexual or moral framing, activity may be stuck within an institutionalized frame: despite
Nudist efforts to reground representations and their associated viewing practices, for example,
framing limits often applied which fixed these representations to their primary pornographic
frame.
The primary way nudists sought to frame the viewing practices engendered by their
imagery was through what Goffman refers to as a documentary key. In this retrospective keying,
the original meaning of action which took place in the actual world is transformed through its representation as documentary evidence. As Goffman notes, this key has an “impressive” power
to inhibit original meanings by dissociating the action documented from the document itself. In a
brief discussion of the obscenity trial of Lenny Bruce, for example, Goffman suggests that an
eighteen-minute excerpt of his show played to a jury was successfully dissociated from its
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original comedic meaning as a result of its re-presentation as documentary evidence of
obscenity: as Goffman notes, in court “no one laughed.”
Framing limits may obtain on certain kinds of “reprehensible or horrible or improper
action” which prevent this dissociation even if keyed as documentary evidence, however: in
Bruce’s trial, court transcripts (that is, obscenity keyed as documentary evidence of obscenity)
were themselves censored on the grounds that his words were “unprintable” and could not be
freed of their “original sin” regardless of their reframing.
As lower courts attempted to make sense of the patchwork of inconsistent, illogical, and
confused obscenity rulings in the years leading up to Roth, they engaged in framing contests
which often turned on a determination of the sexual nature of images, and their effect on
viewer(s), or on certain groups within the public. For nudists, documentary keying was an
attempt to transform sexual imagery into the documentation of a movement, and sexualized
viewing practices into dispassionate inquiry.
Frames can also undergo multiple keyings. Goffman offers the example of the rehearsal
of a robbery scene in a play: the rehearsal is a rekeying of the play’s dramatic action which is
itself a keying of the robbery being dramatized. In these and other cases, frame transformations
can be laminated or layered, with the innermost framing “engrossing” the participant within the
framed activity, and the outermost frame providing the rim of the frame set. For Goffman,
engrossment refers to the “psychobiological process in which the subject becomes at least
partly unaware of the direction of his feelings and his cognitive attention” (346) as he becomes
lodged within the stream of framed activity (378). A successful gaming frame, for example, will
“generate a realm of being” as it acts on the feelings and attention of its participants in such a
way that they become captivated by the game. The immediate, spontaneous engrossment of
such a participant however, is checked by an acknowledgment of the rim of the frame which
“tells us just what sort of status in the real world the activity has (82):” it’s just a game.
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Goffman refers to the relation of a frame to its environing world (defined as the world
beyond the frame’s rim) as the gearing of a frame. To illustrate this relation, he draws on the
example of two men sitting down to play chess or checkers. While within the innermost frame of
each game, the differences between the two activities is significant (with distinct rules, game
pieces, and goals, for example), from an outsider’s perspective, both games rely on the same
framing elements (a table, lighting, and a playing space) and are merely instances of a
generalized gaming frame. In this sense, the particular game played within a frame is irrelevant,
suggesting that the gearing of a frame is a question of an abstract mode of transformation
whereby any activity (within given limits) can be framed. Cinematic spectatorship might be
considered from this perspective as well: the filmgoing subject may be engrossed within the
innermost frame of the film’s diegesis, with the theatrical apparatus providing a generalized
outermost frame independent of the inner frame’s specificity as it is geared into the surrounding
“actual” world.26
The internal elements of a frame are not wholly contained within its rim, however. As
Goffman notes, the difference between the two games does bear upon the external world: the
different auxiliary statuses associated with chess and checkers, for example, influences the
degree of perceived “cultivation” associated with the players outside the game’s frame (248).
Similarly, internal gaming rules (such as “winner plays again”) influence the process whereby
actors enter and leave the frame. In addition, neither the simple and temporary environing
supports such as adequate lighting that might accompany a simple game like the tossing of a
coin or the more complex elements associated with sustained gaming such as bathrooms,
scoreboards, concessions, and maintenance and logistics, can be easily distinguished from the

In a brief but provocative aside, Goffman notes that for any subject, the “actual” world is
merely what is framed by less lamination than the observer’s own frame. Films such as The
Matrix, and The Truman Show illustrate this idea to at least one degree of recursivity by
suggesting that what the characters perceive as actual, is merely a dramatic scripting of reality.
Perhaps like the infinite regress of frames, reality is turtles all the way down.
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elements of the game itself. In the case of theatrical representations, the secondary efforts
doctrine provide another example: the innermost frame of the film cannot be easily separated
from the theatrical apparatus and environing world into which it is geared.
As Goffman concludes, frames and their leaky boundaries fit into the surrounding world
in paradoxical and recursive ways:
the understanding that players and nonplayers have of where the claims of the
ongoing world leave off and where the claims of play takeover is part of what
the players bring to their playing from the outside world, and yet is an
necessary constituent of play. The very points at which the internal activity
leaves off and the external activity takes over – the rim of the frame itself –
becomes generalized by the individual and taken into his framework of
interpretation, thus becoming, recursively, an additional part of the frame. In
general, then, the assumptions that cut an activity off from the external
surround also mark the ways in which this activity is inevitably bound to the
surrounding world.
In the chapters which follow, I draw from these ideas regarding the frame and its
environing world to explore the multiple and sometimes recursive laminations associated with
nudist framing strategies including, for example, the relation of viewing practices, modes of
distribution, and other rim-crossing elements to that frame’s vulnerability; the rekeying of
sexualized voyeurism through the use of gearing strategies associated with nudist camp films;
and the leaky and laminated framings of nudist camps and the nudist camp films set within
them.

Nudie Cuties and The “Teas” of Censorship
Boone celebrated Roth as the “morning’s sunshine” welcoming “a new era in the
America Nudist Movement” while his daughter raved in the pages of Sunshine and Health that
“since Anthony Comstock temporarily robbed us of [First Amendment] freedom seventy-five
years ago, it has been a long and uphill struggle to regain it. At last it may lie within our grasp.”
Immediately following the court’s decision, Sunshine and Health dropped the pretense that their
depictions of nudity were nonsexual, and abandoned the props, and awkward posing
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characteristic of earlier issues. In addition, Boone dismissed the magazine’s airbrush artist who
blurred its images, and began to publish the uncensored pubic areas of its subjects.
Films with nudist themes become increasingly sexualized as well, but even as the legal
importance of the square up faded, filmmakers continued to rely on the regrounding it provided,
even as they transformed and ironized its meaning. Even before Roth, the sober earnestness of
the documentary square up of nudist still-imagery had become a tongue-in-cheek strategy in
nudist camp films whereby viewers were invited to consider it as a bit of a joke providing an
unlikely, but nevertheless entertaining – and perhaps most importantly, legally defensible rationale for a film’s prurient or scandalous subject matter.
In nudist camp films, the square up might be best understood as what Goffman refers to
as a faked regrounding, or a fabricated keying. Such keyings are distinct from fabricated frames,
which are keyings designed to induce false beliefs about social action, including both the benign
type such as practical jokes and experimental hoaxes (e.g., in the use of a placebo in a
controlled trial) as well as exploitative fabrications such as false advertising or con games. In
these examples, the fabrication refers to the frame itself: that is, the frame is designed to induce
a false belief about the activity taking place within it. In faked regroundings, however, what is
being fabricated is the keying, rather than the frame: that is, the keying is designed to induce a
false belief about how an activity is being framed. Goffman offers the example of Times Square
hustlers who fabricate a criminal keying of noncriminal activity. The hustlers, Goffman writes
dress and act shady, dart out from the shadows furtively, and offer a watch or
ring very cheap, no questions asked, in apparent collusion with the prospects
against law and order; but in fact, the goods offered are bought legitimately at
a price which reflects their truth worth, which is very little (158)
Faked regroundings, Goffman continues, may be ostensible keys designed to provide
“literary cover for dirty books” as he suggests of Terry Southern’s comically absurd faked
regrounding of sexual activity as a yoga class in his novel Candy. Rather than documentary
keyings of nude imagery designed to be credulous, the sexual undertones of nudist camp films
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suggest a faked regrounding designed as a joke about the pretense of believability one might
scoff at: “an educational film? Oh really!?”
In its final form, the fully ironized square up became a key component of the sexual
tease of the nudie cutie. Often likened to “moving,” “film,” or “real-life” versions of Playboy,
usually filmed in color, and laced with ribald humor, nudie cuties combined various elements of
sexual media and performance, including burlesque shows, pin-ups, and nudist camp films, to
bring softcore, but overtly sexualized nudity to the mainstream theatrical screen. Most consisted
of short vignettes narrativized as the serial (mis)adventures of their lead characters, and
featured a voyeuristic focus on women’s breasts and buttocks, while avoiding full-frontal nudity
or explicit sexual contact. Although exploitation pioneer David Friedman credits himself with
inventing the genre with Lucky Pierre in 1961, Russ Meyer’s’ 1959 The Immoral Mr. Teas was
the first of its genre.
If nudist imagery and nudist camp films revealed as much as censors would allow,
posing their subjects turned away from the camera, or behind props which obscured their pubic
areas out of legal necessity, nudie cuties voluntarily deployed these techniques to tease their
viewers with the unfulfilled promise of total revelation. In this way, Meyer’s films leaned into
censorship, and as I suggest in the chapters below, this led Meyer from the voyeuristic
pleasures of the look in Teas to an exploration of the structural perversion of the pornographic
gaze in his second nudie cutie, Eve and the Handyman.
Meyer was born in Oakland California in 1922, and raised by his mother who is said to
have launched his career when she presented him with an 8mm Univex camera for his 14 th
Birthday. Meyer joined the Army at the outbreak of WWII, and trained as an industrial film maker
as the staff sergeant of the 166th division of the Army Signal Corps, where he met and
befriended many of his future collaborators including Ken Parker, Thom McGowan, and William
Teas who would later play the starring role in The Immoral Mr. Teas. Meyer shot approximately
300,000 photographs and 20,000 feet of film during the war, and critiques of his work were
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generally positive - his combat footage even found a place in the big-budget film productions of
Eisenhower: True Glory (1945) and The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich (1970).
Unable to find a job in closed-shop Hollywood after the war, Meyer worked as an
industrial filmmaker for Gene K. Walker Productions, where he shot films for Standard Oil and
other companies before being invited by former military friend Don Ornitz to shoot cheesecake
and pinups for the new burgeoning market of men’s magazines inspired by the success of
Playboy (Frasier 1990, 2). The shots Meyer would eventually call Tittyboom were featured in a
number of adult magazines throughout the 50s including Adam, Playboy, Gent, and Peep Show,
and garnered him a reputation as a talented and passionate photographer of large-breasted
women. Meyer’s compositions were relatively simple but dramatic, and made use of low
shooting angles to emphasize his model’s upper torsos and breasts, and wide apertures to
create a shallow depth of field and a soft background (McDonough 2005, 85).
Meyer’s still-image Tittyboom shots, and his previous collaboration with Pete DeCenzie,
owner of the Paris Theater, set the stage for his move into independent film production.
DeCenzie helped Meyer gather the $24,000 they spent making The Immoral Mr. Teas, and was
one important connection with the glamour model and burlesque circuits that would provide
Meyer’s models for the film. Despite the general reticence of commercial film labs to develop
sexual imagery, Meyer was able to shoot The Immoral Mr. Teas on 35mm color Kodak film
stock thanks to Ray Grant, an associate at Kodak who managed to convince the conservative
company that the film wouldn’t be too objectionable.
Although better-known for “roughies” and “kinkies” which focused on the shock and
spectacle of gore and sexual deviance, early in his career David Friedman teamed up with
fellow exploiteers, Herschell Gordan Lewis, and Kroger Babb to produce nudie cuties as well.
Like Meyer, Friedman had served in the Army Signal Corps, going through basic training in the
mid-40s, and receiving what he termed a “master” motion-picture technical education in
Monmouth, New Jersey. During his service, Friedman was an avid reader of film industry trade
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papers, which were sent to each post by the Army Motion-Picture Service, and reports being
especially impressed by the large-scale advertising campaign of Kroger Babb’s “new roadshow
attraction entitled Mom and Dad, which seemed to break house records wherever it played
(16)”.
In his biography Friedman excitedly reported that Babb’s company, Hygienic
Productions, “was the accomplished amalgam of the only two enterprise I’d ever wanted to be a
part of: the movie business and the carnival” (43). Eventually working with Babb and a number
of other producers as part of his own company, Modern Film Distributors, Freidman realized his
dream in the art of roadshowing, in which film distribution became a carnivalesque amalgam of
profit-seeking ventures. For each booking of a sex hygiene film, for example, Friedman
organized an actor to play “America’s foremost hygiene commentator” Elliot Farbes, who toured
the theater selling booklets with graphic sexual information, and hyped the film screenings with
assorted ballyhoo including various gimmicks, prizes, and vaudeville acts between screenings.
Modern Film Company’s first big hit was the nudie cutie, The Adventures of Lucky
Pierre, described in its publicity materials as “a spicy dish of adult cinema fare filmed in cutie
color and skinamascope” (SLEAZE MERCHANTS 57). Friedman’s success led to a series of
additional nudie cuties including Daughter of the Sun, shot in a Florida nudist camp and cast
with the assistance of Bunny Yeager; Nature’s Playmates, produced with theater owner Tom
Dowd; the first nudie musical, Goldilocks and the Three Bares; and BOIN-N-G! produced with
Stan Kohlberg.

Chapter Outline
The first chapter of this dissertation explores the efforts of nudist still-image producers to
rekey nude imagery and mixed-gender activities performed in the nude in order to challenge the
primary controlling framework of vice, obscenity, and immorality assumed by police, courts, and
much of the public. Through a reading of legal challenges to such imagery, I analyze the
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framing disputes associated with these images in select court hearings. While this analysis
shows that framing limits regarding sexual representations often prevented Nudists from fully
rekeying images of nakedness, the documentary and sporting frames they developed to do so
continued to influence how Nudists and other film-makers framed nakedness on the screen.
In addition, this chapter analyzes the denuding narratives which structure Parmelee’s
Nudism in Modern Life, which I argue made use of a common generic script of pornography
despite the book’s claim to an educational and scientific exploration of nudism. I argue that
nudist literature and imagery linked denuding to the process of naturalization, and for Parmelee,
did so in the context of eugenic claims regarding nudism’s positive effect on racial and sexual
fitness.
Drawing from the notion of a nudist camps as pornotopias, the second chapter continues
to explore this narrative strategy as it came to inform nudist camp films, which made images of
female nudity available to male voyeurs by locating nudity within the representational domain of
nature and as women’s natural state. Considered as sexual scripts, I argue that the narratives of
nudist camp films licensed sexual voyeurism through an escape from clothing, culture, and
civilization, but in so doing, stymied the incorporation of these pleasures into the filmic sexual
economy wherein other forms of softcore pornography thrived. I suggest that the brevity of
nudist camp films in the sexual marketplace was a consequence of this generic formulation.
This chapter focuses on three nudist camp films produced and set within real nudist
camps. I show how then-contemporary journalistic and academic accounts of nudism, the
governance of nudist camps themselves, and legal proceedings related to nudist activity were
informed by the generic conventions of nudist camp films, and demonstrate Goffman’s
understanding of both cinema and reality as “shot through with various framings.”
In the third chapter, I argue that the evolution of the nudist camp film into the nudie cutie
represented a shift in framing strategies to one which made use of what Eric Kleinenberg has
called imaginary media to more effectively commodify female nudity through representations of
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fictive technologies of vision. This chapter focuses on Russ Meyer’s early Tittyboom, and
provides a genealogy that links his first nudie cutie, The Immoral Mr. Teas, to burlesque
performance, pin-ups, and the practice of roadshowing. While the maturity discourse of the
1950s, which linked gender, nation, and market, excluded many of Meyer’s viewers from its
parsimonious sanctioning of pleasures, Teas offered a counterdiscourse through which viewers
could embrace the “immature” substitutive pleasures of voyeurism.
In Chapter Four, I revisit Teas to argue that while the film explored the voyeuristic
pleasures of the look, its limited pleasures pushed Meyer to explore the perverse jouissance of
the gaze in his next film Eve and the Handyman. Analyzing the playful rhetoric of journalistic
accounts of Meyer and his wife Eve’s work producing Tittyboom, and Eve’s odd invocation of
shame, anxiety, and Oedipality, I argue that at the limits of the pornographic look, Eve narrates
a traumatic encounter with the maternal gaze as the object cause of desire.
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1. Framing the Natural Nude
In this chapter, I examine the frame tension generated by efforts to rekey the embodied
practices of engagement and forms of representation associated with nude imagery. Despite
Nudist efforts to rekey mixed-gender representations and their associated viewing practices as
expressive conduct related to the philosophy and practice of nudism, framing limits often applied
which fixed these representations to their primary pornographic frame. Through a close reading
of relevant case law, this chapter demonstrates how the legal status of nude representations
was the outcome of framing contests between courts and nudists, and details competing efforts
to provide evidence and arguments for or against particular frames.
Viewing practices thought to be engendered by Nudist magazines, as well as the
intentions of the producers, distributors, and consumers of nudist imagery provided much of the
evidence courts examined. Ironically, voluntary attempts by booksellers and others to limit how
a magazine or book could be viewed – and by whom – were often understood as attempts to
disguise the true prurience of the item, or the sexual viewing practices associated with it.
Evidence suggesting prurient or profit-based motives or an insincere or inauthentic interest or
involvement in the Nudist movement often led them to reject the rekeying efforts of nudists.
Likewise, a method of distribution and display deemed too widely available, or which suggested
an intended audience of the pruriently-motived often resulted in a loss for the defendants.
Courts also debated the respectability of those involved in the production and sale of nudist
imagery, arguing in some cases that a respectable status among producers precluded any
possible unsavory or criminal intent. In addition, judges sometimes relied on their own aesthetic
and sexual preferences, or their personal affective responses to images.

Viewing Nudity
As described in the introduction, the boys who gathered around the displayed copies of
Let’s Go Naked were engaged in what a court determined was a criminal form of looking. In its
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ruling, the court pointed to the public, impassioned, and contagious nature of the boy’s gawking,
for example, noting that they crowded around the display window and drew additional passersby
from the street who stopped and commented. The black strips placed over the images by
Freedman (the distributor of the magazine) provided further evidence to the court of the prurient
nature of the customers’ viewing practices.
In another similar case, although a bookseller testified that he had stapled shut copies of
Sunshine and Health and other magazines only “to prevent people from turning through them,
looking at the pictures, and putting them back without buying them”, a court ruled that the
staples constituted evidence of an attempt to minimize prurient viewing practices. In this case,
police officers and an 18-year old undercover agent for the Legion of Decency visited David
King’s newsstand where they purchased copies of Sunshine and Health, Modern Sunbathing
and Hygiene, and Eyeful, noting that the magazines were stapled shut in multiple places.
Although King tried to downplay the significance of the sale by claiming that he stapled shut
“everything readable” the court remained unconvinced.27
For some judges, the respectability of producers, consumers, and nudist models was an
important factor in establishing the frame within which to understand associated viewing
practices. In United States v. 4200 Copies International Journal (1955), the court wrote that a
difference in viewpoint between nudists who “conscientiously do not regard as objectionable the
full display in mixed company of nude male and female bodies” and the “common viewpoint”
which “regards stark nudity, with brazen display of the adult male and female genitalia, as
indecent and shocking” made it difficult to objectively determine the legal status of the
publications in question. Two members of a nudist organization, a mother and a grandmother
testified that they saw “nothing objectionable” in the publications, and the court considered the
two “obviously respectable.” The court was faced with contrary evidence in the testimony of
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“two other respectable housewives” however, who “appeared to be representative of the
average person of the community” both of whom claimed to the contrary that the magazines
were indecent and obscene. Suggesting that respectability played a lesser role in the
determination of obscenity than did a perceived relation to normative viewing practices, the
court ruled that nudism “cannot be said to represent the common viewpoint in this country” but
is rather a “deviation from the norm at the present time in the United States.”28
Courts also considered testimony regarding the visual appeal of a magazine’s models as
evidence of the kind of viewing practices it relied on for its sales. In 1947, the US Post Office
coordinated an interstate effort to seize Sunshine and Health from the mail in four states
including Illinois, New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio, claiming that principles advocated by S&H
were designed to cover the magazine’s primary commercial and sexual purpose, and that
“without the nude pictures the publication would have little if any sales appeal.”29 Defending the
magazine, Roger Baldwin of the ACLU solicited expert opinions on the absence of
commercially-viable sexual interest in its photography. A wide variety of witnesses including
religious and business leaders testified that the images in S&H were anything but provocative.
Instead, witnesses described the images as wholesome, natural, or without suggestive
implications, and argued that the women featured in the magazine were aesthetically
unappealing: “I have never seen such a collection of ugly women and they certainly do not
excite me in the slightest” argued the historian, James Truslow. Other witnesses testified that
the women were “definitely unattractive” or “ugly and ungainly.”
In some cases however, courts deployed contradictory reasoning, suggesting that the
attractiveness of female models provided evidence that Nudist magazines were sincere
attempts at education. In Lerner, for example, the court noted that the people in Sunshine and
Health were “of the best in face and form”, and were “strong healthy good-looking” people.” A
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1952 case also described women in Sunshine and Health and SUN as “shapely and
attractive.”30
Judge Kirkland’s lengthy opinion in Summerfield v. Sunshine Book Company provides
the most extensive aesthetic commentary of all cases reviewed. In its determination that images
published in SUN and Sunshine and Health were obscene, the court appeared to rely almost
entirely on the subjective viewing practices of the judge who determined that the bodies in the
magazine were so visually unappealing as to necessarily be obscene. Although he deemed a
cover image featuring a “close view of a young woman apparently in her early twenties”, not
obscene, Kirkland nevertheless described the image, “shot at such an angle as to elongate and
make quite massive the breast”, as “grotesque.” Women with darker skin and larger bodies
were described in the most denigrating and offensive terms, while lighter-skinned and thinner
women received more approving commentary.31
Continuing his unabashed contempt, Kirkland went on to describe another group of “four
middle-aged women…holding hands and facing the camera.” Again revealing a perverse sexual
interest by his excessively close observations, Kirkland focused on one woman in particular with
“particularly noticeable” and “very large thighs”. Analyzing the woman’s right thigh, Kirkland
went on to observe that although a pattern of light on her thigh might be thought to be caused
by the shadow of a nearby tree it is in fact “matted varicose veins”. Noting that her veins “cause
her to be grotesque, vile, [and] hold her up as an object of scorn, Kirkland determined the image
to be filthy and indecent.
Another woman described as “exceeding obese” who “must weigh in the neighborhood
of 250 pounds” earned Kirkland’s scorn as well. With “exceedingly large” “elephantine breasts”,
a “very clearly sunburned ‘V’ at her neck” (which Kirkland oddly surmised indicates that she
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must be a new member or a “nonconformist” given the presumably evenly-tanned bodies of
experienced nudists), and pubic hair which “extends outwardly virtually to the hip bone”, the
image was deemed grotesque, vile, filthy, indecent, and dirty.
Kirkland went on to heap scorn on a picture of three women captioned “Mrs. Nudism of
1954 and Two of Her Ten Children.” As he wrote:
The two girls who appear with her are in their early 'teens. The mother is
obese, short, stocky, has large flat breasts; the pubic area is somewhat
shaded by shadow; the pubic hair is matted; the over-all picture is one of
vulgarity, filth, obscenity and dirt. But the photographer in taking this picture
has caused the two girls to turn to a side view and the sunshine clearly shows
the fine, soft texture of pubic hair of the adolescent girls, and accordingly the
Court finds the picture is obscene, lewd, and lascivious.
Here, as earlier, Kirkland seems entirely uninterested in dispassionate and objective
observation, offering the evidence of his own disgust in place of any rational or legal
argumentation. Although the point is not entirely clear, Kirkland contrasts the mother’s “matted”
pubic hair, which he associated with “vulgarity, filth, obscenity and dirt” with the “fine, soft
texture” of the pubic hair of two “early ‘teens”, noting in the latter case that the photographer has
posed the two in a side view allowing the sunshine to illuminate their pubic hair. Although
Kirkland suggests that his description of the girls’ pubic areas (and metonymically the girls
themselves) as sunlit, pure, and nubile makes the picture obscene because it is sexually
appealing, he also seems to suggest that the mother’s shadowed, matted pubic area is obscene
because it is not.
Although the bulk of Summerfield’s attention is directed toward viewing practices
associated with women’s bodies, Kirkland engaged in a limited discussion of viewing nude men.
Describing a man standing by a pool, the judge contrasted the “artful use of shadow” in
obscuring the man’s face with his “prominently shown male organ” set off against an otherwiseshadowy pubic area. Deeming the image to be filthy, foul, and obscene, Kirkland demonstrated
a curious interest in the man’s penis including its “clearly discernable” corona, even while noting
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in a rather defensively revealing manner that “even a casual observation (emphasis added)”,
“indicates that the man is circumcised.” In this instance, the judge’s “casual observation” (which
might better be considered close scrutiny) – provided evidence of explicitness by virtue of the
ease with which he claimed visual access to the improperly revealed (and revealing) details of
the image.
Nudists also argued that the viewing practices cultivated by their magazines were
unexceptional in the context of liberalizing social and sexual norms. Noting that an “intangible
moral concepts” such as obscenity vary from one [time] period to another for example, the court
in Parmalee argued that
it is customary to see, now, in the daily newspapers and in the magazines,
pictures of modeled made and female underwear which might have been
shocking to readers of an earlier era. An age accustomed to the elaborate
bathing costumes of forty years ago might have considered obscene the
present-day beach costume of halters and trunks. But it is also true that the
present age might regard those of 1900 as even more obscene.32
Characterizing Sunshine and Health as “much like anyone’s snapshot album except for
the lack of clothing”, a 1957 court likewise suggested that then-contemporary mores – “a day
and age when bathing suits are like handkerchieves [sic] and virtual nudes stare down from
every garage wall or advertisement” - lessened the tendency of nudist images to “excite lustful
desires in an average person.”33
To invoke a desexualized, documentary keying, Nudist magazines tended to represent
members with typical, rather than models’ bodies, and with imagery that appeared “much like
anyone’s snapshot album except for the lack of clothing.”34 Images in nudist magazines featured
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Nudist magazines benefited from an enthusiastic audience of heterosexual male soldiers
during the war, and responded by publishing increasingly sexualized content. Publicizing the
therapeutic and moral benefits of nudism, and a strategic focus on diverse, real-life nudists’
bodies began to take a backseat to content more explicitly designed to appeal to the erotic
desires of soldiers. Ostensibly for the purposes of neutral market research to determine the
popularity of a “wide variety of treatments in respect to front covers”, Sunshine and Health
33
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a more expansive range of bodies than could be found in non-nudist softcore imagery, routinely
including average- to larger-bodied people in a greater age range and with a wider variety of
culturally stigmatized bodily features. In some cases, such as Summerfield, nudists called
witnesses to testify to the unattractiveness of the featured women so as to provide evidence of
their non-commercial and non-sexual intentions. Like other strategies nudists used, featuring a
diversity of bodies succeeded in some cases and failed in others, as judges frequently and
uncritically drew on their own sexual and aesthetic standards to determine that representations
of non-ideal bodies were obscene.

A Pretty Face on Top of an Ugly and Unhealthy Body
In a precedent-setting case which determined that nudity per se was not obscene,
Maurice Parmelee’s Nudism in Modern Life was permitted to go on sale after a decade-long trial
beginning in 1929 and ending with a victory for Parmelee in the US Court of Appeals in 1940.
The court carefully considered Parmelee’s moral character and the necessity of open scientific
inquiry (“democracy today needs the social scientist” it wrote) in its decision to permit the sale of
the book despite its twenty-three images of frontal male and female nudity. Writing that
Parmelee was a serious intellectual, “known for many years as a well-qualified writer in the field
of sociology,” the court offered a robust defense of a broad “turn to science” in which social
scientists, like medical scientists before them, would be liberated by the objective use of
scientific reasoning unhampered by earlier “conditions of enforced self-deception.” Citing
numerous permissible and normative viewing practices and forms of engagement with explicit
images including those associated with medical and scientific textbooks, dictionaries, and
journals, the court argued that “civilization has advanced far enough, at last, to permit

covers began to experiment with covers that resembled pin-ups, exclusively featuring largebreasted, typically-attractive women without reference to the natural settings of nudist camps, or
to the lifestyle and philosophy of nudism.
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picturization of the human body for scientific and educational purposes,” and that the
“picturization here…has been used…to accompany an honest, sincere, scientific and
educational study and exposition of a sociological phenomenon and is, in our opinion, clearly
permitted by present-day concepts of propriety.” As presented by a highly-respected social
scientist then, the documentary frame – portrayed here as a form of science-minded
“picturization” - appeared convincing enough to the court that it not only permitted the images,
but agreed with Parmelee that they were necessary additions to the book because they
“depicted better than words can describe the natural and normal life, and the beautiful and
healthful methods and activities of a gymnosophic society.”35
Nudism in Modern Life is significant not only because its abundant images were
successfully framed as educational and scientific, but also because the book provides an
elaboration of the embodied and social viewing practices Parmelee associated with nudism and
naked bodies.36 A central focus of Nudism is the supposedly positive influence of the increased
visibility of the naked body on the erotic and aesthetic interests thought to shape human
reproduction. Drawing on predominant then-contemporary theories of eugenic science,
Parmelee argued that nudism offered unprecedented opportunities for the observation and
evaluation of sexual and racial difference, thereby improving the “human breed” by eliminating
the counterproductive influence of disfavored viewing practices on sexual selection. According
to Parmelee, the taboos surrounding the visibility of the nude body and the imperative to wear
clothing encouraged artifice and deception, and exacerbated unnatural difference, such that the
evolutionary processes of mating and marriage became hampered by misdirection and
inaccurate information concerning the reproductive fitness and compatibility of a potential
partner. Such taboos and stigma, Parmelee warned, might waylay otherwise successfully
eugenic selection because a “pretty face on top of an ugly and unhealthy body, whose defects
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are carefully covered up by shrewdly adjusted clothing” might be selected “over a face not so
beautiful, but crowning a beautiful and healthy body well fitted for motherhood.” Clothes,
Parmelee wrote
…therefore constitute a factor for dysgenic selection, while nudity is a force for
eugenic selection. Through the practice of nudity we are much more likely to
secure a beautiful and healthy race…The widespread practice of nudity
should result in a marked improvement of the beauty of the human species,
because it will encourage the selection for breeding of well-formed women
instead of pretty faces, which are all too often set upon ill-formed bodies which
are cunningly concealed.
For Parmelee, nudity offered a more direct path to information about the body’s true
reproductive fitness which might otherwise be obscured by artifice:
…[N]udity does not abolish distinctions of intelligence and of character, of
strength and of beauty. These genuine and intrinsic mental and physical traits
can be read from the face and the body, from the features and the form, from
the voice and the gestures. When clothes are absent, there is nothing to
disturb and mislead the judgment.
Nudism’s eugenic rhetoric was an attempt to desexualize the viewing of nude imagery
by framing viewing practices as objective scientific inquiry and dispassionate “picturization.” For
Parmelee, nudist picturization was as a technique of renaturalization whereby the obfuscating
artifice of culture and clothing could be removed to reveal women’s true racial and sexual
fitness. While Parmelee insisted that denuding was a scientific effort to visualize women’s
unadorned nature however, an analysis of the denuding narratives in the text reveals its reliance
on what Linda Williams and others have identified as a common pornographic trope involving
the stock character of a more experienced, libertine mentor who guides a reticent, often younger
ingénue in his or her exploration of new sexual practices, values, communities, or identities. As I
show in subsequent chapters, this trope remained significant as nudism reached the theatrical
screen.
Parmelee described reticent female nudists as too dull to realize their natural beauty
which could be revealed through nudism and frequently commented on how nudity made them
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more attractive. At length, Parmelee mocked and condemned women’s clothing in an effort to
denude them, referring to corsets as “repulsive” and “disgusting” forms of “conspicuous waste,”
while ridiculing women’s penchant for wearing “imebecile bathing costumes.” In another
example, Parmelee mocked a woman who had posed for a series of clothed and unclothed
photographs, and who preferred the clothed portraits. She looked much better nude, he snidely
concludes.
Parmelee also narrated multiple stories in which he teamed up with husbands, fiancés,
and family members in their attempts to convince various “Mrs. Grundy’s”37 to take off their
clothes, criticizing their modesty as hidden attempts to titillate men or as evidence of
abnormality and women’s innate disposition to artificial status markers and coquetry. 38
Occasionally, Parmelee’s narratives bordered on coercive, as in the case of Tilly, whom he
delivered an ultimatum: undress or leave the camp. “Women,” he writes “must disrobe or leave
under grave suspicion of being an imposter.” Men appeared to be under no similar obligation.

“Mrs. Grundy” is a figural reference to a character in Samuel Butler’s Erewhon and Thomas
Morton’s Speed the Plough used to denote an especially prudish person.
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This so-called courtship plot (the alleged natural dynamic between men, supposedly always
ready for sex, and women who need to be convinced, or coerced) is an old canard of
evolutionary psychology which Parmelee drew on, perhaps as a result of his friendship with
Havelock Ellis who provided a preface for Nudism in Modern Life. In his contemporary essay
“The Evolution in Modesty”, Ellis argued that the peculiarity and specificity of female modesty –
an instinctive and habitual interest in concealment, withdrawal, and reticence - originated in the
sexual cycle of the female animal. According to Ellis, owing to the difference between the male
animal’s continual readiness for sex, and her own intermittent readiness, female animals
developed various strategies for communicating disinterest in the sexual advances and
unwanted attention of would-be mates. However, while sexual modesty in female animals
represented an “involuntary expression of the organic fact that the time for love is not now” Ellis
goes on to suggest that in the context of evolutionary theory women’s modesty can be
understood as the cultural expression of this instinct toward delay which manifested itself as the
“now or later” of gendered courtship. This heterosexual courtship plot informed the assumptions
of female coyness that structured Darwin’s theory of sexual selection, and was also deployed in
a number of English novels as a function of women’s “internalized capacity for erotic restraint
and delay.” -- Carpenter, Mary Wilson. Journal of the History of Sexuality 3, no. 3 (1993): 50507.
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Although Parmelee claimed that nudism provided for an objective viewing practice that
revealed the natural raced and sexed body otherwise obscured by the cultural artifice of
gendered clothing and sexual taboos, the text’s structural similarities with the pornographic
trope of the reticent ingenue suggests that sexual interest played a significant, if disavowed, role
in the book’s repeated narratives of denuding. Contrary to Parmelee’s claim that the book’s
illustrations will be used to depict the normal and natural life of the nudist, while its text will be
used to discuss nudism’s “scientific, hygienic, cultural, æsthetic, ethical and humanitarian
significance,” it is the text of the book that reveals most clearly the sexual motivations
underpinning nudist viewing practices, as well as the framing efforts to obscure their nature.

Sporting and Camp Activities
In addition to a documentary keying, Nudists sometimes pictured their members
engaged in outdoor sports and games. Goffman discusses sports and other forms of play at
length in Frame Analysis, and his analysis is particularly useful for theorizing this aspect of
nudist representations. As Goffman notes, in certain framings such as playing a sport, a board
game, or repairing a car, bystanders will often blatantly watch the proceedings, especially when
those framings – as in the case of sporting contests – are specifically organized to allow
watching. The frame-relevant reason performers must tolerate onlookers, Goffman continues, is
that disattend rules (such as those related to averting one’s eyes in a changing room for
example) apply to “individuals qua social persons, not individuals qua sport or game
participants” (224). The spectator has the right to “stare or applaud or cheer or boo wildly”,
because these actions relate to the performative frame of the sport within which both the player
and the participant are social persons rather than individuals, and from which both participants
qua individuals have the duty and right to dissociate (224).
Although nudists undoubtedly relied on the sales motivated by voyeuristic viewing
practices, such practices threatened the success of documentary keyings because they were
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thought to reveal the actual, disguised capacity of a contested image to engender criminal forms
of looking. By representing nudists as players however, sexualized voyeurism could be keyed
as sports spectatorship, thus containing and neutralizing its frame-tensive effect. Sports and
other play, that is, allowed nudists to give themselves and others permission to look by rekeying
voyeuristic desires directed at naked bodies as the normative (and legal) forms of watching
associated with sports participants as social persons.
Consider a judge’s description of two types of images in a contested issues of Sunshine
and Health, offered as part of his ruling supporting the arrest of a bookseller for violating an
injunction established in New York in the early 1950s against the sale of various nudist
magazines:
In each of the issues there is a repletion of photographs of naked persons.
These photographs have caused the present controversy. They generally fall
into two categories. Some of them are action pictures showing nudists in their
camp activities, rowing, hitting volley balls, building fires, etc. In others, the
editors are more subtle in their glorification of nudism. They show shapely and
attractive young women in alluring poses in the nude. It is significant that the
photographs of the second category are the ones selected for the covers of all
issues without exception. These photographs are front views. They are
cleverly colored to picture clearly the female breasts and pubic hair. They take
up nearly all the space on the covers, leaving only enough for the title, price
and issue identification.39
As the judge notes, the contested issues of the magazine were “replete with naked
persons” engaged in various forms of sporting, labor, and play. One issue even featured
reporting on the “Olympic Games of Nudism.” Noting that after the Parmelee decision discussed
above, nudity per se was not obscene, the judge carefully explained that evidence suggesting
that the “dominant purpose of the magazine” was to “promote lust” made its sale criminal
nevertheless. For the skeptical judge the two types of images in Sunshine and Health revealed
a latent representational strategy distinguished by its subtlety and cleverness in obscuring the
dominant viewing practices associated with the sexual appeal of the publication as whole.
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Images featuring “camp activities” are largely ignored, and are dismissed by the judge as similar
to those depicting “situations where no valid objection can be made.” Other images however, of
“shapely and attractive young women” in “alluring poses” – and the implied appeal and purpose
of the positioning, poses, coloring, and size of the images - reveal the ulterior sexual viewing
practices motivating the commercial exchange of the magazine.
“Camp actions” including sports activities were representational techniques that offered
photographers a template for optimizing the tradeoff between maximizing exposure and
minimizing legal risk. Considered as a Foucauldian diagram, or a “map of relations between
forces, a map of destiny, or intensity”, camp action frames allowed Nudists to simultaneously
increase exposure while rationalizing this exposure within the performative frame of sports,
labor and other activities.40 By keying the gathering of nudists as “teams”, for example,
photographers could arrange their subjects in close quarters, facing each other, or a camera,
and thereby maximize the exposure of their bodies while simultaneously reducing the frametensive effects of the sexualized viewing practices engendered by such arrangement by
rekeying viewing as sports spectatorship.

Nudism as Fabrication and Frame
For Goffman the question of how an activity can be keyed is closely linked to how it can
be fabricated. Rather than assuming the natural convincingness of reality, it is necessary
Goffman argues, to analyze the principles of convincingness which come to count in given
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As Foucault argues, sexuality is a technique of power immanent not only to discourse and
bodies, but to the broader domain of the material environment including the physical spaces
within which subjects are constituted such as prisons, asylums, and schools, as well as
technical apparatuses of power-knowledge such as stethoscopes, case files, archives, and
maps. In this view, power operates as a diagrammatic “abstract machine”, or a map
“coextensive with the whole social field” through which discursive and non-discursive formations
are organized in particular spatiotemporal relations such that they make power relations function
as a function: as Deleuze writes, as a “map of relations between forces, a map of destiny, or
intensity” (Deleuze 1998, 36).
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framings including those understood to be “real.” These principles however, result in an aporia:
as Goffman writes, whatever “generates sureness is precisely what will be employed by those
who want to mislead us.” Furthermore, he continues, while evidence deemed to be convincing
may be more difficult to fake, this very reason makes it more convincing, and motivates
increased efforts to fake exactly that evidence. “The study of how to uncover deception,”
Goffman concludes, “is also by and large the study of how to build up fabrications” (250-1).
Consider Lerner again. In this case, the court ruled that two magazines, Sunshine and
Health, and a more overtly pornographic publication, Strip Tease Act, featuring still-images of a
woman disrobing which the court likened to the performances of popular (and frequent scofflaw)
erotic dancer Sally Rand, were not obscene. The court described the contested nudist
photographs as follows:
The State claims that these [nude] photographs shock the sense of decency
and tend to arouse impure sexual ideas in minds susceptible of such ideas,
particularly youth, the ignorant and morally weak…These photographs it
seems were taken and are being published to promote nudism for they seem
to be of persons that are of the best in face and form probably to be found in
these nudist camps, for these photographs are of only strong, healthy, goodlooking people and seem to be saying to one looking at them ‘now you
skeptic, now you see what nudism can do for you.’ So far as is shown, those
photographed are all engaged in innocent activities and there is not any
emphasis on sex of any kind. There is not, in any of these photographs, any
pandering to the lewd and lascivious for pelf and profit; nor any pose, posture
or gesture portraying or suggestive of sexual immoralities, perversions or
nastiness.41
As suggested here, despite its frontal depictions of mixed-gender nudity that invited a
prurient reading of associated viewing practices, nudists convincingly framed the magazine as
promoting the moral philosophy and lifestyle of nudism. By replacing the voyeur with the skeptic,
nudists rekeyed desirous looking as scientific inquiry and objective interest, thus transforming
sexual imagery into documentary evidence. Furthermore as the court’s opinion shows, nudists
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successfully drew on representational techniques associated with camp activities to convince
the court that the “innocent activities” depicted in the magazine were non-sexual, and
accordingly, were not “pandering to the lewd and lascivious” voyeur but to the scientificallyminded (but skeptical) would-be nudist.
As Goffman might have predicted, in its efforts to rekey Strip Tease Act as non-obscene
the court relied on principles of convincingness similar to those nudists deployed to frame
Sunshine and Health. For example, at length, the court expounded upon the respectability of the
model who it considered “neatly appareled” with a “nice face and form”, and with a graceful and
playful manner of posing. Warning its reader against “interpretations the young woman did not
intend”, the court argued that she was simply one of “thousands of women engaged in one way
or another in the amusement business,” which it hastened to add was a “big business, a
legitimate business of satisfying the wholesome interest and curiosity of people in nature” and in
the bodies “most of us consider altogether lovely.” Emphasizing the woman’s individual sexual
and economic liberty, the court continued to frame the images as depicting a “clean act” in
which a young woman “makes her living” by “mak[ing] the most she can out of her looks and
talents.”
In addition, the court repeatedly attempted to reframe the representation of sexualized
stripping as the nonsexual, normal, and gender-neutral act of disrobing. Insisting that “most
everybody, even adolescents have either seen or know about it”, the court argued that strip
tease was “artistic and beautiful”, and that disrobing was nothing more than a “very necessary
and proper thing”. Eliding the obvious difference between (commodified representations of)
stripping and private acts of disrobing only to insist on its necessity and propriety, the court
informed the skeptical reader that women really “do disrobe” and that “there is not anything
unchaste or shameful” in it. While the obviously pornographic nature of the magazine suggests
a fabrication rather than sincere framing, as Goffman suggests, framing and fabrication rely on
the same principles of convincingness. In this instance, like nudists, the court invoked
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aesthetics, respectability, and mundanity to frame prurient stripping as utilitarian, non-sexual
disrobing.
As I discuss in subsequent chapters, as filmic nudity produced by non-nudists began to
appear in theaters, pornographers borrowed some of the framing practices of bona fide nudist
publishers of still images (as outlined above) in order to evade censorship. Rather than attempt
to distinguish between fabrication and frame (that is, between pornographer and nudist;
educational and prurient; desirous and objective, etc.) however, I trace the qualities and utility of
these strategies as they continued to frame representations of nudity from still imagery to the
nudie cutie.

Even Peeping Toms Would Have Their Hunger Satisfied Without Having to Go to
Jail
While framing disputes over nudist imagery often involved the representational elements
of the photographs themselves, these disputes also turned on how the contested frame (“a
nudist educational magazine” or “pornography”?) could be geared into its surrounding
environment. Although external to the representations in question, the viewing practices a
magazine engendered, its mode of distribution, and the status of associated actors, for
example, influenced (and were influenced by) internal elements of representation: as I’ve
argued, the photographic representation of nudists as sports players engendered a particular
form of looking external to the frame which eased the frame tension presented by sexualized
voyeurism. Likewise, elements seemingly external to the frame, such as a magazine’s mode of
distribution, affected how internal representational elements could be framed: efforts to reframe
images as educational were discredited if the magazine was displayed with conspicuous black
tape over parts of the images or was too widely available, for example.
As the cases above demonstrate, nudists often met with framing limits beyond which
activities could be not successfully reframed. Limitations to documentary reframing obtain
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regarding what Goffman calls “reprehensible, or horrible, or improper action” which tends to
remain connected more tenaciously to the action’s “original sin” (70), and insofar as the case
can be made that the representation may be a possible influence on “later occurrences of the
real thing (78).” Efforts to reframe nudist imagery, for example, were stymied by framing limits
associated with the depiction of naked bodies and concern over the social consequences of
viewing such imagery.
Recall that framing limits determine what, in Goffman’s words, “observers can get
carried away with”; that is, they are limits on what can “engross” the observer, what can
“become alive for us”, and what is permitted to “generate a realm of being.” Beginning the mid1920s, what nudists and their admirers might be “carried away with” – and just how far they
might carry the rest of us - was a frequent subject of discussion in magazines ranging from
Literary Digest (which reported that nudism was an “educational and social force” “practiced on
nearly every beach in the country.42) to Popular Science, which repeatedly wrote about the
practices and scientific claims of nudists, usually with an open-minded but ultimately dismissive
tone.
In their frequent reporting on the nudist movement, newspapers often conflated the
movement with changing sociosexual norms (and sometimes accused it of changing those
norms), using terms like nudism or sun-worshipping to describe participants in the process of
liberalization regarding norms of clothing, body taboos, public sexual behavior, and gender
expression.43 In 1926, noting a “reported 3 million nudists” around the world “swimming without
bathing suits, running naked over the hills, and doing calisthenics without a thread of clothing,”
Scientific American asked “Do We Wear Too Much Clothing?” Describing the movement to “free
people of imprisoning clothes,” the author noted the spread of nudism around Europe and
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discussed anecdotal and experimental evidence for the benefits of fewer, lighter, or absent
clothing, ranging from the casual observation that men’s “numerous and heavy” garments
caused them to suffer more colds than women, to bizarre animal experiments involving dressing
rats, chickens, and puppies in human clothing.44
Claims of the health benefits of nudism appeared to be widespread enough by the late
1930s that the magazine saw fit to offer a final review of the topic: “Does nakedness really
benefit health? Are the claims of nudists justified?” Describing in detail “strange tests made in
the laboratory”, involving a “mechanical man” with leather skin and nude subjects sealed in the
“copper vault of a supersensitive $10,000 heat-measuring chamber”, the amply illustrated article
went on to debunk the claims of the nudist “fad”, concluding that “the thorough tests of Dr.
DuBois and Dr. Hardy…indicate that…for physical reasons, if for no others, man seems
destined to continue as the animal that wears clothes.” 45 Not to be outdone however, a
“practical nudist” retorted in the next issue that the article was misleading based on the odd but
compelling ethnomethodological argument that the researchers had studied the effect of
nakedness on scientists, rather than nudity among nudists.46
In any case, for the city-dwelling consumers of nudist imagery to be carried away by it, it
must be available for exchange on a market. By determining what can be produced and
exchanged as a commodity (and how), the market operates in part as a framing device the rim
of which establishes the normative boundary of exchangeability. Obscenity law (and other laws,
institutions, organizations, etc.) guards the rim of the market frame with respect to sexual
images not only by assessing the internal elements of a contested representation (that is, the
content of a given image, etc.) but also by excluding from the market images linked to elements
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outside its frame including disfavored viewing practices, and the future, or potential subjective
states of the viewer and specified subsets of a population.
In its determination that Strip Tease Act was non-obscene, the court argued that the
mere fact that “some few males” might be turned “into ‘peeping Toms'” by the imagery was
irrelevant to the case: “what this few see in these photographs is something in their own minds”,
and the State has no business determining which of the “different reactions in people looking at
this series of photographs” should be permissible.47 Regardless of their motivation the Court
concluded, even “peeping Toms’ would have their hunger satisfied without having to go to jail.”
Notable here is the court’s expansive view on permissible forms of engagement with the
magazine: acknowledging a variety of different reactions, including the overtly prurient, the court
appeared unwilling to distinguish morally or legally between them, or to consider such practices
in any way the purview of the state. This is in marked contrast to previous decisions, many of
which categorically excluded from the market images thought to engender (non-normative)
desirous forms of engagement.
As Steven Seidman and others have shown, in the transition to what he calls
corporate/consumer capitalism, desire becomes integrated into, rather than excluded from the
economy. While nudists relied largely on a framing strategy that sought to smuggle voyeuristic
desire into the market frame under the guise of objective interest, by inviting Peeping Toms to
“satisfy their hunger” legally and without censure, the court went one step further in partially
opening the market frame for voyeuristic desire, qua desire.
Goffman’s insights related to the recursivity of frames whereby internal and external
elements both move between, and mutually influence the inside and outside of a frame provides
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a way to consider how the internal elements of representation associated with nudist stillimagery was related to the wider political economy within which (as products of a culture
industry) they were situated. In subsequent chapters, I continue to explore these relationship as
nudist imagery begins to appear on theatrical screens.

Conclusion
As Jon Berger’s classic Ways of Seeing shows, nudity is always conventionalized: that
is, in contrast to mere nakedness, nudity is a specific “way of seeing which the painting
achieves (53)” through citation to the conventions authorized by its artistic tradition.48 The
documentary frame nudists deployed was an effort to convince courts that the magazines
promoted only desexualized ways of seeing nudity, even as nudists relied on sexual viewing
practices to sell their magazines. To manage the frame tension associated with a desexualized
frame on the one hand, and sexualized viewing practices on the other, nudists rekeyed
voyeurism as a non-criminal form of watching by representing members in camp actions, thus
neutralizing desire’s frame-tensive effect. In turn, the camp action keyings established a
readymade template for arranging the elements of representation in a way that maximized
visibility while minimizing legal risk. In addition, I showed how the market can be understood as
a semi-porous frame: through particular strategies of representations, nudists desexualized
desirous looking, smuggling it into a market frame that otherwise excluded pruriently-motivated
exchange, ultimately influencing the opening of the market to desire itself. Finally, I argued that
although Nudism in Modern Life represented nudism as providing a kind of truth-telling vision
that objectively revealed the body’s nature, the narratives and cultural logics which linked
denuding to renaturalization were generically pornographic and steeped in disavowed desire.

While Berger draws from Kenneth Clark’s discussion of oil painting, he notes that this
conventionalization applies equally to “nude photographs, poses and gestures” as well. And as
this chapter suggests, to the textual narratives that describe the process of denuding.
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2. Nudist Pornotopias and the Natural Nude
The previous chapter explored the strategies nudists used to rekey viewing practices
associated with contested images of nudity. Relying primary on a documentary keying, nudists
worked to convince courts that their newsletters and magazines served an educational purpose,
and invited only non-prurient forms of engagement. To obscure the sexual interest that
motivated many consumers of the magazines and which might otherwise delegitimize a nonsexual framing, nudists made use of a representational strategy of depicting “camp actions”
which rekeyed voyeurism as nonsexual spectatorship, and allowed them to draw on a template
that maximized the exposure of the body while minimizing the associated legal risk. As
additional evidence of nudism’s latent sexual motive, I argued that despite its claim to scientific
objectivity and dispassionate inquiry, Maurice Parmelee’s Nudism in Modern Life made use of
the common pornographic trope of the reticent ingenue in its repeated narratives of female
denuding which structure the book’s education and scientific claims. These narratives linked
denuding to re-naturalization, representing nudist practices as capable of exposing the body’s
true nature and function through the elimination of the artifice of culture and clothing.
This chapter continues to explore these themes as they relate to nudist camp films, the
first genre of legal moving-image representations of nudity produced primarily by non-nudists
and screened in some mainstream as well as independent theaters. I show how the storylines,
advertising practices, and choices of models in nudie cuties suggested a sexual motive for both
their characters as well as viewers. I focus on Garden of Eden, Elysia, and The Unashamed
because each was filmed at an actual nudist camp and is more directly relevant to framing
controversies regarding the sexual nature of nudism than films without that direct connection.
Drawing from the trope of renaturalization established by nudist producers of stillimagery (discussed in the first chapter), nudist camp films made images of female bodies
available to male voyeurs by narrativizing a transition from clothing and culture to a rarefied
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nudist pornotopia. These narratives functioned as sexual scripts for the viewers of nudist camp
films, licensing otherwise illicit forms of sexual arousal and, like other forms of pornography,
acting as strategies of guilt management for the facilitation of sexualized voyeurism. I also show
how nudist camp films borrowed some of the sexualized elements of Hollywood’s voyeurthemed films, reflecting what Charles Denzin refers to as the stock character of the “conflicted
modernist voyeur.”
Even as the camp films benefited from these strategies however, they were largely
upstaged by exploitation films more explicit and forthright in their cultivation of sexualized
viewing practices, and more integrated into the exploitation film industry’s sexual economy.
Because camp films made natural nudity available via narratives of escaping from the consumer
economy, they were less successful as sexual commodities, and ultimately short-lived for this
reason.
Finally, through an analysis of the frame tension generated by what two researchers
called the “erection tendency” experienced by men who visited nudist camps, I show that visible
signs of arousal were a source of frame vulnerability for those who wished to frame camps as
nonsexual.
The first wave of nudist camp films began in 1933 with Bryan Foy’s Elysia, Valley of the
Nude.49 The son of well-known vaudeville performer Eddie Foy, Bryan Foy had been involved in
the movie business since the 1920s, and by 1935 had become Warner Brothers’ head of Bmovie production. The film was taped on location in Elysian Fields, a recently-opened nudist
camp described in press materials, as “American…authentic…clean, amusing, and
instructive.”50 Founded and operated by Hobart Glassey, a Syracuse-educated psychotherapist
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and Ph.D., and his wife Lura who held a degree in home economics and nutrition, the camp
operated on a sixty-acre plot of land in Riverside County, California.
The release of Elysia corresponded with a growing back-to-nature movement on the
West Coast and centered in San Diego, during which Americans became increasingly interested
in new-age health practices, cooperative economies, and alternative forms of living. Acting as a
“visual showcase for the communal, nature-based living experience of Elysian Fields”, Elysia
was a “handy public relations tool” which benefited from this growing movement, but it also drew
the negative attention of law enforcement as a symbol of the nudist anti-materialism that
threatened entrenched business and real-estate interests.51
Partly due to its proximity to a reforestation project associated with the New Deal
Conservation Corps which feared its men might be distracted by the “sustained view of naked
women”, Elysian Fields was subject to years of harassment. Authorities made repeated
attempts to shut the camp down and to arrest Glassey and other members. “You can commune
with nature all you want”, officials told a newspaper, “as long as you wear some
clothes…Riverside County won’t stand for nudism” 52
While earlier nudists hoped to avoid attention, Glassey leaned into the controversy,
inviting Foy and any interested journalists to visit the camp, and hosting various sensationalized
media events including birth celebrations and nudist weddings to draw attention to the camp
and to the nudist lifestyle he hoped to promote. Although he would come to regret this strategy,
it worked well initially: membership grew rapidly amid the controversy and attention garnered by
Elysia, even as Glassey complained that publicity was an “unfortunate and distasteful
occurrence.” Nevertheless, when the camp outgrew its first location and moved within Los
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Angeles County, Glassey again invited Hollywood to take an interest, advertising its proximity to
movie studios and to City Hall.
Catalyzed by the hyperbolic coverage of the seeming murder of the daughter of a
Hollywood star at a nudist camp after a night of drinking (the death was later ruled a suicide),
the negative attention and allegations of immorality which already tended to frame nudist
practices led to the passage of LA County Ordinance #3428 which prevented the exposure of
one’s naked body “in the presence and view of two or more persons of the opposite sex whose
persons are similarly exposed.” Although Glassey attempted to maintain the camp by
segregating sexes and mandating bathing suits, the law empowered authorities to lead a
campaign of harassment including unannounced raids, increasingly restrictive licensing
requirements, and fines. Fraternity Elysia (the camp’s new name) was forced to close a few
years later.53
Another early nudist film taped on location was The Unashamed. Filmed at Olympic
Fields, a nudist camp established by Peter McConville (a former business partner of Glassey),
and produced by Allen Stuart in 1938, it shares some basic plot elements with Elysia. The film
features a hypochondriacal doctor Robert Lawton, and his assistant Rae Lane who is secretly in
love with him. An eventual love triangle involving Lane, Lawton, and a third nudist comprised an
unusually sexualized subplot, but the broader narrative of the film - Lane’s successful attempt
to wind down Lawton by introducing him to the nudist lifestyle – was squarely generic.
Production of nudist camp films declined in the 1940s, but picked up again after the war
with Walter Bibo’s 1954 film, Garden of Eden. With a seal of approval from the American
Sunbathing Association, Garden focused on a young, conventionally attractive woman and her
daughter who stumble upon a nudist camp after leaving the home of the woman’s controlling
father-in-law with whom she’d been unhappily living since the death of her husband. Wary of the
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camp at first, Susan, her daughter Joanne, and Susan’s father-in-law Richard eventually
overcome their estrangement as they discover the joys of nudism.
In its first year, Garden was seen by an estimated 1.6 million people in at least 36
theaters across the United States, and grossed about $19,000 in its first week on a single
screen in Los Angeles.54 Filmed at the Lake Como Club in Florida, Garden was the first nudist
picture to be shot in color, and like similar films, attempted to validate its depiction of nudity
through stylistic nods to documentary filmmaking and news reporting.

“Nice Girls Go Nude:” Elysia’s Sexual Subtexts
Borrowing from nudist magazines’ documentary keying strategy, Elysia begins with a
square up typical for the genre: a scrolling note on the screen informed viewers that the purpose
of the film was “to show the benefits derived from bathing the body in the sun and air,” and that
the producers “hope to show that the rapid growth of the Nudist movement throughout the world
is based on health both of the body and mind.” A series of ambiguous but suggestive
exchanges at the beginning of the film however, demonstrate this square up as a plausiblydeniable but nevertheless obvious cover for the film’s sexual content, and by extension the
motivation of its viewer.
The film tells the story of Mac, a newspaper reporter, and his unnamed boss who sends
him to cover the nudist movement after becoming intrigued by a copy of Sunshine and Health.
Elysia opens with dialogue suggestive of the framing tension associated with nudism and nudist
imagery: when Mac’s boss asks him “what he thinks” of the magazine, Mac looks over an image
of nudists cavorting near a lake, and wryly responds “not bad”, suggesting an aesthetic
appraisal but leaving ambiguous the exact nature of his approval. Similarly, after he is directed
to visit and report back from a camp, Mac smirks at his boss, telling him that the centerfold that
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has captured his attention seems to be providing “all the information you want.” Nevertheless,
Mac’s boss insists that he accept the assignment, and reads a few lines from the magazine
regarding changing sociosexual and dress-code norms and the health benefits of nudism,
explaining that although this information is useful it is “their side”, and he would prefer an
independent investigation. “Go find a nudist camp. See it for yourself. Become one them”, he
tells Mac.
Mac sets off to find a camp where he might learn more about nudism. After visiting a
bookstore where he is informed that books about nudism are selling very well (as indeed, they
are), he is directed to visit a “Dr. King”, who delivers for Mac and the viewer a lecture on the
benefits of nudism accompanied by a slideshow of nudist camp imagery. Afterwards, Dr. King
sends Mac along with his secretary, Ms. Kent, to visit Elysia, where the high-strung Mac
discovers the restorative and relaxing benefits of nudism.
According to Schaefer, nudist exploitation films were “designed to create sexual arousal
in, or at the very least, titillate viewers”, and the “lure of a sexual thrill” was the principle element
of the promotional strategies accompanying their screenings. Similarly, in his negative appraisal
of such films, nudist writer and critic Mark Storey argues that they “have as their raison d’etre,
the display of naked female flesh.” As Storey writes, nudist exploitation films:
are produced under a low budget; make use of models, friends, strippers,
unskilled actors, and anyone else willing to work nude for low pay; tend to
ignore or devalue artistic excellence; and have little in the way of plot. In short,
the energy put into producing nudist exploitation films is devoted to getting
attractive naked women on screen; all other production concerns are
secondary.55
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While this disparaging description seems motivated by the status-anxiety associated
with the need to shore up a distinction between own’s own wholesome representations and
another’s illicit pornography, nudist camp films did share with sexploitation films these and other
plot elements which hinted at a male, and sexually-motivated audience. For example, while
nudist magazines included men and women with more typical bodies, as well as conventionally
attractive actors and models, nudist camp films relied almost exclusively upon the latter, using
models from the exploitation and vaudeville theater circuits.56 Camp films also included a visual
focus on women’s breasts and buttocks and were often shot in a voyeuristic, sexualized manner
similar to that associated with softcore imagery. Mac’s journey to Elysia, for example, is
bookended by scenes which feature a conventionally-attractive female nudist posed seductively
for the camera: in the first, she beckons Mac with a large feather suggestive of the costumes
associated with vaudeville and strip tease. As the film closes, she waves off the viewer in a
similar pose with her chest and breasts thrust toward the camera while waving the same
feather. Similarly, while initially a downplayed subplot, the tawdry love triangle of The
Unashamed moves to the forefront at the dramatic climax of the film, culminating in a (literally)
stormy scene57 of implied sex and suicide even as its nonsexual main storyline winds down
quietly with Lawton’s moral and physical education.
In addition, Nudist camp films often included subtle, humorous allusions to the latent
sexual motivations of their characters and the films’ viewers. A number of jokes hint in this
direction in Elysia: in one scene, Mac is taking a tour of the camp when he hears suspicious
rustling in a set of nearby bushes. After a nude man and woman sheepishly stand up to reveal
themselves, Mac assumes he’s stumbled upon an illicit sexual encounter, and the viewer is
setup to make this assumption as well. When the couple retrieves an infant from the clearing
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where it had been hidden however, Mac comes to realize they are parents tending to their child,
rather than the amorous couple he had assumed. A close-up of Mac’s expression reveals a
caricature of confusion, followed by bemused understanding. With its winking nod to the square
up, this scene suggests that the viewer might be forgiven if, like Mac, he believed what the film
obviously aimed to suggest.
While Elysia, like all nudist camp films, studiously avoids both men and women’s pubic
areas, the female breasts, and the buttocks of both men and women shown in the film drew the
attention of censors in many cities where it was shown, and the sexually suggestive reporting by
newspapers and entertainment magazines like Variety were likely to attract viewers interested in
experiencing this controversy for themselves. Don Short’s review of the film in The San Diego
Evening Tribune, for example, briefly describes the storyline and establishes the documentary
framing of the film but spends most of its print space on physical descriptions of the leading
female actors. After reporting that the film “opens with a reporter going to the camp to see what
it’s all about”, Short offers a lengthy description of Elizabeth Allen who plays the guide role (see
chapter 2) and who he reports is “lovely in every way” with a figure of “classic lines”, “beautiful
hair,” and “not an ounce of superfluous fat.” Later, Short marvels at other nudes: some remind
him of Ruben’s “voluptuous women”, some have a “swaying gait”, and some are young “things
of beauty” with “forms divine.” In his only critical comments on the film, Short complains that a
scene depicting three nude women in the “ordinary domestic chore” of washing dishes was
“incongruous with their nakedness” which he seems to suggest should be reason to appear
incapacitated. Despite their disappointingly ordinary abilities, “there is much to interest the
spectator”, Short concludes.58
The San Diego Tribune and other papers reported frequently on Elysia which was
described as filling seats, and forcing theaters to extend runs. Drawing from the playbook of
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exploitation advertising, theaters repeatedly claimed that Elysia was about to be withdrawn from
their screens, drumming up a sense of urgency by creating artificial scarcity bolstered by the
imminent threat of censorship. “Nudist Picture Fills Theater” the paper proclaimed, reporting on
an announcement that the New Spreckles Theater would open at 10am to accommodate the
crowd. The demand for the film was so great, claimed Foy, that he had run out of prints and the
public would need to wait at least six months for another chance to see it. Unsurprisingly, the
film continued to show that week, and for months after its initial closing. Although the Tribune
reported that the film was an “authentic reproduction of the aims and ideals of the nudists”
where it was filmed, this rhetoric mirrored the sly language of the square-up: “because the
subject of this picture is so new to American thought”, the report noted, children will not be
admitted to the screenings.59
Days later the paper reported that the second week will “positively be the last”, and that
film will not be shown in any other theater in San Diego. Repeating Foy’s unlikely claim that high
demand has led to an inescapable shortage of prints, the paper suggested that the decision had
been made only because “hundreds of San Diego residents had phoned the theater
management”60 This language directly copied the film’s paid visual advertisement in the same
issue which featured a line drawing of a seductively posed nude woman and proclaimed:
“Nudism as it really is!”61. Later, the Tribune printed an advertisement claiming that “although
the film was not to be shown again in San Diego” the theater was able to secure a print due to
an agreement to charge extra for evening screenings. The new and unusual subject of the film,
which the advertisement again hinted at with another sexualized line drawing of a nude woman,
was for “adult minds” only.62
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Protests against the film also clued readers in on its sexual nature: after “widespread
protest” following an initial screening in Charlotte, the city prosecutor banned the film and noted
that it had been advertised with the provocative slogan “nice girls go nude”63. Elysia was also
banned in Birmingham, Minneapolis, and Chicago, where Foy was forced to seek an injunction
allowing its showing.64 In Los Angeles, Elysia played without opposition in three neighborhoods
but when it moved to Broadway, the city vice squad cut “considerable epidermis display” from
the film, and eventually banned it completely. “Morals of Broadway”, the paper helpfully
informed theater-goers interested in such a display “apparently are more delicately poised than
on the avenues some blocks away.”65

“A World Away from Business and Society:” Nudist Camps as Pornotopias
Like Parmelee’s Nudism in Modern Life, nudist camp films deployed the common
pornographic trope whereby a reticent, younger woman is convinced by a more experienced,
libertine mentor to bravely explore new sexual practices, values, communities, or identities: in
the nudist camp version, she (and occasionally, he) is would-be nudist hesitant to remove her
clothing in mixed-gender company.66 In The Unashamed, this guide role is occupied by Rae
Lane, whose romantic interest in her overworked boss, Robert Lawton, motivates her failed
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The quintessential example of this trope is the writing of Marquis de Sade, which represented
painful, if not painstakingly-detailed and elaborately sadistic sexual practices as tools of moral
education through which conventionally-socialized women could be relieved of their
conservative sexual values by enlightened male libertines. Importantly, pornography sometimes
represents sex as a practice of transvaluation: the porno-chic era film, The Opening of Misty
Beethoven, is a modern example which retells Shaw’s Pygmalion as the story of the sexual
education of an unskilled female neophyte by her male patron. A critical discussion of the
feminist politics of this trope (described in this footnote only on its own terms) is outside the
scope of this dissertation. For the classic feminist condemnation of Sade see Andrea Dworkin’s
powerful essay “The Marquis de Sade” in Pornography: Men Possessing Women. For a
counterpoint, see Angela Carter’s iconoclastic The Sadeian Woman and the Ideology of
Pornography, and Simone de Beauvoir’s Must We Burn Sade?
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scheme to seduce him by bringing him to a nudist camp.67 Similarly, in Elysia the shy reporter
Mac, is playfully chastised by his guide after his arrival at the camp: “Have you still got your
clothes on? Hurry up and take ‘em off!” in Garden, the character of Johnny represents this role.
This common trope has a spatial element as well: by depicting nudist camps as distant,
utopic other-worldly environments set apart from the constraints and ill-advised customs of
modern civilization, these films granted characters the freedom to explore atypical sexual
behavior, identities, and desires. A central element of these spaces, which Marucs names
pornotopias, is a portal, process, or journey through which conventional time, space, and its
attendant sexual norms are transgressed.68 Marcus describes pornotopias as ideal fantasy
spaces where “[n]ature…has no separate existence”, and “there is no ‘out there’.’’ They are
indifferent to place, he writes, because the “boundless, featureless freedom” required for its
action means that any locational particularities become “restrictions, limitations, distractions, or
encumbrances.” Pornotopia – like utopia proper – is no place: at once nowhere and
everywhere.69
But if pornotopia eschews certain details as limiting particularities to avoid in its
universalized abstract space (“taped in one of many garden spots”, claimed Elysia), external
nature appears in pornotopia as called forth for the purposes of sex. As Marcus writes:
if a tree or a bush is represented as existing, the one purpose of its existence
is as a place to copulate under or behind. If there is a stream, then the
purpose of that stream is a place in which to bathe before copulating. If a
67
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This portal-to-another-world is best illustrated by the 1972 film Behind the Green Door, whose
female lead is kidnapped and brought through a pseudo-magical doorway in a theatre where
she finds a backstage underworld of “abundance, intensity, and transparency,” as Linda
Williams describes it. Williams refers to the film’s narratives of kidnapping and coercion
(particularly, a simulated rape) as “the most (misogynistically) extreme utopian solution to the
problem raised in the movie.” While often undoubtedly misogynistic, it is important to recognize
that pornography is a significant genre of utopian literature and important for this reason among
others.
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rainstorm comes up, then the purpose of that rainstorm is to drive one indoors
in order to copulate.
In keeping with this trope, camp films almost always involved a long journey away from
the spaces, times, and meanings of the conventional world of family and work, and camps were
usually depicted as secluded, bracketed utopias accessible through escape and transformation
including moving beyond gated areas, taking members’ pledges, or participating in initiation
rites. Lead characters arrive at camps after taking long car rides, scouring libraries, stumbling
unexpectedly into clearings in the woods, or being led to obscure locations through the
assistance of an informant who shares secretive, insider knowledge. In all cases, the
naturalness of the environment is emphasized, and its free, leisurely, and laid-back ethos is
sharply contrasted to the restrictive mores and unhealthy environments of modern civilization.
Elysian Fields, for example, is described in the film as “far up in the fields”, and the story
of the film includes an extended scene depicting a long journey through a pastoral landscape to
get there.70 As the honking and pollution of urban roads gives way to birdsong and sunshine,
Mac and Kim find themselves surveying a “world away from business and society” where nudity
and outdoor play represent a rejection of “morbid, unhealthy ideas about sex and the human
body” as Mac’s guide suggests.
With some notable differences, a similarly otherworldly journey takes place in Garden. In
the film, a beleaguered widow Susan and her daughter Joan (played by Karen Sue Trent who a
few years later would find stardom as Penny Woods in Leave it to Beaver) flee from Susan’s
controlling father-in-law Richard Latimore in search of freedom and independence despite his
warning of their inevitable ruin. After leaving the house, Susan drives for a few moments of
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screen time before she is forced to take a detour due to an unexpected road closure. As she
hesitatingly drives along bumpy dirt roads framed by mountains of lush vegetation, Susan’s car
breaks down before a sign reading “Garden of Eden: Members Only,” at which point she
wonders aloud if she’s “reached the end of the world.” When a man in a car stops to help,
Susan accepts Johnny’s offer to spend the day at his residence, which she will soon discover is
a nudist camp. The next morning, when Susan notices other nude adults and expresses
concern, Johnny reassures her, describing the camp as one “dedicated to sunbathing” where
men and women can “walk around as god made them in his image.” Susan decides not to stay
long, but accepts an offer to work for her residency typing, waiting on tables, and working in the
kitchen, and hesitantly agrees to participate in a camp production of Romeo and Juliet.
Meanwhile her daughter has enthusiastically abandoned her clothing and encourages Susan to
join in the fun: “you’re the only one with clothes on, don’t you feel funny?” she cajoles her
mother.
After a motorboat ride around the lake to view the scenery, Susan finds a dim,
overgrown clearing in the woods where, underneath blue skies and peacefully swaying
vegetation, she falls asleep. After a dizzying montage of trees, vegetation, and blue skies shot
by a rotating camera at a ninety-degree pitch, a ghostly image of Susan rises from her sleeping
body and walks off into the woods. Although it appears after Susan has found the camp, this
dream sequence marks the entry to the film’s nudist pornotopia where Susan will soon learn to
enjoy and embrace wearing nothing but “nature’s clothing.” 71
The ghostly Susan walks through the woods back to the lake, where she strips off her
clothing, and joyfully runs into the water. After a brief glimpse of her breasts, Susan is shown
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The Immoral Mr. Teas, the first of the nudie cutie genre, borrows elements of this scene to
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swimming and frolicking about in neck-high water largely obscuring her nakedness. Her
enjoyment is soon interrupted however, when a nude Johnny suddenly appears in the water and
begins swimming toward her. Susan panics and quickly tries to swim away as the music grows
louder and more menacing. With an uncanny, ambient echo effect added to her voice, she
implores Johnny: “Go away! This is no place for a Romeo!” After being repeatedly asked to
leave and ignoring her clear disinterest, Johnny swims off.
Susan awakens in the clearing in the woods, confused to find Johnny kneeling shirtless
on the ground nearby. “Say! You’ve been reading Shakespeare!” he exclaims. Despite her
denial in the dream sequence, Susan informs him (and the viewer) that he’ll be playing Romeo
to her Juliet in a rehearsal of the play tonight at the camp.72
Johnny successfully courts the newly-awakened Susan, while, after a day spent
swimming, boating, playing volleyball, and conversing with the nudists, Richard begins to follow
in Susan’s sandy footsteps, evolving from a self-described “hard-bitten old grouch” to an
easygoing nudist. When Richard announces that he is ready to become a member, he begs
Joan and Susan to forgive him: “I stayed here only to prove you were an unfit mother but since
then, this place, these people, have gotten under my skin and I’ve begun to see the hateful sort
of man I’ve been,” he tells Susan. Richard has nearly become an evangelizing nudist himself,
and in a short scene temporarily adopts the guide role, convincing a newer member to remove
his clothes and join the experience.

As the disguised wish of a dream Susan’s denial might be negated to accurately represent
her wishes, and indeed, the events of the film in which it seems that the camp turns out to be
just the place for a Romeo. An interesting meta-textual reference to Romeo and Juliet involves
Richard’s late arrival in the camp: just as Susan and Johnny rehearse the scene in which
Romeo’s quarrelsome cousin Tybalt arrives to disrupt Romeo’s incipient love affair, a panicked
and angry Richard suddenly arrives at the camp, aggrievedly honking his car horn and
demanding information. After insisting that Susan and her daughter return home with him
however, Richard is temporarily placated and decides to spend the night. Here, the metatextual
references to Shakespeare’s star-crossed lovers suggest a romantic, if not overtly sexual aspect
of Susan’s immanent nudist awakening.
72
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In the closing scene, Richard swims nude in the lake with Susan and Johnny. While the
three nudists give the camera wide-smiles and welcoming waves, the film fades to an intertitle:
“produced with the approval of the American Sunbathing Association.”

Natural Women as Naturally Nude
Pornotopias share a generic featurlessness with the cultural scenarios Simon and
Gagnon have theorized as collective-level “instructional guides” for conceptualizing intersocial
sexual behavior in their tripartite theory of sexual scripts. As the two explain, to serve their
function as generalized guides, these scenarios are necessarily abstract and generic, thereby
allowing individuals to become their “own playwrights” by developing interpersonal scripts which
adapt these generic scenarios to specific subjective contexts. At the same time however,
ambiguities, complexities, or contradictions within and between the cultural and interpersonal
levels strain the adaptive possibilities of generic scripts for the individuated self, and thus
require a third level of intrapsychic scripting through which one manages the personal
experience of desire and sexual arousal in relation to these scenarios.
Drawing from Freud’s essay on the difficulty of integrating love and erotic attraction
(which they refer to as an unusual and “somewhat extreme” problem), Simon and Gagnon
argue that sexual scripts facilitate a partial integration of the two by providing scripted forms of
behavior which license various experiences of otherwise-illicit arousal ranging from using
pornography to wearing a “sexy nightgown.” While their proximity to the illicit gives intensity and
potency to these sexual scripts however, for this same reason they also provoke guilt and must
therefore also act as “conventionalized strategies” for its management.73
As the two authors continue, in normatively-integrated societies people must learn to
manage guilt derived not only from their behavior but from the “things they think about.” Despite
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their similar guilt-provoking potential however, vicarious acts of deviance are more common
than direct acts of deviance: for Simon and Gagnon, what explains this is the greater ability of
the symbolic level (i.e. “the things they think about”) to provide resources for managing guilt in
comparison to the “real social world.” Simon and Gagnon associate this symbolic level with
cultural media including pornography, where social identities and relationships can be modified
or completely transformed at a lower cost via fantasy and identification and because of the
availability of “rituals of expiation and a return to conventional moral postures” associated with
mediatic practices of engagement. “The world of symbolic representation,” they conclude, “has
a conspicuous advantage over the ‘real world’.”74
The cultural scenarios associated with nudist camp films as described above were
sexual scripts which acted as partially-successful strategies of guilt management by facilitating
and licensing vicarious deviance in the form of voyeurism. These films’ guide roles offered
viewers identificatory possibilities with the men and women guided into nudist pornotopias, even
as they protected the viewer with the plausible, if unlikely, square-ups of education,
investigation, relaxation, or escape. Further, the back-to-nature narrative of these films
functioned as a script through which guilt-free and unlimited visual access to otherwiseunavailable women could be realized in the pornotopia of another time and place.75 By depicting
camps as rarefied pornotopic spaces where social norms and the restrictions of civilized
modernity could be left behind, nudist camp films licensed these pleasures by depicting nudity
as the natural state of women.
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Again, this points to the importance of pornography as a genre of utopian literature which
might be understood to pose the question: “what could sex be without guilt?”
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The trope involving a fantasied ability to denude the women encountered in one’s everyday
life outside situations of explicit sexual license is a central aspect of nudie cuties to be
discussed below. In the next chapter, I discuss these fantasies in relation to yet another utopian
element of pornographic representation which posits the existence of “imaginary media” capable
of seeing through women’s clothing.
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“I’m A Reporter Not a Peeping Tom:” The Nudist Voyeur
Despite Mac’s protest that he is a “reporter not a peeping Tom” – another reference to
the tensions associated with documentary versus prurient framings – the camera in Elysia
aligns to his, and the audience’s, voyeuristic interest.76 In the two scenes described in the
introduction to this chapter, the first of which foreshadows the film’s closing, Mac hesitates to
join the others for breakfast, finding mettle more attractive in the figure of Kim, a young, buxom
nudist who beckons from a short distance away with a large feather. As the camera follows
Mac’s gaze, he seems to choose peeping over reporting, and invites the enticed audience to do
so as well.
Elements of nudist camp films drew on some of the same conventions associated with
voyeur-themed Hollywood films, and coincided with the rise in popularity in the 1930s of the
subgenre of newspaper, reporter, and private-eye films, which titillated audiences by following
the investigative gaze of a (usually) male hero in pursuit of scandal, sex, or corruption. As
Norman Denzin suggests, this genre of film served the ideological purpose of defending
Hollywood against a growing number of critics who saw in it the glorification of crime and vice:
constrained within its self-imposed Production Code, newspaper, detective, and crime films
sought to demonstrate that Hollywood was on the side of law enforcement and that its films
“promoted justice, punished criminals, and taught law-abiding ways”77. In their reversed

Here, I draw from Clay Calvert’s definition of voyeurism as a mediated social practice, which
refers to “the consumption of revealing images of and information about others’ apparently real
and unguarded lives, often yet not always for purposes of entertainment but frequently at the
expense of privacy and discourse, through the means of the mass media and Internet.” Nudist
camp films fit somewhat uneasily into this broad definition, allowing for the consumption of
revealing images, but only fictionalized representations of “real and unguarded lives.” Camp
films do share several characteristics with some of the particular forms of mediated voyeurism
Calvert describes including the documentary style of video verité voyeurism, the dramatization
and reconstruction of events associated with reconstruction voyeurism, the consenting
revelations of tell-all voyeurism, and of course, the sexualized content of sexual voyeurism.
Calvert, Clay. Voyeur Nation. pp. 2-3. Basic Books. Kindle Edition.
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In effect from the mid-1930s to the mid-50s, The Production Code mandated, among other
requirements, that narratives involving crime punish criminals, do not elicit sympathy for them,
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approach to similar criticism, nudist camp films uncovered morality in what was assumed to be
immorality, challenging allegations of film’s negative influence by showing nudism’s moral
nature and the good that came of exploring it.78
Drawing from Frederic Jameson’s classic periodization, Denzin suggests that the voyeur
genre has passed through four interconnected historical, aesthetic, and structural phases
related to the “ideological tasks and surveillance needs” of capitalism. In its first phase, the
primitive-realist voyeur is represented by the “naïve, innocent, blatant voyeurism” of early
cinema such as The Kiss which capitalized on the camera as a new method of documenting
and exposing otherwise-private experiences in intimate detail (and as Williams notes, in
“gargantuan proportion.”)79 From the 1930s-1960s, the conflicted modernist voyeur emerged in
Classic Hollywood films such as Rear Window as a repressed neurotic alienated from social
norms who warned, and titillated audiences as a representative of the threat of nonconformity.
As Denzin describes it, in its next form, the modernist voyeur
pursues a personal, often sexual, agenda, which may have positive, altruistic
investigative overtones. The goal is first personal and then social. If a crime is
solved that is fine, but the initial impulse for the gaze is personal desire. This
desire must be controlled, or suppressed and re-coded in acceptable, social
terms. The modernist gaze is, accordingly, shrouded in noble terms, but
underneath it is prurient and self-serving. The personal (sexual) desires it
brings are repressed and guilt rides alongside the pleasures derived by this
gaze.80
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While distinct from the Hollywood aesthetic or mode of production, this voyeur shares
with the voyeur of the nudist camp film – whether a guide, reporter, or ingenuè - a number of
characteristics outlined previously including a potentially-repressed sexual agenda evidenced by
the sexualized tropes such films shared with pornography (despite the square-up’s insistence to
the contrary). In addition, nudist efforts to reframe the voyeurism engendered by nudist media
(chapter 1) suggest an interest in “re-coding”, as Denzin puts it, such desire into socially
acceptable, if not legal, terms. Finally, the repressed sexuality of the modern voyeur can be
linked to the sexual scripts described above which acted as forms of guilt management that
facilitated the pleasures derived from such a gaze.

“Nudies Ogle Stage Coin:” Nudist Camp Films in the Sexual Marketplace81
While the strategy of guilt-management through naturalization and rarefication enabled
voyeuristic pleasures to some degree, it also minimized the genre’s market potential and
shortened its lifespan. As mainstream theaters and film producers fought against diminishing
returns by increasingly linking the content of their films to practices and ideologies of
consumerism, nudist camp films struggled with a fundamental contradiction between their anticonsumerist and anti-modern content on the one hand, and the consumer practices and desires
that theatrical success increasingly required on the other. Because the pleasures available to
male viewers of nudist camp films required a discursive escape to a pornotopia away from the
technology, culture, and consumerist mentality of modern industrial society, camp films lagged
behind other exploitation pictures capable of evoking in their audiences the more explicitly
sexualized viewing practices which valorized them as desired commodities in a competitive
sexual marketplace.82 As Variety cheekily reported, “Nudies” may “ogle stage coin”, but they
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prurient consumerism of the market that would shape their success, and the anti-modern
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were leagues behind both mainstream and non-nudist exploitation films in their cultivation of
consumerism and their ability to hold the attention of movie-goers who could easily turn to moreexplicit fare available elsewhere.
As both objects of consumption and vehicles of consumerist ideology, movies were part
of a larger cultural trend toward consumerism. In the 30s and 40s, to make up for falling box
office revenue theaters began supplementing profits from ticket sales with a variety of gimmicks
and add-ons including musical performances, promises of then-unusual air-conditioned
theaters, soda and food, and various events including Christmas tree give-aways, gaming
contests, and specialty nights.83 By some estimates, prizes awarded to movie-goers reached $3
million dollars by 1937, while candy sales topped $10 million. As the depression challenged
ticket sales, and Hollywood was forced to compete without the protection of the monopoly
system, theaters transformed themselves into examples of what George Ritzer refers to as
“cathedrals of consumption.”84
The increasing emphasis on consumption was also fueled by massive growth in the
advertising and cosmetics industry, which by 1928 had reached $141 million, almost eight times
its size in 1914 (Freedman 278). Benefitting from the increasing license to openly display and
discuss sexuality in the public sphere, advertisers made use of veiled nudity and seductive
poses to stimulate male consumers’ erotic fantasies, serving as “tutors in how to consume.”85
By 1920 the majority of industrial activity in the United States had shifted to the
production of consumer goods including radios, telephones, and automobiles, and as Leo
period. At this point, argues Hoffman, camps established themselves within the “post-war
vacationing experience” and mainstream consumer culture by “creating a resort atmosphere that
revolved around family, domesticity, and traditional gender ideals.” “Out in the Open: Rural Life,
Respectability, and the Nudist Park – NOTCHES.” Accessed April 11, 2020.
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Lowenthal’s analysis of Colliers and the Saturday Evening Post shows, between 1900 and
1941, Americans increasingly turned from what he calls the “idols of production” to the “idols of
consumption.”86 In his analysis, Lowenthal shows how biographies published in the two
magazines shifted from a focus on the political, business, or professional success of notable
public figures, to those which featured the consumerist lifestyles, habits, and opinions of movie
stars, sports figures, and nightclub entertainers. A cultural emphasis on work and discipline,
Lowenthal concludes, had been replaced by leisure and consumption.
Nudists in camp films remained “idols of production” however, and were depicted as
engaged in physical labor as an invigorating and restorative practice of self-realization earned
by individual productive activity rather than through the pleasures of consumption. This mirrors a
form of masculinity similar to the type Michael Kimmel refers to as the self-made “heroic artisan”
of pre-industrial America. As Kimmel explains, eventually challenged by “marketplace man” who
“derived his identity entirely from his success in the capitalist marketplace”, artisan masculinity
gave way to a manhood of consumerism that “required the acquisition of tangible goods as
evidence of success.”87 While leisure and play activities did have a place in nudist camp films, in
most feature-length, documentary-style films, camps were presented as relentlessly productive
spaces where male “heroic artisans” (and to a lesser extent, women) could regain the physical
strength, stamina, and health that modern living and leisure had sapped from them. Nudist men,
for example, were frequently shown chopping wood, building houses or other structures,
gardening, and engaged in playful physical competitions with one another. Nudist women were
similarly productive in camp films, though they were more often assigned roles as cooks,
cleaners, or secretaries.
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Tracking the use of commercial imagery in the encouragement of consumption as a way
of life, Elizabeth and Stuart Ewen write that industrial growth was “premised on the taming of the
natural world, molding it to the expansive imaginations of technological dreamers.” This
ideology, they continue, required that people and nature be understood not merely as separate,
but in opposition to one another: “consumerism posed nature as an inhospitable force, a
hopeless anachronism” to be transcended by the new pleasures associated with the leisure,
beauty, and pleasures of a consumer society.88
With their reliance on anti-consumerist, natural pornotopias as sites of voyeuristic
exploration, and an emphasis on production rather than consumption however, nudist camp
films remained fixed within, rather than separated from nature and its taming through
consumerism.

“The Erection Tendency is Strong:” Nudism from Screen to Camp
Most nudists flatly denied any connection to eroticism, and during the Fifth International
Nudist Conference held in Indiana during the Summer of 1936, they worked to distinguish
nudism from what they saw as “morbid and burlesque forms of nakedness”, and its illegitimate
use by “burlesque theater managers, night club troupes, disorderly road houses, and exposition
side shows.” Nearly abandoning the term nudist as unredeemable, conference leaders voted to
change the name of the organization to the American Sunbathing Association, and renamed its
flagship magazine, The Nudist, to Sunshine and Health.89
Contributing to their concern was the fact that news and entertainment media tended to
conflate Nudism as a philosophy and moral practice with the broader movement associated with
the new fashions and behaviors of sexual liberalism. In his 1929 speech to the London
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Congress, “The Need for Expert Opinion in Sexual Reform”, for example, George Bernard Shaw
joked that everybody had become a “sexual reformer”, including the Pope and Austrian nudists,
who took the opposing but similarly reformist-minded positions of either “minimizing sex appeal
by maximizing clothing” or “maximizing sex appeal by minimizing clothing.” 90 In an article
describing the “carnival of pleasure” associated with Coney Island, the New York Times
reported in 1932 that “America’s Most Famous Playground”, if “left to its own devices” “would
become our foremost nudist colony.”91 Reporting on the “entire change [in] what constitutes
modesty” in New York and New Jersey’s “summer communities”, Dover Mayor John Roach Jr.
lamented the rise of the “demi-nudist” “who would not dare walk the streets of their own cities”
with exposed backs and legs. Decreeing in 1947 a “wear pants or don’t play” rule for men, the
Albany Department of Public Works likewise feared that its tennis courts were “being turned into
a nudist colony” by men wearing shorts.92 The Chicago Tribune even joked that the trend of
wearing rabbit’s wool socks on college campuses meant that there must be a “nudist colony of
rabbits somewhere.” Further muddying the waters, the Nudist convention coincided with a
entertainment expo in San Diego that had nothing to do with nudists, but which titillated viewers
with an exhibit where they could look through peepholes at actors in flesh-colored tights in a
“Zoro Garden Nudist Colony”
Like the nudists described in the first chapter who endured harassment and arrest, midcentury nudists found themselves defending against the portrayal of nudism as little more than a
high-minded justification for pornography, an excuse for lewd behavior, or part of a sexual
reform movement from which many sought to distance themselves. Roger Baldwin, the co-
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founder of the ACLU and a practicing nudist himself, for example, devised a legal strategy to
defend nudists in which he claimed that “certain amount of prudishness” would be necessary for
them to succeed in court. As Hoffman writes, Baldwin didn’t want to link the ALCU to radical
ideologies or the politics of sexual liberation (in part to defend against the red scare’s conflation
of left politics with communism) and therefore advocated for nudism as a question of the “right
to pursue their health ideas” which had nothing to do with sexually-explicit materials.93
Nudists responded to this pressure with strong denials of any untoward behavior on set
or in camp, and as discussed in previous chapters, generally claimed that contrary to the
sexualization of nakedness in clothed society, authentic nudist practices brought about an
asexual state achieved through a conscious rejection of the artificial taboos that corrupted the
meaning of intersocial nudity. In a typical discussion, published in a 1932 article in
Psychological Review, for example, newly-converted nudist Howard Warren cited his own
experience to argue that the “shock and shame of social nudity” wears off “in a remarkably short
time” and must therefore only be considered habitual responses rather than dispositions
determined by the innate obscenity of the practice.94
Discussing what he calls “inspectionism” and exhibitionism, Warren argued that nudists
are neither compelled to pay special attention to typically-hidden body parts, or especially
inclined to conceal their own.95 Instead, one begins to the notice the “organism as a whole”, and
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what Freud referred to as “civilized sexual morality.” Parmelee elaborated a theory of childhood
psychosexual development which argued that children’s curiosity and interest in their own and
others’ bodies (particularly those of another sex) is initially a strictly non-erotic tendency, the
normative character and intensity of which depends on the careful cultivation of this natural
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the “general contour of the body, whether male or female, rather than any sex-distinguishing
features,” and in a somewhat veiled reference to his own experiments with visible signs of
arousal, concluded that social nudism does not induce the “virile reflex” of men and has no
deleterious effect on “sex morality.”
Veiled or otherwise, for both researchers and nudists themselves, the presence and
prevalence of male erections was framed as dispositive information about the sexual nature of
nudism. While nudist camp films strictly avoided depictions of the genital areas, literally cropping
the potential site of visible sexual arousal from the frame, practicing nudists and their observers
were forced to square their claims of asexuality with the need for elaborate rules and regulations
governing social behavior between men and women, and the evidence of male arousal provided
by visible erections.
Many simply dismissed their significance or avoided the topic: in his 1958 Defense of
Nudism nudist researcher Henry Huntington defended the asexual nature of nudism by arguing
that in nudist settings erections were infrequent, accidental, and – if they did occur – an
ultimately harmless, if embarrassing, social faux pas.96 Likewise, in their later ethnographic
research at five nudist camps, Yale undergraduates, Fred Ilfeld and Roger Lauer reported that
nudists avoided using the word at all, relying instead of euphemisms such as “embarrassment,
arousal, excitation, or physical manifestations.” In some cases researchers minimized or denied
that erections occurred at all. “Throughout the summer,” Ilfeld and Lauer wrote, “no erections

state. As a nudist-raised child grew older, its interest in the “nature stories” of youth (i.e., sexual
difference and reproduction, or what Freud referred to its “sexual researches”) would evolve into
nonsexual, objective and rational ways of being and thinking superior to the sexually repressed
non-nudist adult. In the clothed child subject to repressive taboos against nudity however, this
initial curiosity turns awry, and a “grave mental complex” develops, resulting in a prurient and
unhealthy curiosity, sexual precocity, genitality, and ultimately, Parmelee concludes, “the
neurotic and hectic character of our civilization.” See ch2 n17 for Parmelee’s related ideas about
the so-called courtship plot in relation to the evolutionary psychology of Havelock Ellis and
others.
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nor sexual excitement of any kind were seen”, an observation supported by almost all interview
subjects except one who claimed to have seen only two erections in “thirty years of nudism.” 97
Nevertheless, in an amusing admission, Ilfeld and Lauer write that as they visited the
camp, the “erection tendency was strong”, and although based on their reading and
understanding of nudist philosophy they expected not to worry about arousal, “strangely
enough” they reported fear of the visible evidence of their “pleasure from looking at and being
with nude women.”
As a source of anxiety linked the success of the movement as a whole, the so-called
“erection tendency” demonstrated the need to maintain the appearance of an asexual
environment in nudist camps, and nudists saw sexual arousal as a threat to their legitimacy and
moral standing. Nudists, Ilfred and Laeur wrote
See themselves as being on trial before outside society and therefore [are]
required to display their good behavior…Sexual arousal, most noticeable
through male erections, and other misbehaviors such as whistling, pinching,
stealing, swearing, and extensive tactile, or touching, behavior are absolutely
forbidden.
Although in many cases nudists maintained that eroticism was naturally absent (or was
extinguished quickly and naturally in nudist environments), they also developed myriad rules
and regulations suggestive of restraint rather than absence. Nudists closely regulated the
behavior of members and visitors to their camps, for example, and tried to guard against
infiltration by would-be nudists with inauthentic sexual motives by presenting themselves as
family organizations, or by banning single men from becoming members or admitting them only
in special circumstances. Ilfeld and Lauer describe a number of camp norms related to
minimizing or eliminating sexual behavior, or preventing situations or behaviors which risked
becoming sexualized.
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While norms differed between camps – as the researchers write, “some have a long lists
of ‘thou shalt not’s’, while in other camps standards of behavior are hardly mentioned (55)” –
they almost always banned alcohol and drugs on the theory that intoxication would “release
one’s inhibitions”, or lead to “some unfortunate incident” such as “wife trading.” Many camps
also banned dancing (a rule Ilfeld and Lauer write is “clearly….to prevent the possibility of
sexual arousal” which they liken to “the equivalent of sexual misconduct.”98
In addition to the erection tendency, “tactile behavior” is discussed at length, which “in
the nudists’ use of the term…means the prevention of any sexual arousal.” Such activity
resulted in informal sanctions, the two reported, including “polite remarks” designed for a young
man to overhear who had “playfully carried his wife over the edge of the pool [to throw her in].”
In other instances, nudists reported that sanctions were imposed for holding hands, kissing, or
“intentional touching.”
Despite its prohibition, Ilfeld and Lauer observed a “considerable amount of tactile
behavior”, but argued that little of it was erotic. “To no extent whatsoever”, the researchers
conclude, is sexual freedom allowed in a nudist park, quoting a rule which stated that “…any
person or persons showing inclination towards sexual misconduct can depend on being ordered
to leave immediately.”
Trained social scientists and sex researchers continued throughout the 1960s to debate
the nature of nudism, the motivations of nudists, and the connection of the practice to sexual
pathologies including voyeurism and exhibitionism. In the mid-1960s, Martin Weinberg
published a dissertation and a number of articles defensive of social nudism which concerned
the factors involved in a nudist conversion. Rather than a predisposition to perversion or
amorality, proximity to a nudist camp was among the most significant, he concludes. 99 Likewise,
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Lawrence Casler, who shared with Parmelee a connection to the City College of New York’s
Sociology department, conducted fieldwork and survey research in a nudist camp outside of
New York City he named Sunshine Village.100 Finding that nudists were not especially different
from a control group of college students, Casler noted that nudists came from a variety of
occupations and backgrounds, and had varied motivations for their interest in the practice.
Rather than ideological conviction, the main motivation appeared to be curiosity, the urging of a
friend or partner, and the desire for an enjoyable experience. Despite the typical “strong sexbody link” wrote Casler, nudists reported little to no sexual arousal.
To prevent “Peeping-Tomism”, however, Sunshine Village required all men to take off
their clothing, but permitted women the right to remain clothed as long as they wished. Although
four men admitted to becoming aroused the first time they came to a camp, their arousal never
attained “any degree of visibility.” Casler attributed this to four factors including the absence of
the mystery and taboo normally surrounding the female body which eliminated the sexual
excitement associated with the “desire to uncover what is forbidden”; the “careful” and
“conscious” avoidance of sexual arousal; the avoidance of physical contact between men and
women and rules against behaviors (such as drinking); and lastly, “the rather restrictive nature
of the camp’s mores” which were powerful enough to require a man with an erection to “isolate
himself”, cover himself with a towel, or seek shelter to avoid disapproval.
Like the research of Ilfeld and Lauer, Casler’s reporting on efforts by nudists to identity
and eliminate signs of sexual behavior or motivation among their members or visitors similarly
belies a theory of innate non-eroticism and gestures toward one of surveillance and control.
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“There is Little Difference Between Picture and Reality”
Recall that for Goffman, frames and their leaky boundaries fit into the surrounding world
in paradoxical and recursive ways. Using the example of a gaming frame in which the elements
of the game itself become part of its surrounding world (e.g., rules such as “winner plays again”
and supporting apparatuses like stadium lights), Goffman writes that the rim of a frame:
becomes generalized…and taken into [the] framework of interpretation, thus
becoming, recursively, an additional part of the frame. In general, then, the
assumptions that cut an activity off from the external surround also mark the
ways in which this activity is inevitably bound to the surrounding world.
Drawing from this, I previously argued that framing strategies employed by nudists
concerned both viewing practices and the representational content of the images themselves,
concluding that the two were codeterminative and were metastrategic techniques which
contained and neutralized desire’s frame-tensive effect (chapter 2).101 Here, I deploy the notion
of the porousness and recursivity of frames to show how nudists’ representational frames
leaked into the surrounding world as nudist camps became film sets, and the generic
conventions of the camp film came to describe real-life encounters with nudism.
This can be demonstrated by revisiting the discourse described above concerning the
sexual nature of nudism. Warren, for example, associates the origin of his interest in nudism
with the perusal of nudist literature in a bookstore essentially mirroring the generic narratives
associated with nudist camp films (which were themselves filmed at camps) including Mac’s
assignment inspired by his boss’s discovery of a nudist magazine in Elysia, and the influence of
newly-converted nudist family members in Garden. Warren writes that:
Although raised in a family and community where the body taboo was strongly
emphasized, I had for many years questioned the reasonableness of the
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traditional attitude…the Merrills' book attracted my attention. There was a
certain hesitancy, due to life-long training, about going boldly into a book-store
and asking for a volume bearing such a title. The inhibitory effect of the taboo
was finally overcome, and the perusal of the book aroused interest in the
psychological aspect of nudism as well as in its practical value.
Likewise, Casler reported that many nudists were attracted by the publicity associated
with nudist magazines, films, and news items. A former soldier, for example, told Casler that he
was introduced to nudism through the nudist magazines he encountered in the armed services ,
where in “barracks bull sessions” the matter was a common topic of conversation.
After finding his interest “aroused”, and complaining that most academic opinions on
nudism were “theoretical” rather than grounded in experience, Warren set out to discover for
himself if body taboos are an “inherent factor in human nature”, and whether “social exposure of
the body” is “indecent or obscene”, a narrative bearing a striking similarity to the documentary
framings associated with camp films which provided cover for the motivation suggested by
Warren’s “arousal.” Like Mac and other fictional converts, Warren decides to satisfy his curiosity
by visiting a Nudist camp where he is pleasantly surprised and stays for eight days.
In addition, at least some nudists Cassler interviewed were explicit about their sexual
interest, corroborating the broader argument that nudist films relied on – even if they disavowed
– forms of sexual voyeurism: one female nudist cited the desire to see a “member of the
opposite sex undressed” and at least one woman also wrote of her interest in the “feeling of
sensuousness.”
The representational strategy of naturalization also appears to have motivated (and
perhaps rationalized) an interest in nudism: as Cassler writes nudists explained their practice as
a desire to “return to nature”, or establish a “closeness to nature.”
As described above, Glassey (owner of Elysian Fields where Elysia was filmed)
cultivated a close relationship with the film industry and with any potential source of publicity,
and his invitations to tour the camp with camera in tow sparked a number of journalistic
accounts that likewise blurred the line between the generic conventions of camp films and real80

life encounters with nudist camps. Like the fictional Mac, for example, an unnamed reporter
from the Union Tribune described a Sunday visit to Elysian fields where he discovered nudism
“not as an onlooker but an Elysian”, much like Mac’s instruction to “find a nudist camp. See it for
yourself. Become one them”). Paralleling the transformative journey associated with the filmic
pornotopia, this account described the camp as “screened from the roadway by live oak trees
and drooping willows” where, by passing through “rustic gates” and taking initiation pledges (“I
hereby bind myself”, the pledge began) a would-be nudist could be “brought gently into nudism”
as he discovers an “escape from the conventions and man-made rules of civilization.” The
article also borrowed the pedagogical and didactic tone of camp films, informing the reader that
contrary to the expectation of sexual tension or voyeuristic interest, there seemed to be “nothing
abnormal about going nude” and that there were “no fanatics” at the camp.
Perhaps the most interesting instance of this porousness however is the case, Excelsior
Pictures Corp. v. Regents of the University of the State of New York, regarding Garden’s license
to screen in New York, in which the Board of Regents argued that because “there was little
difference between picture and reality,” New York’s anti-nudism bill (which applied to nude
persons) also criminalized its representation.
Penal law 1140-b was a response to the Burke decision, and the culmination of what
Wheeler describes as “determined efforts to eliminate the [nudist] movement” on “both sides of
the Atlantic” that peaked in 1935. When the court in Burke declined to prosecute Fred Topel and
the Olympian League nudists under indecent exposure and public lewdness statutes (as
described in the first chapter), anti-nudists in New York, led by the Catholic League of Decency,
began a concerted campaign to draft more effective legislation to outlaw nudist activity. The new
bill, which the CLD insisted was necessary since it would not be enough to “appeal for
cleanliness in motion pictures” but ignore “immorality in the flesh” would make it a crime for a
person to “expose his person, or the private pars thereof, in the presence of two or more
persons of the opposite sex” who are similarly exposed, but a later revision narrowed the bill to
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criminalizing only mixed-gender nudity in public spaces, rental properties, or anywhere that
charged an entrance fee. After considerable effort from both sides, including a large-scale
campaign by the ACLU and Pope Pius’s condemnation of nudism as a “pagan cult”, New York’s
Governor Lehman signed the bill into law.
By the time Garden was under consideration by the Board of Regents, earlier court
cases such as the Miracle decision had extended First Amendment protection to films,
undermining the credibility of censorship via prior restraint. The Board thus bolstered its
obscenity-based charges by arguing that the exhibition of nude people in the film was also a
violation of New York’s penal law 1140-b, and that the film should be judged as though it were
an actual nudist camp. By rejecting the distinction between representation and conduct, the
Board attempted to convince the court that Garden’s images of nude men and women
constituted evidence that the actors had engaged in criminal conduct under the bill.
The appeals court rejected this argument however, and in so doing considerably
undermined the Board’s authority to exercise prior restraint. “There is nothing sexy or
suggestive” and “nothing impure or filthy” about the film, the Court wrote, noting that in a series
of free speech-related cases “nearly all the grounds for license refusal” (i.e. prior restraint)
granted to the Regents by New York State law had been stricken down. Describing the nudists
as “wholesome, happy people in family groups,” the court argued that the film was no different
than other “ultra-respectable” nudist representations such as travelogues produced by National
Geographic or the nude figures decorating New York’s courthouse buildings.
With this dismissal of the indecency and obscenity complaint, the court went on to
deconstruct the Board’s novel argument that the film violated New York’s law prohibiting nudity
itself. The law, the court wrote “could not be read so as to prohibit the licensing of any film
showing a group of nude people of both sexes”, nor did the it “intend to deal with the exhibition
of any motion picture.” “To say that representation of criminal activity is criminal is to abolish the
drama and the novel in one stroke”, the court warned. Echoing the censorial logic of Hays Code,
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however, it withheld its support from representations that failed to suggest damning
consequences of immoral conduct: “the showing of crimes in book, play or cinema is evil only
when it is done in a dirty way or when it glorifies the criminal act,” the court concluded.
Although the court rejected the Board’s argument, it did so on a narrow basis, applying
First Amendment protection selectively to content deemed properly didactic or “ultrarespectable.” Even as it insisted that content was not equivalent to conduct however, the court
relied on this very equivalence to legitimate the censorship of disfavored representations on the
basis that they might lead to immoral conduct. That is, while the court claimed to fear the
consequences of making the representation of criminal activity itself criminal (lest the novel be
abolished), it selectively applied that exculpatory logic to representations it favored, excluding
certain representations of criminal and sexual content on the basis that such representations, if
not equivalent to conduct, should be feared to lead to it.
Facing the slippery slope of First Amendment absolutism on the basis of its own logic,
the court simply looked away, offering the absurd conceit that the nudity in Garden was nonsexual thereby avoiding the conclusion that sexual imagery could not be censored on the basis
of its equivalence to conduct. By framing nudity as non-sexual then, the court maintained its
grip on the censorship of sexual imagery even as it was forced to relinquish its hold on some
nudist representations.
But if Garden escaped censorship only on the basis that its representations were nonsexual, the court left unanswered the question of how, given the distinction between content and
conduct they relied on and which the First Amendment supported, it would be possible to legally
produce indexical nudist representations given the proscription of the conduct necessary to
produce them.
As Goffman writes, “what [a cinematic version] is a copy of, that is, an unreal instance of,
would itself be something that was not homogenous with respect to reality, itself something shot
through with various framings…(561).” As I’ve argued in this section, nudist camps, and the
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films set (and the film sets) within them demonstrate this recursivity and leakiness, and their
rims, it seems, expand not only within their respective domains but leak between content and
conduct.

Conclusion
With the ban on “respectable” nudity in motion pictures effectively ended, and the power
of the Board of Regents significantly diminished, filmmakers began to produce increasingly
erotic and explicit films, with higher production values and more developed narratives. These
films largely abandoned the camp setting, instead focusing on the display of female nudity in
everyday, familiar places and circumstances. Referred to as nudie cuties, these new films were
much more commercially successful than the nudist camp films out of which they evolved. As a
nudist guide declares in The Naked Venus, nudists may not “believe in commercial nudity”, but
the filmmakers who produced nudie cuties certainly did. First among them was former Army
Signal Corps Cinematographer, Russ Meyer.
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3. “How Eve Was Changed into Cheesecake”: Tittyboom! and the
Technologically-Realized Nude
The previous chapter explored nudist camps films, which drew from the representational
strategies associated with still-image production to bring moving-image nudity to the theatrical
screen. These films acted as sexual scripts for their male viewers, facilitating sexual voyeurism
by licensing visual access to women’s bodies through a narrative transition from clothing and
culture to a rarefied nudist pornotopia. While partially successful, nudist camp films narrativized
an escape from culture and consumerism, ultimately limiting their ability to compete in the
sexualized economy of the exploitation film industry.
As a result, nudist camp films were short-lived, and as obscenity law liberalized and the
necessity of an elaborate and credible square-up faded, Meyer established a new genre of film
which rearticulated the nature-nudity/culture-clothing dichotomy, eschewing the depiction of
naturalized nudity in favor of the technologically-realized, culturally-stripped, and commoditized
nude. Rather than facilitating voyeurism through a narrative transition to nature, nudie cuties
combined and transformed the representational techniques and exhibition practices associated
with softcore pornography, pin-ups, burlesque shows, and documentary-style nudist camp films
in order to link the desires and practices of voyeurism to the consumptive practices and forms of
subjectivity associated with consumer culture.
This chapter draws from the playful vocabulary of a Modern Man interview with Meyer
and his wife Eve to suggest that Meyer’s signature style of Tittyboom worked to establish a
“photosexual triangle” whereby women might be “changed into cheesecake.” 102 Like the
broader milieu in which nudist camp films were produced, the practice of Tittyboom blurred
actual events and fictive storylines, enframing human models, non-human animals, material
objects, and the natural world as supportive props within the storylines of male fantasies.
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Excluded from the cold war discourse of maturity which promised the “good life” to those
with a normative orientation to the market, family, and nation, Tittyboom was a counterdiscourse
of comic immaturity which embraced alternative forms of perverse enjoyment. Meyers’ 1959 film
The Immoral Mr. Teas, and his instructional guide to photography, The Glamour Camera of
Russ Meyer, provide the primary evidence for these claims.

From Pin-ups to Playboy
Although they were nearly coincident with the advent of print media in the West, pin-ups
reached their peak in the U.S. with the mass-production techniques of the industrial revolution
and the development of the middle-class American and European consumer in the early 20 thcentury.103 As technological developments enabled the fine art images associated with the
ubiquitous solitary female of European fine art to be produced, reproduced, and distributed
widely and cheaply, the pin-up took shape as a kind of “knock-off” genre of erotica for the
masses.104
The Gibson girl, the most popular pin-up of the pre-WWI era, debuted in Life. Described
by its creator, Charles Dana Gibson as “a girl so alluring that other young men would want to
climb into the picture and sit beside her”, the Gibson girl was the first pin-up to be represented
outside the context of advertising, dance, theater, burlesque, or fine art.105 Representing not just
an idealized body but a “way of life”, the Gibson girl and her many imitations taught etiquette,
style, dance, and consumer tastes to aspiring young women through almost twenty years of
regular appearances in Life, Colliers, Ladies Home Journal, McCalls, Vogue, and other
magazines. Portrayed as high class with physical attributes and conduct derived from her
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genteel status, she was a “status symbol for the masses,” who nevertheless insisted –
according to Gibson biographer Fairfax Downey – that “money isn’t everything”106
George Petty and Alberto Vargas’ pin-up drawings were among the most popular of the
WWII-era pin-ups, with the Petty Girl appearing for the first time in the debut issue of the men’s
fashion magazine, Esquire in 1933 and becoming popular enough by early 1941 to be regularly
featured in the its first fold-out pages. Petty was an airbrush artist who first developed the
cartoonish depiction of young glamour that would come to define the Petty Girl in his advertising
work for Old Cigarettes. At first, the Petty girl was accompanied by a character editors came to
refer to as the “Old Geezer,” an “older and visibly rich patron” who helped provide context for
the imaginative dialog, double entendres, and suggestive puns hinted at by ad copy such as
“hitched to a humdrummy?”107
In 1935 however, after readers began complaining that the girl-and-geezer plot had
become old, editors asked Petty to leave the geezer out of the scene, thus creating the
quintessential expression of the pin-up: a “single female figure rendered on a white, unpainted
background….alone, looking toward the viewer.” In its quintessential form, pin-ups depicted a
single sexualized female body in its entirety and, although the images were sexualized to
varying degrees, never depicted interpersonal sexual encounters. Instead pin-ups relied on
what Kakoudaki calls the “potential sexual energy of the single body” derived from the “direct
eye-line connection to the implied viewer”108
Petty was eventually replaced by Vargas, who imitated the former’s style as closely as
possible, continuing to depict the pin-up accompanied by a telephone. Vargas’ debut pin-up
reclines seductively on the page, with one hand behind her head and the other holding a
telephone gently to her ear. In the image, one bent leg is raised and falls lightly across the
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other, highlighting the pin-up’s long legs, and drawing attention to her breasts. Though she is
fully clothed, the play of shadows and highlights across her body, and an open blouse above a
skin-tight top are suggestive of nudity.
In part reflecting its huge popularity among soldiers, representations of the Varga Girl 109
were often patriotic, featuring cartoonish stylized military or nationalistic elements such as flag
patterns, military equipment, and weapons. GIs were a major audience for pin-ups, and pages
from Esquire and other magazines often made it to the walls of troop barracks, the cockpits of
planes, and anywhere else soldiers could pin them.
The pin-up found its classic form however in the Playmates of Playboy magazine. When
Playboy first appeared on newsstands late in 1953, few American men had seen a color
photograph of a nude woman, let alone one as famous as Marilyn Monroe who graced the cover
of the first issue. As its original name, Stag Party, suggests, Playboy drew on the tradition of
homosocial male pornography spectatorship associated with stag films whereby, as Preciado
writes, “not only did heterosexual men not need women to enjoy themselves, but they also
actually had more fun without them.”110
Tittyboom drew heavily on these aesthetic conventions and reception contexts which
combined idealized femininity, consumerism, and what Preciado calls in his discussion of
Playboy’s imagery, the “technical tools of the Fordist and post-Fordist economies” which served
as symbols of the growing density of the interface between private life and the productive
economy. Like the playmate, Tittyboom deployed a wide array of technical objects, including
those Eric Kluitenberg and others have called imaginary media 111 which drew on postwar
technologies and utopic visions of the technologically-enhanced future to depict worlds where x-
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ray glasses, time machines, or special kinds of paint, drugs, or cameras acted as prostheses
that enhanced men’s abilities to envision female nudity.112
Imaginary media are expressed as stories, drawings, films, advertisements, and other
works which offer imaginary solutions to the problems of interpersonal communication. For
Kluitenberg, these media act as “compensatory machines” through which unfeasible or
impossible desires are projected, constituting a kind of mythology that serves various
ideological, political, and economic interests. Stories featuring imaginary forms of space travel
popular in the mid-1960s, for example, primed the American imagination for the actual space
race in the context of the cold war.
Such media are ubiquitous in nudie cuties. Films which followed Teas, for example,
included Paradisio in which a college professor finds a pair of x-ray glasses capable of
penetrating women’s clothing, The Girl from S.I.N. which involved an invisibility pill, and Pardon
My Brush, in which two male housepainters are pleased to discover a paint that renders walls
transparent.
Preciado argues that the frequent inclusion of masculine technology in Playmate
pictorials reveals the trace of a male seducer who “wisely stepped out [of the frame] right before
the picture was taken,” but whose gaze remains as an invisible organizing principle of its
imagery. 113 The visual storylines of Tittyboom, explored further below, cultivated a similar gaze
in which readers were invited to imagine themselves as voyeurs with unprecedented access to
the private spaces of women who were unaware of being watched as they decorated, applied
makeup, dressed, or performed domestic tasks ignorant of the voyeur behind the camera.
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In addition to these connections, Meyer reworked the girl-and-geezer storyline, drawing
on imaginary media to transport solitary figures to empty, or unmarked spaces of fantasy,
enacting a technologically-realized cultural form of stripping distinct from the naturalized nudity
of camp films.
Like other storylines associated with Tittyboom, the photographs in Modern Man provide
a visual storyline of Eve Meyer’s change into cheesecake. In the four images accompanying the
article, Eve and Russ and are shown in the interior of a house engaged in a photoshoot. In the
first image, Russ faces the camera, holding a piece of clothing above a large table strewn with
potential props. Eve stands in front of the table with her arms raised above her head and her
back to the camera as she removes her shirt. In the next, Russ stands behind Eve adjusting her
shirt to fit over her chest as she cups her breasts and looks into a mirror out of the frame. The
third image shows Russ with his hand on his chin, appearing to study Eve who is posed
seductively in a bikini near an open window. Fully transformed, Eve appears alone in the final
image, posed in a frilly, low-cut blouse as she straddles a chair and looks to the edge of the
frame. Taken together, these images depict the Meyers engaged in Eve’s transformation: as
she tries on blouses for the shoot, adjusts the fit of her clothing, and experiments with different
settings, Russ observes, judges, and directs her transformation.
In another visual essay in Glamour Meyer borrows (without attribution) from a generic
sexual storyline popularized by Playboy which Meyer titles “Girl Next Door.” This storyline
anticipates the visual style and narrative elements Meyer would continue to draw from to
produce nudie cuties such as Teas. The studio setup for the shoot is described as follows:
I identified each room of her house with the aid of brightly colored window
frames, with contrasting colored backgrounds. The model was posed behind
the windows, which were hung by think piano wire, giving the impression that
they were floating in space. In each simulated room, she employed an
appropriate prop and costume.114
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Included are two sample photos drawing from this storyline. In one, a shirtless woman in
leggings stands perpendicular to the camera as she applies makeup. Her breasts are concealed
by the crossbar of a large window which floats in the foreground, framing the upper portion of
her body against an empty background. On the floor next to the window is an upright vacuum. In
another image, a similarly-posed shirtless woman is framed by a window as she holds up a
piece of fabric. Rather than requiring a transition to a natural pornotopia, both photographs
position the viewer as an unseen voyeur peering through the floating porthole of a window to
access nudity and the private spaces and activities of feminine domesticity.

“A combination of stage and screen”: Burlesque and Roadshowing
Production practices associated with nudie cuties can also be traced back to the
burlesque circuit, and to roadshowing, the multimodal practice of film distribution and exhibition
associated with exploitation films.
By the late 1920s, as increasingly explicit films, cabarets, and revues lured would-be
patrons away, burlesque theaters struggled to maintain the audience they’d enjoyed since the
turn of the century.115 In response to a shrinking market share, producers developed “stock”
shows: pared-down, reproducible and transportable versions of live burlesque that cut
production costs, focused on the strip tease, and pushed the limits of stage nudity. 116
Tio keep seats filled and operations profitable, burlesque houses also began to
experiment with screening short films in the transitions between live acts.117 Originally meant
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only as “chasers” to maintain interest in the live shows, the efficiency of film screenings over live
shows quickly became apparent. According to David Friedman, patrons weren’t just waiting for
the next live show, but were staying in their seats to view “more gash than ever” on the big
screen, and burlesque operators quickly figured out the advantages of the filmic commodity over
the live show:
…the whole show comes in every week in a fifty-pound can, no goddamn
broads late for a show, no agents bugging you for the payroll, no drunk comics
to bail out of jail, no dope-smoking half-ass musicians, no union stagehands,
no hair-pulling bitches fighting backstage, no problems! You could run the
damn thing as many times a day as you wanted without paying any extra,
[and] nobody complained about the extra weekend midnight shows.
The origins of Lucky Pierre, one of the first nudie cuties, lay in a sales pitch Friedman
made to burlesque dancer and theater owner Rose LaRose, who he first met when she
performed at the Palace Theater in Buffalo, New York. After LaRose retired from performing,
she bought the Town Theater in Toledo, where Friedman supplied her with single-reel black and
white chasers for her show. Friedman tried to sell LaRose feature-length films as well (including
a film he’d produced with Herschell Gordan Lewis called Living Venus) but LaRose initially
refused, insisting that “the audience wants to see their favorite exotics live, on stage, not on
film”, and that they loved shorts more than feature-length films. Eventually, however, Rose
agreed to buy a feature made by splicing a series of 10-minute sketches into a single film, and
paid Friedman $1,500 to create one. The two also agreed to what would become a central plot
device of the nudie cutie: a “baggy-pants comic” whose serial adventures “peeking at the pretty
naked girls” provided the narrative of the film. Nudie cuties would draw both on this plot device
as well as the episodic nature of the chaser.
An important figure on the exploitation film circuits, Friedman worked with Modern Film
Distributors and producer Kroger Babb, where he perfected the art of roadshowing, which he
described as “a combination stage and screen show” characteristic of the “transition period from
the carnival to the movie theater.” Roadshowing, he continues, “involved a lot more than just
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showing a movie. There was a lecture onstage, a live appearance…the sale of books, and a
host of things that had their roots in carny.”
Nudie cuties borrowed the ballyhoo of roadshowing, offering a carnival of entertainment,
gimmicks, seductive promises, and titillating commodities to purchase. Ads for Teas, for
example, promised “extra bikini-clad Hollywood models hourly on the mezzanine” posing for the
aspiring real-life Mr. Teas, and free tickets for viewers with last names beginning with ‘T’.118 Text
listings in newspapers described the film as raunchy, ribald, “frenchy”, and unprecedented, and
informed would-be viewers that they’d be “sorry if they missed it.” Visual ads tended to
emphasize Teas in his signature pork-pie hat, depicted as a somewhat hapless everyman
pictured alongside burlesque-like cartoon drawings of nude women turned away from the
viewer. As competition from European films and television increased, ads for Meyer’s films
asked the reader: “See this one on TV? Not likely”, and exaggerated their superiority to racy
European imports competing with the local nudie films. Newspaper advertisements likewise
drummed up excitement with copy like “as seen in Playboy!” while the Los Angeles Times wrote
that the film “was like a year’s subscription to Playboy.” Meyer’s battles with local censors,
especially in Maryland, also provided good ad copy, with a number of Washington, D.C. based
newspapers advertising the film as “banned in MD and VA!”
The most popular visual advertisement for Teas featured a double-entrendre concerning
the film’s use of a newly-developed coloring system, proclaiming that it was “Filmed in
Revealing Eastman Color.” The pun drew on the rhetoric of early color film development and
advertising which stressed its “naturalness, realism, and verisimilitude,” and the advent of a
subtractive coloring process associated with Eastman Kodak was advertised as similar to
natural vision to promise the unprecedented realization of life-like, natural nudity. As Brian
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Winston and others have shown however, color film is not merely a representation of the real,
but rather reflects and reproduces cultural ideologies even as it may claim ideological
innocence.119 Decision processes related the development of color film, for example, were made
with special attention to the ability of the final stock to reproduce ‘white’ skin in a culturally and
commercially acceptable manner, and the iconography of white femininity informs industry-wide
notions of ‘accurate’ coloring. While the advertisement may have claimed to reveal female
nudity as it appears in its natural state then, the technology and rhetoric of color film, like other
aspects of nudie cuties discussed below, suggests a technical naturalization of culture.

Tittyboom!
As Allen Mazur shows in his discussion of trends in feminine beauty ideals, beginning in
the early 1940s the fashion industry, Hollywood movie and celebrity culture, pin-ups, men’s
magazines, and beauty pageants increasingly emphasized women’s breasts. The bust sizes of
Miss America contestants, for example, grew continually from 1940 to the mid-1960s, peaking
at 36”, while waist sizes plummeted to 23” (Mazur, 1986). In contrast to the earlier visual
emphasis on model’s legs and hips, Hollywood, along with men’s magazines like Esquire and
Playboy promoted women with ever-larger breasts and smaller waistlines, as so-called “sweater
girls” like Jayne Mansfield, Marilyn Monroe, and Jane Russell captured American men’s
attention.120
If this illustrated what historian Marjorie Rosen called the “mammary madness” of the
1950s, Tittyboom took this “madness” to even great excess, focusing on women he referred to
as “pneumatic” and making use of dramatic, low shooting angles and a shallow depth of field to
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enormously exaggerate models’ upper torsos and breasts.121 Meyer’s massive 3-volume
autobiography, cheekily titled The Very Breast of Russ Meyer, which narrates his career and
sexual exploits chasing large-breasted women in an occasionally-pornographic, jocular, and
braggadocios third-person voice, along with the names of his later films such as Mondo Topless
suggest this emphasis.
In this autobiography, Meyer writes that his 1958 guide, The Glamour Camera of Russ
Meyer, was a “fitting culmination” to his “body of work in the field of ‘[T]ittyboom.’”122 The guide
details Meyer’s advice for shooting softcore professional portraits of female models for personal
interest or publication in men’s magazines, and combines a discussion of shooting angles, lens
aperture, exposure, and other technical elements of photography with wide-ranging advice for
the novice photographer who wishes to find, entice, and properly pose a model in order to
“exact [her] somewhat latent beauty” and “transfer it to film.”
In the guide, Meyer warns his readers to maintain strictly impersonal and professional
relationships with their models, writing that each must be regarded as nothing more than “a
thing of form, line and color to be transferred to film as a picture image.”123 This required that a
photographer “scrutinize every model through a mental view-finder”, and Glamour Camera
functioned in part as a training manual for the observational and disciplinary techniques he
promised would capture the “fantastic physical conformation” of female models and convert it to
“good commercial value.”124
To enact this conversion, Meyer sought what he called a “manner of unawareness” in his
models and encouraged each to “project herself into a state of feeling, expression and
animation that would allow him to capture “each fleeting expression of face and figure as fast
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the shutter release can be depressed.” For Meyer himself this unawareness meant achieving a
certain degree of technical proficiency with the camera such that it became simplified and
“almost routine in its application” leaving him “free to concentrate on the subject at hand.”
If for Meyer, this meant cultivating the skilled ready-to-handness of technical proficiency,
for his models, Tittyboom demanded a kind of deskilling which favored the clumsiness of
untrained naivete in which they might be caught off-guard and un-composed. In one section of
the guide, for example, Meyer advises the reader to ask a recalcitrant model to count her toes –
a suggestion he admits appears ridiculous, but claims will eventually lead to “some very credible
photographs” owing to the model’s distraction.
While it appears somewhat benign here, these techniques laid the groundwork for the
more severe disciplinary practices Meyer utilized in The Immoral Mr. Teas and his later films
where he worked in intensive three-hour sessions without breaks, and sometimes relied on
psychological techniques that seemed borrowed from trauma-inducing psychological
experiments. According to his biographers, Meyer didn’t rehearse scenes, relying instead on
minimal last-minute instructions delivered as commands to actors he frequently screamed at or
frightened in order to elicit more authentic reactions. Another technique, according to Meyer’s
friend Roger Ebert involved exhausting his actors by repeating a scene so many times that their
“grim determination” came across as “erotic authenticity.”
Describing Meyer’s “bunker mentality”, David Frasier writes that making a Meyer film
was “remarkably like basic training” in which a small group of trusted army and industry friends
who Meyer employed to produce his films were subject to a rigorously disciplined work schedule
of fifteen to twenty hour days for up to six weeks of filming. One shoot modeling Lady Godiva,
which required kneeling for hours in various contorted positions under the heat of the Death
Valley sun, was so arduous that Meyer’s wife, business partner, and preferred model, Eve
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Turner reported that she finally cracked and “just got up and stalked away bloody knees and
all.”125
Meyer’s “love of the arduous and his drive to surmount obstacles through single-minded
hard work,” Frasier suggests, led him to sequester his crew in remote locations for shooting and
to treat them rather more like than foot soldiers than creative partners. Meyer established this
lack of creative reciprocity in part by discouraging models from looking at the camera, which he
argued “cheapened” the resulting shot, and instead suggested photographers use a long lens to
“further remove themselves from the model” so they became less aware of his presence.
While Meyer sought to transcend conscious deliberation in order that the camera might
become a prosthetic extension of his world-transforming capacity as a subject, the unawareness
he encouraged in his models functioned more as a foreclosure of agency in favor of the state of
pliable objecthood. When asked to recall her experiences in front of his camera for example,
Eve described a feeling of dissociation: “It was always as though it was happening to somebody
else” she told a Los Angeles Times reporter in 1971. Eve went on to describe herself in the
third-person as an object of contemplation: “I was always very critical of how she looked in the
photographs”, she reports, “she had short curly hair in those days.”126
The expansive enframing strategies of Tittyboom are further described in a chapter
entitled “How to Use Props,” where the reader is encouraged to consider both highly unusual
and typical, everyday items as props. Useful props “confront us everywhere we look”, Meyer
writes, suggesting (among other objects), the arm of a chair, window drapes, pillows, a wooden
barrel, or “a few yards of ordinary net material.” Notwithstanding his stated intent to capture the
natural use of a familiar object (“encourage a model to interact with a prop naturally”) however,
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the guide’s photographs show models interacting with them in a highly contrived fashion. In one
image, for example, a model is pictured embracing the decorative curls of a piece of iron
grillwork which she caresses from behind as she looks askance at the camera. Another depicts
a nude woman kneeling inside of a weather-worn barrel buried askew in the sand of a beach,
and then tangled in fine black netting as she lays in the sand. A third shirtless woman holds an
oblong plastic bag behind her head like a bonnet as it billows in the wind.
Meyer also encouraged his reader to also consider the props of “Mother Nature herself.”
“When you stop to consider it,” he writes, the natural world “provides an unlimited number of
pops that are readily available for our use.” “Trees, rocks, sand, surf, and tall grass” can all be
used to hint at a narrative that might inspire the reader to use his own imagination to continue
the story as he sees fit. Additionally, Meyer continues, “animate props” have the benefit of
encouraging the spontaneous discovery of a useful pose: cats or puppies, he explains, might
encourage a novel and “sympathetic response” from a model whose poses otherwise appeared
routine or otherwise uninteresting.
Continuing his expansive inventory of props, Meyer goes on to inform the reader that “in
reality, everything and anything can be a prop,” and then invites him to “go one step further”
explaining that “the model’s own arms, legs or even hair” can function as a prop. If they are
regarded in this manner, he continues, they become “very suitable and exciting posing
accessories” useful for “concealing, yet revealing the subject’s charms” (95-6).

Eve Meyer and the “Camera Magic” of Tittyboom
Meyer received his first 8-mm movie camera, a 1936 UniveX Cine 8, when he was
fourteen as a gift from his mother. Inspired by what could frame within its “crude viewfinder,”
Meyer’s friends reported that he “went nuts with the camera” and began to photograph
neighborhood girls“ in everyday activities “playing piano and doing girlie things around the
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house.” This interest led Meyer to train as a camera man in the Army Signal Corps, and
eventually to a successful career shooting pin-ups after the war.127
A series depicting the burlesque dancer Evelyn “Treasure Chest” West was Meyer’s first
successful commercial photoshoot. At the time, Meyer lamented that while he couldn’t possess
West’s beauty on a “personal level”, “to photograph her remarkable abundance would certainly
suffice.” Notwithstanding this claim however, Meyer would go on to make the models he
photographed central players in his sexual life, eventually describing in his autobiography the
abundant, if exaggerated, exploits enabled by his career.
This success enabled Meyer to trade the substitutive satisfaction derived from looking at
women like West through a “crude viewfinder” for the visual and corporeal pleasures enabled by
the more sophisticated enframing strategies of Tittyboom. Through Tittyboom, Meyer learned to
actualize his sexual fantasies by involving real-life women in the fictional “contrived situations”
and visual storylines of his photospreads and films . Perhaps the most notable example was his
“photosexual” relationship with his wife Eve Turner who became Tittyboom’s most well-known
subject.
As Modern Man playfully reported in an article on the Meyers, under the direction of
“famed glamour photog-hubby”, Tittyboom transformed Eve “from one man’s wife to every
man’s pleasure by camera magic.” This “camera magic” functioned through what Eve called a
“photosexual” triangle between Meyer, his camera, and his models, and acted as a kind of
sublimating apparatus she characterized as “[using] up a lot of energy that might otherwise be
directed at non-professional ends.”128 For his readers and fans, camera magic linked the actual
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lives of the Meyers to the fantasies of Tittyboom’s storylines, wherein the two described their
mutual efforts to enact Tittyboom as an aesthetic, lifestyle, source of income, and a resolution to
sexual jealousy.
Meyer met Eve at a jazz club (as she described it in 1958) “five years and a million rolls
of film ago,” a metric which suggests she was keen to consider her life a narrative unfolding
before Russ’ camera. At the time, Eve worked as a legal secretary in San Francisco and
modeled informally to supplement her income. As she recounts, when Russ called for the first
time using the phone number a friend had given him, it was to request her services as a model,
and Eve gave him a cold reception: “I didn’t know Russ Meyer and, anyway, I was quite furious
at my friend for having given my phone number to someone I didn’t know.” Motivated by a keen
interest in full-time modeling however, Eve discovered that Meyer’s reputation and ties to the
industry could be prove useful and quickly decided that he was the man she’d marry.
Eve was unwilling to play the traditional domestic who would “cook his meals, clean his
house, and sit dutifully in the corner while he put curvaceous cuties through their paces”
however. Instead, she readied herself for what she described as a “busy life full of cameras,
travel, interesting people and a completely new career.” Taking on multiple roles in the business
of Tittyboom, Eve drew on her status as the preferred model and wife of Russ Meyer, along with
the training and business acumen she’d gained as an entrepreneur in the secretarial field, to act
as hair and makeup artist, cook and driver for the crew, secretary for the Meyers’ production
business, and eventually the namesake, co-owner, marketer, distributor, and screen writer for
her own production company.
With Eve as his “model wife” (one of many double-entendres and instances of sexist
humor employed in Modern Man) Russ benefited from Eve’s work as a model, business partner,
and domestic worker. “When I am posing for him,” Eve told Modern Man, “I am just another
model.” The only difference, she continued, is that “after the coffee break, I have to wash my
own dishes.” Although Russ claimed at the outset of their relationship that he was “too
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preoccupied with being very much in love” with Eve to consider photographing her, the two
quickly realized the benefits of a marriage – as Russ put it – which featured a “a built-in
model…of no mean ability and physical beauty.”129
Shooting Eve, Meyer experienced a “wonderful little extra ‘something’ that is almost
indefinable,” which enabled him to achieve results he couldn’t “as a rule get from any other
model.” Nevertheless, Eve worried that a “perennial parade of a pretty females passing in and
out” of his studio, “desperate to reach stardom” might tempt him with their “promiscuous
promises.” She came up with a simple solution: “I eliminated the need for models by becoming
Russ’ model myself,” she tells an interviewer, adding that since she couldn’t “beat them, she
“joined them.”
Summarizing their business and personal relationship, Modern Man concludes that Eve
“made Russ remove his mustache, and he made her remove – well, quite a few things as his
camera clicked merrily.” As Meyer’s expansive inventory of props suggests, Tittyboom involved
the skilled arrangement and use of the mechanical and organic elements of glamour
photography to produce a world where props were everywhere and everything: including the
bodies of models themselves which were called forth as supportive accessories that enframed
the world and its women within the visual storylines of male fantasy.

The Immoral Mr. Teas and the Technologically-Realized Nude
Teas is silent, except for a voice-over delivered with a subtle deadpan humor that draws
a comical contrast between its lofty high-minded documentary-style narration and the reality of
the mundane and pruriently-motivated activities of its lead, Mr. Teas. The film features Meyer’s
army friend Bill Teas as a comically disaffected salesman who spends his days bicycling about
town selling dental equipment and fantasizing about the women he encounters during his
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workday. After Teas hurts a tooth, he undergoes dental surgery and finds that after waking up
from anesthesia he has gained the ability to see women without their clothes. Although Teas is
unable to control the newfound ability and appears to be taken by surprise each time a woman
he encounters suddenly appears denuded, he finds his new ability enjoyable despite a few
slapstick-like scenes in which he barely escapes being caught in a compromising position. The
climax of the film occurs when Teas takes a much-needed vacation at fishing pond away from
the hustle-and-bustle of city life and his daily grind where he fantasizes about three of the
women he interacted with in his daily activities sunbathing, swimming, and boating about in the
nude. After accidentally hooking a bra hanging from a tree with his fishing rod, Teas becomes
concerned about his increasingly drastic efforts to satisfy his voyeuristic interests and decides to
seek help from a psychiatrist. As Teas lies on her couch explaining his trouble, he is surprised
to find that she has also appeared to him without clothing. Seemingly disturbed at first, he
shrugs and comes to accept his perverse inclinations while the voice-over concludes: “some
men just enjoy being sick.”
Like still-image forms of Tittyboom, The Immoral Mr. Teas made us of a wide array of
objects in pursuit of the pleasures of voyeurism. In Teas, these props include trees, fruits and
vegetables, the body parts of women and men, and assorted objects and architectural features
which frustrated the main character’s ability to satisfy his voyeuristic interest. The comedic
aspect of the film stem from Teas’ mostly-ineffective attempts to find the right viewing angle to
sustain the glimpses and hints of nudity he enjoys throughout his day, and the film uses these
props as both sources of and obstacles to his pleasure. In one of its best known scene, for
example, the shirtless Hollywood star Jayne Mansfield hides between two large melons she
holds at her chest, preventing Teas’ attempts to see her breasts from bearing fruit. In another
scene, Teas happens upon a glamour photoshoot on the beach, but is denied visual access to
the model by an unfortunately placed sun umbrella, as well as the body of the photographer.
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Teas also borrowed the square-up associated with nudist camp and exploitation films,
which Meyer transformed into a central aspect of the generic motivation of the nudie cutie. In
Teas, the square up is mobilized as an ongoing joke in which the absurd effects of censorship
force the protagonist of the film, Meyer himself as the director, and ultimately the film’s
spectator, to negotiate with an unfortunate series of viewing angles and well-placed props
which, by preventing the representation of full nudity, also motivated the film’s comical attempts
to circumvent them. In his review of the film, Leslie Fiedler writes that the pleasures of
attempting to circumvent censorship transform its voyeur into his “own teaser”:
We are, therefore, constantly being reminded of how we, too, live in a world
where, whatever the natural bent of our desires, we are forced by billboards,
night clubs, stage entertainments, cartoons, and photographs, by the very ads
which assail us for brassieres and Kleenex and Pepsi-Cola, into playing the
Peeping Tom; and of how we, too, are not only teased by the ten thousand
commercially produced provocations, but become finally our own teasers —
stripping but not possessing (not even in the deepest imagination), as we
have been taught.130
Fiedler’s astute observation implicitly draws on a range of psychoanalytic concepts and
theories of subjectivity and film spectatorship. As he suggests, the effect of exposure to
sexualized but censored media directs the “natural bent of our desires” toward the perversions
of voyeurism: being unable to possess the object of our desires, the viewing subject is not only
forced to reckon with compensatory pleasures, but comes to take up the position of a perverse
subject whose enjoyment depends on the tease of censorship.
While nudist films required a lengthy and complete transition to a natural pornotopia for
the realization of female nudity as discussed in the previous chapter, Teas’ fantasies transport
the women he encounters in his own cultural world to a kind of ambiguous borderland between
nature and culture where female nudity is accessed through a technologically-realized
naturalization.
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Although Playboy and other softcore lifestyle-oriented men’s magazines of the 1950s
have been the focus of most work regarding what Barbara Ehrenreich and others have called
the “maturity ethic” associated with postwar norms of family formation and gender relations,
Teas was also an important site of critique which challenged the stigmatizing discourses of
heterosexual perversion which arose in relation to this discourse. By claiming the right to enjoy
the “sickness” of voyeurism, the film dismissed maturity’s normative critique of perverse
pleasures, allowing its viewers to get away with access to the sexual pleasures otherwise
reserved for the bourgeois readers of Playboy.

A Tawdry Vogue
Meyer’s career shooting Tittyboom, and his previous collaboration on the lost French
Peep Show with Pete DeCenzie, owner of the Paris Theater, set the stage for his move into
independent film production. Although Friedman credits himself with inventing the nudie cutie
with Pierre in 1961, The Immoral Mr. Teas was in fact the first of its genre, beginning what the
Los Angeles Times would call a “tawdry vogue.”
Frequently praised as the first sexploitation film to “move across the tracks from Main
Street”, Teas opened in the Summer of 1959 at Balboa Theater, an art-house venue in San
Diego.131 The exhibition was shut down twenty minutes into the first reel by censors, however,
and not shown again until January 1960 when it reopened at the Monica Theater in Los Angeles
as a double-bill with Anatomy of Love. By all accounts, the film was a resounding success,
playing for extended runs in nearly every theater in which it was shown, and grossing Meyer an
estimated forty-fold return on his $24,000 investment. As The Arkansas Democrat reported in
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1961, “a dozen or so” theaters in Los Angeles were playing similar films in venues it noted were
“not crum-bum houses on skid-row” but rather “art houses in respectable neighborhoods.”132
The audience of nudie cuties was composed of white-collar and working-class men in
search of voyeuristic pleasure who critics described mainly in negative terms as alienated,
lonely, ashamed, and desperate for a replacement for the sexual satisfaction their working lives,
social networks, or families had been unable to provide. “I’ve exploited the basest of human
emotions,” claimed Friedman, “but the one I exploited the most was loneliness. That’s who was
paying my way, a lot of lonely men”.133
Likewise, novelist Stanley Elkin writes that pervading the audience for the film was a “a
consciousness of deep loneliness and great guilt” which stirred in him a “terribly pity” for the
“losers, the outsiders, [and] the ragtag corps of the spiritually maimed.”134 The Arkansas
Democrat reported that the audience members looked “sheepish” during a screening of Teas at
the Vista Theater in Los Angeles. A writer for the Los Angeles Times characterized a later
nudie-cute audience as a small group of men who sat far apart from each other, avoided eye
contact, and seemed “bored by what they had paid to see.”135 Similarly, Roger Ebert, a friend
and later co-producer with Meyer, wrote that even within the “democracy of a darkened theater”,
patrons “averted their eyes” and sat “as far away from each other possible.”136 McDonough
strikes a similarly pitiable note for Teas’ audience, writing that “many of these men might just
attend such movies out of an inability to connect sexually with women in other, more direct
ways.” Noting that Mr. Teas acts as a “stand-in for the audience,” archivist David Frasier
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likewise writes that Teas’ experience “parallels the experience of his audience which can also
never hope to meet, let alone attain, the fantasy women who excite their senses.”137
Some commentators wrote of a more boisterous audience. Ebert insisted that despite
the embarrassment, a “burly barracks room heartiness” characterized a “far from orderly”
audience who hooted, groaned, fainted, [and] vomited.” Although he claimed that general “antimasturbatory norms” constrained spectators’ behavior, both he and Meyer acknowledged that at
least some audience members – who Meyer called his “one-armed viewers”- violated these
norms.138
Most reports suggested that audiences were composed of “middle-class” or “lowermiddle class” men. A ticket seller at the Paris theater where Teas played reported “a nice class
of customer… mostly respectable business men” who “say hello when they come in” but use the
backdoor on the way out.”139 For Miller, the audience was comprised of “lower middle-class”
teenagers and others who had “escaped or rebelled against the social imperatives that drove
their parents away from movies”140 although Kenneth Turan suggests the over-18 crowd were
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“solid-looking citizens”.141 Friedman distinguished between two different markets – one
comprised of the “select, sophisticated white-wine-and-canapés crowd” and the other much
larger “cold-beer-and-grease burger gang”142, but both he and Stanley Elkin noted the number
of “salesmen” in the crowd, and many commentators stressed a certain diversity within the white
middle-class. Friedman writes that the audience “consists of salesman waiting for their next
calls, guys goofing off from work, [and] some sailors”, but suggests that “college kids get
enough of what they’re looking for without coming to [the] theater.”143

Quicker Liquor, Faster Freeways and Tighter Underwear
While not as pitiable as these critics may have imagined, Teas’ audience did seem to
resemble the alienated mid-century workers C. Wright Mills described as “standardized
losers.”144 As Mills and other sociologists argued, the postwar shift to corporate, bureaucratic,
and consumer-oriented capitalism was in tension with the expectations of creative autonomy
and individual achievement associated with traditional forms of masculinity. In the mid-century,
what Mills called the “New Little Man” came to replace the self-made man as an archetype
describing the alienation of white collar workers who found themselves “always somebody’s
man” rather than autonomous craftsmen or entrepreneurs. These men were the salespeople,
middle managers, and staff of large corporations which had come to provide a limited degree of
comfort and security to their middle-class employees, but which left them without a sense of
importance, meaning, or purpose. Drawing on a long tradition of sociological analyses of
alienation, Mills argued that such men found themselves without the security of adherence to
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well-established norms, or the excitement of revolution. Rather, he wrote “there is no
acceptance, and there is no rejection, no sweeping hope and no sweeping rebellion. There is no
plan in life.”
In addition to what Mills argues is the alienation of corporatization, some working class
men in the postwar period were left behind by a discourse of maturity which linked the
institutions of the family, nation, and market to the promise of a “good life” for men and women
who accepted complementary statuses and roles within the labor market and the heterosexual
nuclear family. In the context of hyperbolic moral panics over communism and homosexuality
abroad and at home, the discourse of maturity encouraged heteronormative nuclear families
within which boys and girls could be properly socialized with the values of capitalist democracy
and became understood as a key bulwark against the threat of communism and nontraditional
family structures or childrearing practices.145
Social scientists, intellectuals, and policy makers defined the mature man as one who
sought and obtained an early marriage, who worked in a traditional masculine occupation to
provide for his family, and whose character reflected the “predictable sober ingredients of
wisdom, responsibility, empathy, (mature) heterosexuality…and the acceptance of adult sex
roles”.146 Mature women, on the other hand, focused on rearing children, maintaining a home,
and supporting their husbands. In this narrative, economic abundance, consumer spending,
mobility, modern technology, and a host of government programs like marriage and homeownership incentives (many of which primarily benefited white families) would make it possible
for Americans to enjoy a comfortable and satisfied life, provided they took advantage of the
opportunity to do so.147
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In the postwar United States, however, reaching “maturity” became increasingly difficult,
and for some alienated men and women less desirable as well. Although without the p of Mills’
other literary examples such as Willie Loman in Death of A Salesman, Mr. Teas exhibits many
of the traits Mills associates with the alienated male worker. If the rules of sexual access to
women appeared to unjustly favor “mature” men of a certain class and status, Teas spoke to
men who might feel frustrated and unfairly excluded from participation in the sexual license
associated with the Playboy lifestyle.
In the film’s opening scene, Teas contrasts the unalienated natural life with the alienated
life of the “modern man”:
For years, man has retreated back to nature to make peace with himself, back
where the sight of greenery against a azure blue sky, the sweet fresh salt
smell of the tide gently kissing the sandy shore, the peaceful birds gathering to
keep company to a bit of seaweed from some distant land, the ancient rocks
standing immobile against the horizons, the gently bubbling brook running
down the back of the friendly mountain, caressed by the heavenly leaves of a
gracefully bending tree can help him forget the mad, impetuous senseless
driving bustle of the city with its traffic, its sirens, and its speed. Modern living
is driving an ambitious civilization ever-forward to higher buildings, automatic
autos, more potent pills, bigger stomachaches, quicker liquor, faster freeways,
and tighter underwear. But the common man, the simple uncluttered fellow
who merely lives from day to day what is he doing? What is he thinking? And
where – I ask you – where is he going?
As the voice-over reaches the end of its initial description of an unalienated life, the tone
and speed of delivery increases (changing suddenly at “…mad, impetuous”), and the pace of
editing and degree of on-screen motion and activity becomes more frenzied. After a fast-paced
montage of images as described by the narrator above, the viewer encounters Teas in mediumlength shot as he walks at a brisk pace appearing purposeful and energetic. As the camera
tracks down to include his lower body however, the viewer discovers the first of many visual
gags in the film and the ironic joke of the narration: Teas is actually walking on a treadmill, and
like Mills’ “little men” is literally going nowhere. As suggested earlier, these men likely comprised
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many of Meyer’s viewers, and Meyer seems to have modeled Teas’ sexual alienation on their
own.
As the film continues, an increasingly befuddled Teas interacts with and fantasizes about
the women he encounters during his day-to-day activities, but is more often the butt of a joke
rather than the successful or sophisticated voyeur implied by Playboy’s imagery. In one scene
for example, Teas excitedly follows a woman he imagines to be a prostitute into her apartment
after watching an under-dressed man holding his clothes in his hands paying her as he leaves.
Expecting a sexual encounter, Teas pays her, but finds out she has only provided washing and
ironing services. In the next chapter, I explore the final gag of the film involving Teas’ fishing trip.
In contrast to the representations of women in Playboy, organized under a controlling
male gaze, the protagonist of The Immoral Mr. Teas often finds himself struggling to make the
best of his exclusion from a narrative controlled by women. In the film’s first scene, for example,
as Mr. Teas leaves his home for a day of work, he stops to pat the head of a young girl hulahooping nearby. As Teas reaches for her head, she drops the hoop and seems visibly annoyed
with his overreach. After handing the hoop back to her, Teas walks away with the camera to his
back. In the next shot, the girl picks up a rock and hurls it as Teas’ head, knocking off his straw
hat. A shot/reverse shot sequence shows a surprised Teas looking back toward the girl, who is
seen neither meeting his gaze or immobilized by it, but to have resumed hula hooping without
any indication that she’d been involved in the incident at all. Feminists film theorists have
identified the shot/reverse shot as an important technique in the establishment of the male gaze
which often serves to suture the male spectator into the film’s imaginative structure by aligning
his gaze with that of the protagonist, thus playing to his voyeuristic fantasies and establishing
the extradiegetical qualities of women which Mulvey calls “to-be-looked-at-ness.” In this
instance, however, Meyer disrupts the traditional gendering of the sequence by associating
activity with the girl and passivity with Mr. Teas, and furthermore, by allowing the girl to be, if not
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the bearer of the look – which immobilizes Meyer and forces him to return her gaze – than the
bearer of the rock.

Some Men Just Enjoy Being Sick
Drawing implicitly from the slapstick tradition, Teas continues to employ the trope
whereby a protagonist’s best (and often ill-advised) efforts to get away with something – that is,
disrupt what is portrayed as a social or natural order – are predictably met by varying degrees of
comic catastrophe such as falls, humiliation, overexposure, or collapse which serve to restore
the challenged order and preserve its naturalization.148
This describes Teas’ repeated attempts to get away with acts of voyeurism by hiding,
loitering, spying, or cheating, and he is punished to varying degrees for these attempts: in one
instance his efforts to maximize his view of bathing women by balancing precariously on a tree
branch results in a spectacular fall into a lake. In another, he is forcibly removed from a
burlesque club after being caught climbing above a set of tall curtains to gain an otherwise
inaccessible view into a dancer’s dressing room.
Throughout the film, Teas goes to great lengths to satisfy his fetishistic interests, but his
repeated failure to obtain more than a moment’s voyeuristic satisfaction, and his constant
upstaging by characters with privileged and sanctioned access to women’s nudity, leaves him
feeling unhappy and overwhelmed. In one scene, for example, Teas stumbles upon a
photographer and a model posing for pictures on the beach. As Teas maneuvers to steal a
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glance and his own photos, he tries to stay out of sight but finds that his view is often obstructed
by the photographer or by the arrangement of the scene.

Conclusion
Mirroring Teas’ own experience within the diegetic, filmgoing offered Meyer’s viewers a
compensatory form of pleasure wherein, despite their exclusion from the pleasures associated
with maturity, they might nevertheless get away with some of the sexual entitlements it
promised. As discussed above, the discourse of maturity established a narrow set of
possibilities for men’s sexual fulfillment: a good life awaited the “mature” man who married early,
established a successful, masculine career, and conformed to the gendered roles and
expectations of marriage. Denied these opportunities and left out of the baby boom, the
“standardized losers” Mills describes may have seen a hero in Teas, who, having being denied
the pleasures of maturity, could still get away with some by refusing to participate in the
medicalization or stigmatization of the perverse pleasure of voyeurism.
After the film’s penultimate scene (significant for additional reasons and discussed in
greater detail in the next chapter), in which Teas’ avid pursuit of female vacationers ends with a
fall into the lake, he decides to seek help from a psychiatrist. Dressed professionally in a dark
grey pantsuit, the psychiatrist appears to listen attentively as she nods along. After he looks
away for a moment however, Teas finds that psychiatrist has suddenly appeared to him in the
nude. Like the other denuded women in the film, she continues her role in the scene despite
being nude and accompanied only by a notepad and pencil. Initially shocked by her nudity, Teas
shrugs it off, and turns to gain a better look at the psychiatrist while the voiceover concludes the
film: “on the other hand, some men just enjoy being sick.”
As Adam Phillips argues in his fantastic discussion of this common narrative element,
getting away with it can be traced back to a late 19th-century “entrepreneurial pragmatism”
associated with the idea of success as a form of getting ahead in any way possible by bending
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or avoiding rules and conventions, or exploiting legal loopholes.149 In addition to its perverse
pleasure, Teas could be understood as a film which gets away with it in a number of other ways
as well: Meyer gets away with screening in art houses that had never shown pornography;
theaters get away with runs of unprecedented length while promising the film is in its last week
(according to exploitation producer and theater owner Shane Sayles, Teas was at first
“accidentally” booked at the Vista where it proceeded to run for a full year)150; Meyer gets away
with promising far more explicitness than he actually delivers; and ultimately, Teas gets away
with his perverse desires by refusing to understand himself as sick.
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4. (m)Other Eve, and the Pornographic Gaze
Introduction
This chapter begins by rereading Teas’ visit to the dentist, and the penultimate lakeside
scene of the film, which together suggest his abilities are a form of unconscious dreaming rather
than semi-conscious day-dreaming, hallucination, or the result of new visual technologies. I
argue that the dentist visit is a unconscious fantasy of castration which initiates the fetishistic
voyeurism driving the film’s narrative, and that the lakeside scene at the end of Teas begins to
map the more complicated and perverse sexual dynamics of Meyer’s second nudie cutie, Eve
and the Handyman.
As this dissertation has demonstrated, Teas is in part a commentary on its own mode of
production, particularly in its use of various “aprons” (as Leslie Fiedler used the term) which
provided its prurient content with both discursive and literal cover. To comply with obscenity law,
Teas made use of physical aprons such as curtains, objects, and clothing to provide physical
coverage of bodies, as well as the discursive aprons of the narrative square-up. Aprons also
provided the pleasures of discovery: the physical aprons of Teas motivated pleasurable
attempts to circumvent them, while its discursive aprons provided the short-circuit pleasures of
the film’s sexual innuendos and jokes.151
If Teas explores the pleasures of getting away with it however, Eve and the Handyman
explores the jouissance of being caught with one’s pants down.152 Drawing from Zizek’s
Lacanian analysis of pornographic spectatorship, I argue that the perverse pleasures at work in
Eve are the result of Teas’ and the viewer’s evolving voyeuristic practices and ultimately, the
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camera’s final identification with the pornographic gaze which turns back to catch the voyeur
looking.153
In addition, this chapter continues to explore the intertextual aspects of Tittyboom and
the experiences of embodied spectatorship, showing that the handyman’s extreme sexual
anxiety as he draws closer to the film’s multiple, and threatening Eve’s (all of whom are played
by Russ Meyer’s wife Eve) derive from her symbolic status as a diegetic and real-life mother
figure to the handyman and Meyer himself.

The Fish That Got Away
The lakeside scene depicts Teas taking a relaxing vacation at fishing lake far removed
from the hustle-and-bustle of city life and his daily grind. When Teas arrives at the lake he finds
three women sunbathing, swimming, and boating about in the nude, and like the previous
sequences, seeks hidden vantage points where he might satisfy his voyeuristic interests. After
surveying the lake, Teas lays on the ground to relax with his fishing rod placed suggestively
between his legs. Here, indicating the unconscious play of signifiers and forms of bodily
transformations associated with dream-work, Teas’ own body is metaphorized, with the rod’s
shape, position, and role in the sexual symbolism of the scene marking it as a representation of
the phallus.
While earlier visualization sequences in the film begin when Teas is fully conscious, in
this scene he appears to fall asleep before he begins fantasizing. In addition, while Teas
appears to be asleep, the nude women visiting the lakeshore walk close enough to him there is
virtually no chance he would be overlooked in reality, suggesting the women are
representations of Teas’ dreaming mind who, in their function as objects of his voyeuristic
fantasy, are unaware of his presence. Finally, unlike the previous nude sequences which
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feature women with whom Teas is currently engaged, in the lakeside scene, the nude women
are characters from his previous encounters: while this coincidental real-life occurrence might
be surprising or difficult to explain, Teas recognizes the women and easily accepts their
presence, suggesting a dream pieced together from the remains of the day.154
As Teas drifts off to sleep, the women with whom he has interacted previously appear in
a montage of breasts and naked flesh. Inset close-ups show Teas’ beard as he licks his lips in
enjoyment of the pleasant memories. The animated graphic that usually initiates Teas’ fantasy
sequences appears on screen, and in the activities which follow, Teas engages in his typical
voyeuristic practices. These scenes are the most explicit of the film, and feature closer, less
obstructed, and more sustained images of women’s breasts and buttocks, as well as more
overtly sexualized, perverse, and performative forms of posing and self-touching.
As the dreaming Teas intently watches one of the women bathing in the lake, the
camera focuses repeatedly on both characters’ feet, which in keeping with the substitutions of
dream-work, can be understood as disguised representations of genitals. As she stands in
waist-high water, the woman rubs a washcloth over her body, pleasurably stretching and
moving her arms and head seductively. As Teas watches from the shore, a close-up shows him
vigorously rubbing his feet and toes together under the water.
Teas is woken from his dream when the fishing rod between his legs begins moving as if
to suggest a large fish hooked to the line. As he struggles for control, he shakes, jerks, and pulls
the animated rod before it goes limp, while the voiceover suggestively smirks
the fish that got away – a small frustration. Yet frustrations must be relieved or
they can grow. That was a fish, wasn’t it? Well, wasn’t it?
Some scholars have insisted that the pleasures of viewing nudie cuties were constrained
by the passive voyeurism of their lead characters and did not facilitate or represent active,
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masturbatory viewing practices. David Andrews for example, writes that Teas’ voyeurism is
“purely visual” and “does not culminate in masturbation or in signs of arousal.”155 Similarly,
Roger Ebert suggested that “anti-masturbatory norms” constrained the behavior of spectators of
nudie cuties. However, the reference to frustration, growth, and relief; the movement,
placement, and handling of the fishing rod; the pleasurable self-touching, and the manipulation
of substitutive genitals in this scene lends strong evidence to a sexual reading of fishing as a
metaphor for male masturbation. While Teas is not shown literarily masturbating or with explicit
signs of physical arousal, this scene clearly metaphorizes the objects and aims of fishing to
suggest masturbation, and invites Teas’ viewers to do the same.
As Teas fishes for a glimpse of female nudity, the heightened sexual symbolism and
more explicit camerawork of this scene make it appear that Meyer is set to grant the realization
of Teas’ (and the viewer’s) long-frustrated voyeuristic desire. When Teas casts his line a final
time however, he succeeds only in accidentally hooking a black bra dangling from a tree behind
him: a fittingly empty signifier of his fetishistic voyeurism.
As Zizek has argued, pornographic spectatorship fails to the extent that in an attempt to
cultivate the pleasures of “showing everything” it overshoots the mark, missing the concealed
and desired object sought by the look. This is a result, Zizek argues, of the attempted overlap of
the subjective look with the all-seeing gaze: to show everything, pornography must eliminate the
imperceptible by moving the gaze to the side of the subject. In so doing however, the
imperceptible object-cause of desire in the field of vision is eliminated, and as Zizek puts it,
instead of the anticipated pleasures of a sublime revelation, the disappointed spectator is left to
“gaze stupidly” at an image of “vulgar groaning and fornication.” That is, the viewer who had
hoped for the sublime experience of total revelation comes to be disappointed by totality’s
absence of an ineffable lack.
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Through the sexual metaphor of fishing-as-masturbation ending in a disappointing catch,
this scene appears to confirm Zizek’s insight about pornography: like Zizek’s unhappy viewer
who seeks to eliminate the aprons which obstruct total revelation, Teas is disappointed to find
no satisfaction in their absence.
But rather than leaving the baited viewer hanging, Meyer makes a surprising
counteroffer by replacing the voyeuristic pleasures of the look with the structural perversion of
the pornographic gaze. Before Teas is awakened by the stirring fishing poll, a medium shot
depicts one of the nude women lying on a hammock. Without the implied motive direction of
Teas’ voyeuristic look the camera moves down her back and closer to her buttocks framing the
area in a sexualized manner. After lingering for a moment, the film cuts back to Teas, still
asleep and reclining on the shore, and moves similarly down his body, stopping briefly at his
naked feet. The camera’s freedom from the subjective look of Teas and its reversal in this scene
represents a final attempt to overcome the look’s failure to reveal everything by positioning Teas
and the viewer on the side of the all-seeing gaze. Yet, as suggested by the bra and fish gag
described above, rather than the satisfaction of Teas’ voyeuristic desire, the camera’s attempted
overlap with the gaze has led to a disappointing encounter with a fish that got away.
As Teas’ experience suggests, despite the voyeur’s aspiration to a transcendental
condition in which the world is subordinated to his look, the gaze remains outside the voyeuristic
transaction and is more likely to subordinate the voyeur than to be instrumentalized for his own
purposes. As Lacan argues (drawing from Sartre), in the function of the voyeur – with his eye to
the keyhole – the subject is likely to be caught looking by the gaze; ultimately disturbed,
overwhelmed, and reduced to shame. This experience is what motivates Teas to visit the
psychiatrist at the end of the film, and what leads to his ultimate embrace of the wanton
pleasures of sickness over the asceticism of maturity.
The harsh glare of the gaze is also the subject of Eve, which maps a perverse circuit of
jouissance through each of its linked episodes: as the handyman initiates each voyeuristic
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transaction, and as the gaze glares back at him, he retreats, reduced to shame and terror by the
dominance of the Other. It is not only the pleasures of voyeurism which animate the film then,
but the jouissance of exhibitionism and shame.

Eve and the Handyman
Eve and the Handyman opened on May 5th, 1961 at the Paris Theater in Los Angeles
where, consistent with the promotional gags of exploitation ballyhoo, the theater offered the first
10,000 customers complimentary toilet plungers, and free admittance for members of a
plumbers’ union. Although it was generally successful, Eve received mixed reviews, with some
reviewers writing that it showed Meyer had great talent and a successful career beyond
exploitation films and others deriding the film’s relative lack of nudity as “all smirk, no smoke” or
“a staggering bore”156
Like Teas, Eve is structured as a series of episodic scenes in which a working-class
figure (here, a handyman rather than a salesman) travelling about town for work and leisure
seeks out large-breasted women who attract his voyeuristic gaze. The film satirizes a noir spy
thriller in which a caricatured spy provides voice-over narration as she secretly follows the
handyman about town. While the narration shares with Teas irony, double-entendre, and the
gentle mocking of high-minded pretense about low-brow sexual interest, it is distinct in its
mimicry of the intrigue and melodrama of a spy thriller rather than a nature documentary, and its
complication of the voyeuristic structure associated with Teas. One of the most significant
differences from Teas is that Meyer’s real-life wife, Eve Meyer – in different outfits, scenarios,
and personalities - plays nearly all of the women who attracted the handyman’s voyeuristic
interest, in addition to a sexualized, trench-coated spy. This lends a fetishistic aspect to her
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presence in the film insofar as the distinctive female roles she plays are represented under the
single signifier, Eve. Like the gaze then, Eve is an omniscient presence in the film, a literal spy
who sees from multiple viewpoints, and “from all sides.”157
Like Teas, the handyman is somewhat inept, and the film repeatedly offers comic relief
at the expense of his pride. If Teas is the butt of somewhat light-hearted jokes which end in
mild, comical embarrassment or punishment as his schemes collapse however, the handyman
experiences a far greater degree of anxiety, shame and terror when upstaged by the Eve’s of
the film. In a scene at a diner, for example, Eve plays a waitress whose large breasts and lowcut blouse has attracted the handyman’s interest. The handyman orders two scoops of icecream with cherries on top, and in a montage of increasingly close shots, the film establishes a
sexual metaphor linking the waitresses’ breasts, the two scoops of ice-cream with cherries, and
the handyman’s bulging eyes. As montage continues, the handyman’s face begins to register
terror and anxiety more than sexual excitement. At the breaking point when he is seemingly
unable to bear the tension, the handyman slams his silverware to the table and flees the diner.
The camera immediately cuts to Spy Eve, who has been watching the encounter, doubled-over
in laughter.
Another scene ends in a similar panic. Playing a hitchhiker, Eve stands by the side of the
road trying to attract a ride: each time a driver passes by but fails to stop, she removes another
piece of clothing hoping to succeed with the next. After Eve is down to a pair of heels and
lingerie, the handyman drives by and stops beside her. As she gives the handyman a look of
seduction, the camera shows him panicked and clenching the steering-wheel in anxiety before
he throws a pair of overalls through the window and speeds away. Again, the scene ends with
Spy Eve laughing heartily at the handyman’s sexual anxiety.
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The handyman’s apparently unbearable dread at the possibility of sexual contact with
the objects of his voyeuristic desire suggests that Meyer has positioned Eve, in accordance with
the final developments of Teas, as the gaze that stares back at the voyeur, threatening to not
only catch him looking, but in the act of masturbation.

Mother Eve
When the viewer is first introduced to the handyman he is asleep in bed underneath a
mural of the biblical Eve and a framed work of embroidery with large lettering that reads
MOTHER. This is the first suggestion in the film of Eve’s representation as a symbolic m(O)ther
figure in its various guises: as the object of the handyman’s desire; a watchful, sadistic overseer
with inscrutable desire; Meyer’s real-life wife; the handyman’s mother; and the biblical mother.
In contrast to Teas whose pleasure is mediated by neither peer or parent, the handyman’s
shame-filled attraction to each of these m(O)ther Eves is explicitly Oedipal, and her spying is
marked as the glare of a maternal gaze.
This interpretation is reinforced through a number of the film’s comedic, less overtly
sexualized scenes. In one, the handyman answers an emergency phone call and rushes to the
woods to meet an Eve simulacrum dressed as an obstetric nurse. After he arrives, the
handyman dons surgical garb, and the film appears to show him assisting in the birth of a child.
After a series of rapid shots showing a nervous and sweating handyman engaged in a delicate
off-screen medical procedure however, the film reveals a simple unexpected-ending gag: rather
than a birth, the handyman has been working to separate and replant a small branch taken from
its mother tree. After its successful “delivery”, the handyman spanks the sapling, and the
nondiegetic sound of a crying baby announces the two as new parents.
In a later scene, the handyman visits an art studio. As the artists and sculptors work,
Meyer provides the viewer with a few of his trademark sight gags: a beatnik with large blackframed glasses looks back-and-forth between a large canvas and an androgynous model in a
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garish orange wig as he slashes at the canvas with theatrically large, and confident strokes.
When the painting is revealed however, it is mostly empty space with an intricate, tiny figure
delicately painted in its center. In another gag, a deeply-absorbed painter studies his work
without realizing he is sucking the paint-soaked end of his brush. Meanwhile, a manic artist
gesticulates wildly as he angrily throws paint onto a canvas, and at one point repeatedly shoots
a small revolver at the painting. The artist then rushes over to another painter who is calmly and
methodically working on an abstract work, and uses a knife to cut out a square of the canvas
painted with lines and circles. After the stolen piece is reoriented and added to his own canvas,
the lines and circles gain signification as the marks of a price tag: $10,000. Another artist works
by dipping a wide paint roller in a discolored mixture of paint from cans with surreal labels like
“Grassy Color,” “Shadows,” and “Sky Blue and Pink.” With a few passes of the mottled paint
roller over a white canvas, he produces a detailed landscape.
Later that evening the artists have left and the handyman is alone cleaning the empty
studio. In this poignant scene, he appears to feel forlorn regarding his sexual failures, and
reaches out gingerly to caress a half-finished clay sculpture of a nude woman. Unsatisfied, the
handyman turns from the sculpture and contemplates the scene produced by the landscape
artist. Hoping to produce a nude using the same magical technique, he dips a roller in paint and
passes it over a canvas. Rather than an impossibly-detailed nude figure however, his painting
has produced only the word MOTHER in large, red letters. As the handyman’s disappointment
is expressed by the sound of a dropping bomb, the camera hones in on the canvas for a closeup of the word before cutting directly to Spy Eve. Accompanied by slow, despondent music, the
dejected handyman is shown returning home where he sits wearily on his bed.
The handyman’s sexual nadir in this scene repeats elements of the storyline of Teas: in
both films, a weary voyeur becomes despondent after his repeated efforts to gain satisfaction
end in failure. Furthermore, both films stage their respective leads’ symbolic castration in
relation to this failure. Teas’ castration occurs during the dream-like sequence in which he is
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anesthetized by a male dentist. As the dentist climbs on top of Teas, pressing his knee into his
crotch, he aggressively extracts a tooth with a comically large pair of heavy, industrial pliers.
Meanwhile, the tooth has transformed into a bloody multi-pronged bone resembling an animal’s
antler. Here, the oversized pliers, the threat of the dentist’s knee, and the antlers which connote
masculine, animalistic power, all suggest castration.
Significantly, it is during this scene of castration where Teas develops his visualization
capabilities. Although they might be rationalized as imagined or hallucinatory effects of
anesthesia, the scene can also be read psychoanalytically as the castration threat that
catalyzes Teas’ fetishistic voyeurism.
In Eve, the handyman’s parallel castration occurs during a tennis match which Meyer
represents as a contest between an animalistic father and a hapless mechanical son for the
prize of m(O)ther Eve. The scene begins with an Eve laughing as she walks arm-in-arm with a
rugged, muscular man. The two enter a tennis court, and play a few friendly volleys of tennis as
the handyman’s truck pulls up beside the court. The handyman enters and sits on the sidelines
observing the match as Eve’s narration establishes a competitive relation between the two men:
Even during life’s gay sporting moments one must keep one’s eye on the ball.
My man stood by eagerly with the charging air of the unpredictable sportsman.
A match for any man.
After a comic, fast-paced shot-reverse-shot sequence in which the handyman turns his
head repeatedly to follow the ball as it is volleyed back and forth between Eve and the man, Eve
misses and her partner invites the handyman to take her place on the court. As the tennis
playing Eve retreats to the sidelines, the film reveals that Spy Eve is monitoring the competition
from behind a chain-link fence surrounding the court. The handyman enters the court to play in
Eve’s place, and as the two men warm up for the match by stretching and swinging their
rackets, a series of extradiegetic animal and machine noises accompanies their movements.
The handyman stretches in a rhythmic up-and-down squatting movement and swings his arms,
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while the ratcheting, grinding, and squealing sounds of a machine suggest his association with
the work of manufacturing. Meanwhile, the other man stretches to the accompaniment of the
roar, growl, and screeching of wild animal noises, suggesting animalistic powers. The man
delivers a powerful serve to begin the match, but when the handyman attempts to return the
ball, its force shatters his racket and the game is lost. The man and Spy Eve erupt with laughter,
as the embarrassed handyman leaves the court to the sounds of a funeral dirge.
Here, the father’s castration represented by the handyman’s broken racket recalls the
castration symbolized by Teas’ dental surgery in Meyer’s earlier film. In both, the phallus and
the threat are represented fairly obviously: as an inadequate tennis racket that can’t withstand a
confrontation with a Father’s more powerful serve, or a tooth that is no match for a heavy pair of
pliers.

The Biggest Catch in Life My Friends, is a Happy Ending
Throughout the film, Eve’s “Joe Friday”-like voiceover mimics that of a spy thriller in
which the internal monologue of a detective as he pursues his investigation provides the film’s
first-person narration. As Eve obsessively follows the handyman throughout his workday her
monologue’s enigmatic sexual enticements and threats interpellate the viewer as a subject
challenged by the mystery of her desire: what could this overseer want from an inept handyman
whose banal working life seems to offer no justification for her paranoid imagination? In
addition, as a diegetic m(O)ther figure to the handyman, Eve’s inscrutable and threatening
desire positions him as a subject-to-be whose confrontation with the m(O)ther’s desire
engenders his alienation. Consider Eve’s opening monologue for example:
I’m a big girl in a big town with a big job. My line of work is seldom easy. And
today I was faced with the greatest challenge of my career - of my life for that
matter. The sun was shining deceptively bright yet not warm enough to
dissolve the initial chill that shivered through me. The job had to be done and I
prayed desperately that I would be able to handle it. So much counted on my
making good. Unquestionably I was the one gal who might be able to handle
him. In a desperate race against time. I’ll take the toughest assignment and I’ll
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make good. The rougher the customer the better I like it…Obviously he was a
man who planned each move carefully thoroughly seriously meticulously. It
was all too apparent that I had but one course to follow: to keep out of sight
until I had all the necessary facts at my disposal…I’ve got to choose the
precise psychological moment to close in on him. A moment when he cannot
squirm off the hook. A moment when he cannot give me the slip. I’ve got to
find that one weak defenseless moment without getting hurt. Outthink, outplay,
outmaneuver him. I confess that he was clever. I confess that I was clever. I
confess that you to whom I reveal this breathtaking chase along the very
streets of life are clever. I appeal to you: judge, judge who is the cleverest of
all - him, me, or maybe it’s you.
If Eve’s unknown mission seems to restage the alienated subject’s confrontation with the
m(O)ther’s desire, her ubiquity and omniscience suggests the anxiety-producing threat of an
inescapable mother who, as Lacan writes, is “constantly on his back.” 158 As the studio scene
suggests, Eve’s closeness threatens the handyman’s castration, making it impossible for him to
escape her influence.
Throughout the film Eve continues to narrate her actions in a similar manner, with the
most explicit sexual enticement and threat coming in the final scene in which a dangerously
close m(O)ther Eve has invaded the handyman’s bedroom where he has retreated in shame:
Come hell or high water now it was my move. My moment. my man. I had him
dead to rights with the odds stacked in my favor. He’d get the message. I
wouldn’t have to spell it out in words. I couldn’t waste the time. I was too busy
closing in. And that meant action. Fast. Furious. And fatal.
After bursting into the handyman’s room unannounced, Eve begins a slow strip-tease as
the handyman sits transfixed. When Eve finally opens her trench coat, she reveals an
assortment of paint- and hairbrushes arranged like a store display underneath a large
illuminated sign hanging around her neck advertising herself as a salesperson for Strump brand
brushes. Here, Meyer plays yet another tongue-in-cheek joke on the viewer who has been

As Lacan writes, “What is most anxiety-producing for the child is when the relationship
through which he comes to be – on the basis of lack which makes him desire – is most
perturbed: when there is no possibility of lack, when his mother is constantly on his back.”
Lacan, Jacques. Anxiety: The Seminar of Jacques Lacan. Wiley, 2016.
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intrigued by her enigmatic behavior, and the handyman who has been threatened by it: Eve,
Meyer suggests disingenuously, is simply an overzealous saleswoman pursuing the handyman
as a potential customer of paint brushes.
Of course, Eve’s sexually-charged pursuit of the handyman throughout the film cannot
be dismissed so easily. As the scene proceeds, mother Eve’s efforts to calm the paralyzed
handyman by stroking and affectionally combing his hair turn to seduction. After a non-diegetic
montage suggesting sexual intercourse (a teapot boiling, the back-and-forth motion of a piston
pump, a pair of freight trains coupling, a melodious harp, and a rocket launch interspersed with
the mural of Eve), the handyman wakes up the next morning transformed into a confident,
assertive Playboy wearing Eve’s bright red scarf as an ascot underneath his now jauntily-angled
cap. From underneath the Strump sign which hangs above his bed like a trophy, Eve hands him
a set of keys. As he packs his work items in the trunk, the film reveals that the handyman’s rusty
pick-up truck has been replaced by a sleek convertible. While he drives off, Eve’s voiceover
concludes:
in the treacherous, turbulent depths of life you may land many a strange fish.
The struggle makes or breaks him, but mine had such strength. So, the
biggest catch in life my friends, is a happy ending.
Also a euphemism for the completion of a sexual act, Eve’s “happy ending” offers the
viewer a perverse solution to the handyman’s oedipal terror and anxiety: ultimately unable to
escape Eve’s gaze as it drew nearer, the handyman succumbs to the m(O)ther, becoming its
desire and establishing a dyad that short-circuits the endless pursuit of what is unattainable
(indeed hidden) by the look. Like Teas then, the handyman ultimately learns to “enjoy being
sick” through a traumatic encounter with the object cause of his desire.
As the founding film of the new genre of nudie cuties, The Immoral Mr. Teas represented
a transition point from the typical depiction of nudity-as-naturalism to subsequent
representations of the technologically-realized nude. Thus repositioned from nature to culture,
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filmic nudity became increasingly incorporated into the post-Fordist economy as a source of
consumer desire. As the liberalization of obscenity law (most notably with the Roth decision)
increasingly allowed for the depiction of sexualized nudity however, nudist representations
became increasingly difficult to distinguish from pornography, and as such, these
representations risked overshooting the mark, losing their desirousness because of their efforts
to “show everything.” Decades before hardcore offered the fetishistic solution of the money shot,
Meyer offered his own perverse challenge to the antinomies of the look by repositioning the
viewer himself as the object cause of desire under the harsh glare of the gaze.
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5. Conclusion: Nudie Cuties and the One-Armed Viewer
Nudity from Nature to Culture
Nudist magazines and newsletters were among the first commercial, legal, and widelyavailable images of nudity which circulated in the late Comstock Era. To evade censorship,
producers developed framing strategies that obscured the sexualized nature of these images,
even as they also enabled the viewing practices their sales relied upon. Primarily, nudists relied
on a documentary keying designed to frame the sexualized viewing practices of their paying
customers as a desexualized form of scientific and moral interest in nudism and nudist
philosophy. The tension that arose from the growing number of buxom blondes who posed
alone on the covers of nudist magazines however, among other sources of frame tension, made
these frames difficult to sustain over the prurience which characterized this era’s primary
framework for interpreting mixed gender social nudity.
To supplement the documentary framing and to manage these frame tensive effects,
Nudist publishers worked to rekey voyeurism as a non-criminal form of spectatorship through
the depiction of camp actions and sporting activities. These keyings allowed nudists to increase
the degree of bodily exposure in the imagery by depicting sports and other games where
subjects could be posed facing the camera in circles or grouped together in team photos while
simultaneously deflecting the criminal risk these representations might otherwise engender.
Similarly, camp actions showed nudity in the context of common domestic and outdoor
activities, presenting it as non-prurient and casual, and allowing photographers to use natural
and everyday objects such as towels, chairs, and trees to cover areas of the body likely to
trigger censorship.
Nudists also produced narrative texts which sought to rekey the practice. Maurice
Parmelee’s Nudism in Modern Life was an influential, and widely-read treatise which leveraged
the scholarly reputation of its author to frame nudism as a moral and scientific practice of
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eugenic truth-telling about the raced and sexed body. From the sexual education of nudist
children to the mate selection of adults, Parmelee argued that the nudist lifestyle offered
unprecedented access to the objective truths of nature, providing an efficient method of eugenic
selection wherein women’s true racial and sexual fitness could be revealed in the absence of
the artifice of clothing and culture.
As feminists and others have shown, however, scientific inquiry often draws on
unrecognized sexualized and gendered notions of male authority to produce knowledge about,
and rationalize dominance over, a feminized nature. As I show in the first chapter, the book’s
repeated narratives of denuding relied on the long-standing pornographic trope of the
experienced libertine mentor who guides a young, reticent, ingenue in the exploration of novel
sexual practices and values, revealing nudism as a practice and epistemology structured by
heterosexual and voyeuristic desires masked as scientific forms of objectivity. Parmelee’s
nudism was a discourse and practice of sexualized renaturalization steeped in disavowed desire
which provided men with visual access to women’s naked bodies under the guise of what a
court called “scientific picturization.”
As nudist representations reached the theatrical screen, camp films continued to draw
on the trope of naturalized nudity by making images of naked female bodies available to male
theater-goers through a narrative transition to a rarefied nudist pornotopia where women were
“naturally” nude. As the second chapter demonstrates, while this representational strategy was
partially successful, naturalized nudity required an escape from culture and consumerism,
ultimately preventing camp films from becoming fully integrated into the consumerist economy
of filmic sexual media.
The wider reception environment in which camp films were screened, including in-group
scholarly accounts of nudism, ethnographic research by would-be nudists, and the practices
and customs of actual nudist camps, demonstrates another major theme of this dissertation: the
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leaky rims of frames, and the capacity of framesets to assemble what Goffman called a
laminated reality “shot through with multiple framings.”
As nudists and softcore pornographers worked to evade censorship and legal
restrictions on nudist socializing, they deployed frames which linked nudist representations to
nudism itself, making accounts of real-life camps increasingly entangled with the
representational tropes of nudist imagery. The plot lines of nudist camp films frequently mirrored
journalistic and scholarly accounts of nudism, and in some cases were overlapping
representations of the same physical space: the activities of the fictional journalist Mac in Elysia,
for example, parallels the conversion narratives of journalists who described their own
experiences in Olympian Fields, the actual nudist camp which provided the set of the film.
Likewise, scholarly accounts of nudist awakenings came to resemble the tropes of
softcore pornography, as scholars such as Howard Warren recounted their “arousing”
experiments with nudism and novice researchers wrestled with the “erection tendency” that
threatened the desexualized frames of their research.
In another example of the entanglement of representation and reality, The New York
State Board of Regents sought to restrict the distribution of Garden of Eden under the state’s
recent anti-nudism statute. Although the statute applied to nude persons rather than images or
films, the State argued that “there is little difference between picture and reality,” and that
therefore, the film should be judged as though it were an actual nudist camp.
During the postwar period, the sexual cultures of many American men turned to
“mammary madness”, and the baby boom and cold war brought forth a discourse of “maturity”
which linked heteronormative desires and family structures to economic abundance and
national security. Maturity promised a “good life” of pleasure and ease to the family man, and
cast aside men who found pleasure elsewhere in pornography or masturbation, stigmatizing
theater-goers as a lonely, pitiable, and perverse “raincoat brigade” unable to connect with real
women. While men’s magazines like Playboy and Esquire offered a bourgeoise alternative to
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maturity based on casual sex, conspicuous consumption, and aestheticized leisure, the Playboy
lifestyle was largely unattainable for growing number of alienated working-class men in the
bureaucratic corporate workforce who C. Wright Mills called the “New Little Men.”
The third chapter introduced the work of former Army Signal Corps cinematographer
Russ Meyer. A quintessential expression of mammary madness, Meyer’s early still-image work
took the form of a practice and lifestyle he called Tittyboom! which drew on actual events and
fictional narratives to re-enact the storylines of pin-ups. Featuring Meyer’s wife and other
“pneumatically gifted” models, Tittyboom! made use of abnormally low shooting angles and a
highly pitched camera to enlarge models’ breasts and upper torsos to almost comical
proportions, and positioned male viewers as unseen voyeurs peering into the private spaces
where Meyer “changed women into cheesecake.”
Meanwhile, market pressure in the exploitation film industry, the liberalization of
obscenity law, and the increasing importance of sexual desire in the postwar consumer
economy set the stage for Meyer’s The Immoral Mr. Teas, the first of a short-lived, but important
genre of softcore films which transformed the trope of naturalization into one more compatible
with the consumer-driven economy of sexual media. Assembled from the representational
elements and practices of pin-ups, burlesque theater, and roadshowing, nudie cuties employed
a technologically-realized form of cultural stripping to make female nudity available to male
voyeurs as consumers through the depiction of popularly-imagined cold war-era fictive
technologies such as X-ray glasses, invisibility pills, and specialized cameras.
Teas offered working-class men who had been excluded from the licensed pleasures of
maturity a counterdiscourse where they might get away with “immature” substitutive pleasures.
Representing these alienated men in the repetitive sexual disappointments of a continuouslyupstaged travelling dental salesman, Teas challenged the maturity ethic by refusing to
reproduce pathos-laden representations of the pleasures of voyeurism and masturbation, and –
as its voice-over concludes – by insisting that “some men, just enjoy being sick.”
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As Adam Phillips points out however, getting away with something presents a paradox:
on the one hand, it diminishes the omnipotence and omniscience of the law, suggesting the
possibility of an unrecognized and unpunished transgression. On the other however, since
getting away with something does not point to a desire that the rules be changed, but rather to
the pleasures that depend on finding out how not to be constrained by those rules, it also
confirms the existence of a surveillant higher authority.
Chapter Four turns to psychoanalytic theory to read Meyer’s first two films as
commentaries on the pleasures of this paradox. Through a series of comical visual metaphors
which depict fishing as masturbation, Teas leads the voyeur to anticipate the unbounded
pleasures of total revelation, but ultimately leaves him disappointed by the “fish that got away.”
By representing Teas’ repeated attempts to get away with illicit pleasures as a narrative of
anticipation and inevitable disappointment, Meyer seemed to recognize that the pursuit of the
objects of desire will always leave the subject empty-handed and unfulfilled.
In contrast to the casual pleasures of voyeurism and the mild fun of comic
embarrassment in Teas, Eve narrates the terror and titillation of a sexually anxious handyman
who is relentlessly pursued by an omniscient and enigmatic mother figure I call m(O)ther Eve.
As Chapter Four argues, the film’s “happy ending” offered viewers a perverse alternative to the
limited pleasure of looking, marking Meyer’s turn away from the pleasures of getting away with
it, to the jouissance of getting caught.

Meyer’s One-Armed Viewers
Eve’s relentless pursuit of the handyman ends only when he succumbs to her seductive
salesmanship: that is, when he can no longer resist the twinned desires of sexual and
commodity consumption which drive the film’s narrative and which are consummated in its
“happy ending.” In the happy ending to this dissertation, meanwhile, I suggest that despite being
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largely overlooked, nudie cuties played an important role in legitimating the masturbatory
practices and viewing pleasures that opened the market frame to hardcore pornography.
Little documentation exists regarding the experiences of the men who filled grindhouse
and independent cinemas to watch Teas watch women. First run screenings of the film occurred
between 1959 and the mid-1960s, earlier than the appearance of the hardcore films associated
with the explicitly masturbatory and sexual theater-going practices described by observers like
Samuel Delany.159 A number of the film’s contemporary critics hinted in this direction however,
and Meyer himself made repeated jokes in interviews and in his own writing about the practices
of his enthusiastic male fans whom he called his “one-armed viewers.”160
Meyer’s humorous acknowledgment of the masturbatory practices of his fans is
suggestive of the role of self-pleasure in mediated sexual economies, which tend to require an
autoerotic mode of consumption for the full realization of value. But if other circuits of consumer
capitalism are driven by what Greg Tuck calls the “inherently masturbatory pleasures of
commodity consumption” as well, the particular individual, unpredictable, and perhaps excess
value produced via the one-handed circuits of literal masturbation has been thought to uniquely
threaten the intersocial basis of market exchange – and for some, the very foundations of
sociality.161 As Thomas Laqueur writes in his important history of discourses on masturbation:
the debate over masturbation that raged from the Eighteenth century onwards
might best be understood as part of the more general debate about the
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Samuel R. Delany. Times Square Red, Times Square Blue 20th Anniversary Edition. NYU
Press, 2019.
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Meyer’s reference here is to the long-standing joke wherein masturbatory engagement with
pornographic media leaves the multi-tasking voyeur short-handed. See, e.g., Burger, OneHanded Histories: The Eroto-Politics of Gay Male Video Pornography.
161
Here, I refer to the inability of market forces to temper masturbatory pleasures: that is, while
the value of a commodity is rationally related to the cost of its production, masturbatory
pleasures are decoupled from market-determined value. As the old saying goes, anything is
masturbation material in the right hand(s). As others have written, other perceived threats to
sociality presented by masturbation include the possibility of the illegitimate enjoyment of nonprocreative and non-dyadic pleasure otherwise restricted to normative identities and behaviors.
See, for example, Guy Hocquenghem, “Capitalism, the Family, and the Anus” in Homosexual
Desire.
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unleashing of desire upon which a commercial economy depended and about
the possibilities of human community under these circumstances – a sexual
version of the classic ‘Adam Smith problem’162
Indeed, the legitimacy of prurient production and consumption has been central to the
legal opinions described in this dissertation, which offered a brief history of the framing
strategies nudists and softcore pornographers deployed in contests over the incorporation of
desire into the legal economy. These strategies were largely successful, even if the industry’s
one-armed viewers would gain only a slippery grip on the market. Nevertheless, by prying open
the market frame, nudie cuties helped catalyze the growth of what would eventually become a
$10 billion industry which, as historian Stephen Patrick Johnson writes, “grew in direct relation
to its ability to supply a product that facilitated private desire and masturbation.”
While Johnson focuses on the videotape technology that would help move pornographic
consumption to the private spaces of a home where viewers might more readily masturbate in
its “easily defended private space,” well before the advent of video nudie cuties laid the
groundwork for the active, masturbatory forms of voyeurism which enabled the mode of
consumption Johnson credits for the growth of the industry.163 Although they are often given
short-shrift by historians of pornography who tend to skip lightly from the curious mechanics of
underground stag films to the spectacular shock of hardcore, between the two genres, nudist
camp films and the nudie cuties into which they evolved played a significant, albeit brief, role in
the opening of the market frame to explicit sexual desire.
From his vacation at the fishing pond far from the rigors of his work-a-day life where
Teas is first depicted masturbating, to his psychiatrist visit where he learns to enjoy it, Teas
narrates this very opening. Borrowing from the nudist imagery and camp films before it, the
penultimate lakeside scene of Teas depicts the familiar rarefied pornotopia where the
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Laqueur, Thomas Walter. Solitary Sex: A Cultural History of Masturbation. Zone Books,
2003.
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Johnson, Stephen Patrick. “Staying Power: the Mainstreaming of the Hard-Core
Pornographic Film Industry, 1969-1990” Ph.D. Diss. University of Maryland 2009.
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naturalized nudity of women was made available to male voyeurs at the steep cost of an escape
from the consumerist ideologies increasingly required for market success. But Teas ultimately
transformed this strategy by inventing the technologically-realized, culturally-stripped nude of
the nudie cutie, and modeling the active practices of voyeurism which accompanied
commodified nudity and which hardcore would rely on to arouse the masturbatory desires of
their viewers.
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